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h._ PREFACE

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (I_]_I)is pleased to submit this

proposal in response to Request for Proposal No. WA 711-R322

subsection Transportation and Recreal:]on Vehicles, issued June

1974 by the Environmental Probection Agency.

The proposed program is intended to be entirely responsive [
l.m

_o the requirements of the request to lu_ovide technical expertise

" in the development of noise measurement tests and technology/cost

J reports for the control of product noise emissions in transporta-

tion and reereatlon vehicles. This uxpertlse will be provided

.._ under task-order agreements to be defined as needs arise.

Any questions coneerninE technical or organizational matters

should be addressed to Dr. Erich K. Bender. Inquirie_ related to

contractual or financial matters should be addressed to Mr. T1_eo-

I_ dare Slhpol. Both may be reached at

f_
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

50 Moulton Street

I_ Cambridge,Mass. 02138
L_

(617) I191-1850
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_ I, INTRODUCTION

The Noise Control Act of 1971 identified transportation as

one of the major sources of noise requiring control. Certainly,

transportation and recreational vehicles cause the most extensive

impact on the community of any category of noise sources. Through-

out the United States, the population is exposed daily to the 100

million automobiles and 20 million trucks currently in use. In

L._ fact, automobiles, because of their very large number, contribute

" subs_antially to the acoustic energy levels, Leq , in urban areas.

"_ In a study of transportation noise conducted by Bolt Beranek and"

Newman Inc. for the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, the
ii automobile was identified more than any other vehicle class as a

source of annoyance.

I: Other modes of transportation, such as railroads,, urban and

interci_y bus lines,' motorcycles, and rail rapid transit, also

[_ contribute substantially to environmental noise. Recreational

vehicles, including off-the-road motorcycles_ snowmobiles, and

[_ motorboats, contribute not only to
environmental noise but to

hearing damage of operators and passengers as well.

We believe that our proposed program is wholly responsive

to the Environmental Protection Agency's RFP No. WA 74-R322 for a

f_ Basic Ordering Agreement to provide quick response task orders for

the development of noise measurement standards and technology/

F,m cost studies. This RFP also requests a specific proposal on the

development of measurement standards and technology/cost informa-

_i tion on automobiles. We have structured our proposal to deal

generally with transportation and recreational vehicles and spe-

cifically to study automobiles. Accordingly, Sec. 2 of this
I!

proposal discusses our general technical approach, which is

divided into three major parts: the first deals with the

1
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q

I development of measurement stand_rds_ the second with the

noise reduction achievable tllrou_h the application of the best

technology; and the third with the costs associated
available

with such noise treatments. Section 3 presents our general

organizational and management approach fo_ dealing with a number
of tasks anticipated in a BOA. In Scc. J_, we apply our general

approach to the specific task of developing measurement standards
and conducting technology/cost studies for automobiles. Section 5

presents our task organisation and program plan for the automo-

•,'_ bile task, and Secs. 6 and ? discusses our qualifications.

We believe that BBN is uniquely qualified to deal effectivelywith a wide range of tasks under a BOA on transportation and re-

creational vehicles and with the specific automobile task. We

[i have already conducted technology/cost studies for EPA on new

trucks, railroads, interstate motor vehicles, and rail rapid

I_ transit, as as numerous• types of other products, such as
well

cons_ructlon equipment and lawnmowers. For the Freightliner

I_ Corp., we have achieved greater success in quieting a motor vehicle,
i.e., a heavy diesel truck, than any other research development,

i_ and consulting organization. For the Ford Motor Company, we havequieted vehicle cooling fans beyond that believed achievable. We

_ have prepared and taught special noise and vibration courses tothe technical staff of General Motors and Ford. For DOT, we have

conducted In-depth R&D programs on rail system noise. ,We p_oposebl

to apply this wealth of experience to the general problem of

transportatlon and recreational vehicle noise and specifically to

automobile noise control.

,11
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2. GENERAL TECJJNICAL APPROACH
_E

Our general technical approach to the development of the

background material for product labeling and noise emission stand-

ards for transportation and recreational vehicles is to (1) review

I_ and develop measurement standards as needed, and (2) estimate the '

noise reduction and costs associated with the application of the

best presently available technology. In this section, we will

discuss this approach in general.

,_ 2.] Measurement Standards

A measurement standard forms one of the key elements in a

'_ labeling or emission regulation. This standard must typically

meet a number of requirements, which are often mutually conflict-

_4 Ing. For example, it must be a reliable indicator of community

i_ impact, it must have relevance to the consumer or equipment pur-

_ chaser, it should not be overly complicated or expensive to per-

form, it must be repeatable, it should yield data that are rele-
;a

van_ to large existing data bases, and it must be suitable for

field enforcement. Let us consider each of these requirements in

i!:_ some detail.
1

I_ 2.1.I Relevance to public health and welfare

Since a primary responsibility of EPA is to develop regula-

tions to protect the public health and welfare, it is n'ecessary

,4 that noise 'measurement standards used for product regulations be

iI_ consistent with the data required for assessing the impact of the
;
j _ noise of a product class on the public health and welfare. De-

.I veloping these types of standards is difficult because of (i) the

i l_ complexity of human response to a given noise signature; (2) the

variedrelatlon between noise sources and the public; and (3) the

j . effect on noise level of the various operating modes and condi-

tions of a particular class of equipment.
J_

3
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;, The general approach that we propose to follow in consider-

ing the relation between the me_ssr(_mont standard and human re-

sponse criteria is to evaluate Meacuromenl; standards principallyI

JJ in terms of criteria established by ErA. In its extensive docu-

ment "Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to

i._ Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of

Safety," EPA has focused on the energy equivalent sound level,
I!
i_ Leq , and the companion day-night sound level, Ldn , as measures of

environmental noise. For a single pass-by, characteristic of

transportation and recreational vehicles, an appropriate measure

is then the sound exposure level, Le, _qhich is defined by

_ I p2(t) dt ,i Le = i0 log,0 2
]_ Po

Ill where p(t) is the A-weighted pressure as a function of time, t,
i

i_i and L is a basic element in predicting community energy levels.e

For example, the value of Leq generated at the measurement dis-

i_ fanes by N ears of equal noise level passing in time, T, is given

: by

Leq = Le + i0 log N/T .

,_ If the sound radiated from a motor vehicle were omnidirec-

tional, there would be a precise relation between peak ,level

i_ measured during a pass-by and Le. However, the peak levels which

! result from directive sources imprecisely indicate the impact on

i[_ the community as measured by Le. Figure 1 shows the sound level

i along a line 50 ft from a quiet truck and parallel to its center-

I_ line (Bender and Patterson, 1974). This figure also shows the
II:

profile of the sound le'vel from an omnidirectional source of equal

! _ peak level. Quite clearly, the area beneath both curves is not

[
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the same. The Le for, theq 90

if' truck is approximately 2.2 . f I I.
'" ,. MEASUREDl_OrSEL£vELJ ,dBA greater than that of the

J
OMNt.DIn_CTIO_IAL

q omnidirectional so,roe. 50URCC OF EOUAL
_ Oo PEAK LEVEL

, _ to account for the gee-

' '_* relationship _ 70 -_'_

tween a source of noise and

thepeopleoxposed. his le I I I I "--,GO

T_ especially important for -zoo .1oo e ice _oo
:_ such a_tomebiles __,,, sources as . _ -.

I where both the user and

,_ community are exposed to FIG. 1. SIDELINE NOISE FOR AN

substantially different OMNIDIRECTIONAL SOURCE AND

_ noise sources or noise trans- A TRUCK WITH A PARTIAL

mitred along substantially ENGINE ENCLOSURE.

• _ different paths. The noise

level within automobiles, for example, may be only weakly corre-

=_,_ lated to automobile noise levels measured at community locations•

'_' Along these lines, it is also necessary to ensure that

_a standard microphone positions are selected in a way that allows

for extrapolation to locations occupied by people. For example,

l,_j distances of 50 ft may be adequate for motorcycle or automobilemeasurements, but they are in the geometrical near field of rail-

road locomotives.

:i!
!.d The third factor, determining appropriate values of operat-

,4 ing variables, is extremely important for machinery that operates

over a wide range of conditions, which is the case for most

transportation and recreational equipment. For much of this

_: equipment, noise is a strong function of at least two variables:

speed and engine load. If sufficient operating cycle data are

il

5
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available-:,it then becomes desirable to consider as a baseline a i
|

histogram of percentage of ti.me spent at various speed and load

conditions, as illusbrated in Fig. 2. Oommunlb y noise estimates,
measuremens standards, and operating cost increments can all be

builb from bhis baseline.

% TIME
Iml

x1(LOAD)

FIG. 2. HISTOGRAM OF NACIIINERY SPEED AND LOAD VARIABLES. DATA

SUCH AS THESE CORRESPONDTO ACTUAL USAGE.

6
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An energy contribution to eoclmutlJty nellie Js found by appro-

priately weighting and summing the nolse .Levels corresponding to

each element of the histogram as follows.

/ LI/IO L_/IO )Leq = i0 iog_TalO + T210 + .'' + C

or, equivalently

Leq= 10log Ti + C

Here, Ti is the percentage of time the machinery operates at the
ith set of load and speed variables, Li is the A-weighted spatially

averaged sound level generated at a standard distance by the ma-

I_ chine, and C is a constant. The parameter, C, is important in

determining specific values of community impact, but it need not be

I_ specified for purposes of developing a measurement standard.

[_ 2.1.2 Relevance to the consumer

Many of the same problems as discussed above, in addition to

I_ those of dealing with a of unfamiliar with the speci-
group people

alized field of acoustics, are found in making ].abels and noise

I_ emission standards relevant to product consumers. As with com-
munity noise, we would rely most heavily on existing EPA and OSHA

criteria. However, we would also be sensitive to othe_ factors

that have been found to be significant by manufacturers of con-

_. sumer products. For example, the annoyance associated with pure

i_ tones or rattles may not be adequately measured by A-weighted

! sound levels or energy equivalent levels.

i

7
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2.1.3 Industry impact

Measuremen_ standards must be evaluated tn terms of industry

impae_ from the viewpoint of cos_ and of industry a_tltude.

Product noise measurements of any kind eos$ morley to conduct,

and they often facilities that, in requirerequire special turn,

capital _e construct. These expenditures are typically passed on

in par_ through the chain of purchasers a_d users of the products
being controlied and are adsorbed in part by the product manufac-

turer. Both forms of costs should be minimized to the extent• possible as an anti-inflatlonary measure and to allow for the

i_ optimal allocation of industrial resources.
In the broad political sense, it is necessary to account forI

I 1_ industry attitude toward various types of measurement standards.A greater degree of environmental noise reduction will-be achieved

i with a favorable attitude by industry than through an adversary

rzI_ procedure. The latter can easily lead to delaying actions in the
J

courts, direct political influence, and a search for loopholes in

regulations. Aeeordlngly_ our approach in these matters has been,

and will continue to be, to use industry standards and to build

I_ on them when environmental protection will not be compromised.
For example, we found during our work for EPA on developing tech-

nology and cost information for COnStrUction machinery that minor• modifications of the SAE J88 test made through the use of ad hoe

standards commlttees" resulted in well-accepted and meahingful

II test procedures.

*Typically, these committees were composed of representatives of

EPA, BBN, NBS, manufacturers, and users.

8
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2.1 .4 RepeatabilityZ

One essential, aspec_ of a measul'oment _;tundard is that it

m must yield repeatable results. In a _ense, repeatability is a

measure of the accuracy or precision of a tust. There are a num-

ber causes of variation from one another, including
of test to

variations in machinery operating conditions and test sites,

I_ changes in environmental effects, and instrumentation variability.
h_

In testing englne-powered equipment, such as trucks and automo-

biles, variations of ±1/2 dBA are often found in sequential tests

_a of a particular machine. Test site variability involving slight

variations in surface profile between the equipment and microphone

,_j and the impedance of the surface can lead to variations of the

order of ±i dBA. Also, even precision sound measuring equipmentpm

can drif_ during the Course of a series of measurements or have

variations of a fraction of a decibel from unit to uni't. Such

[_ variations in machinery, test sites, and instrumentation can lead
to ±2 dBA variations under good conditions. We propose to account

I_ for and attempt to minimize such variations in the development of

Ig labeling or emission standards.

I: 2.1.5 Relevance to existing data base

! Another factor to consider in the development of a measure-ment standard is its relevance to an existing data base. The

importance of this factor is, in a sense, proportional '_o the ex-

tenslveness of the data. Products that bays been extensively

measured according to an existing standard are relatively well

understood. Accordingly, new measurement standards, which can be

related to existing data, facilitate the development of regula-
bA

tions by EPA and compliance, by industry.

J

$
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(_ 2.1.6 Feasibility of field enforcement

'_ The feasiblllgy of enforcing tempi.lance wlth a regulation
will be accounted for in any measurement _tandard to which we

] comtribute, In this regard, measur,ements that can be conducted

I _ simply and quickly by an ErA field-enforcelne;it officer are desired,

_ 2.1.7 Procedure for developing measurement standards:

I The general procedure that we propose to follow in developing

'_ measurement standards is: (i) to assemble and review existing
standards in terms of the criteria dlscusse(] above (see Sees.

,_ 2.1.i tO 2.1.6); (2) to conceive of new standards that satisfy
the above criteria better and then to decide, in collaboration

i_ with cognizant EPA staff, whether or not to pursue the develop-ment of these new standards or rely on-exlstlng ones.. If it is

q decided to develop new standards that are only marginally differ-

[_ ent from existing standards (e.g., adding a few more measurement

locations or selecting different machinery-operating conditions),

we would recommend the formation of a committee of EPA, NBS, BBN,
and industry representatives to work out the details. On the

I: other hand, if the new standards differed substantially from

existing standards, we would first wish to conduct a series of'_- preliminary tests, and then either form a committee as described

above or meet witl_ a standing committee of an industry organiza-

tion. This would "bring the industry on board" and give eachcompany an opportunity to evaluate the standard on its own products

at its own facilities.

2.2 Technology/Cost Studies
In order to regul_te noise effectively, the EPA must base

Its strategy on four factors:

ID

10
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" 1 Knowledge of _ho present :_eope oC I:]]oproblem.
J

2 Assessment of available quieting _e_hnology.
q

i 3. Knowledge of the costs incurred (and oH _,d]omthey are

imposed) as a result of noise contr'o].

_. Estimates of the benefit to the public health and wel-

fare in terms of people removed from noise exposure as a

result of a given strategy.

This section describes BBN's approach toward pl.ovldlng the Agency

i with this material.

2.2.l Baseline assessment
i'J

The first step in formulating noise control strategies is

_o understand the nature of the noise exposure problem. ThisL_

problem is composed of the following elements.

i_ Id_ntiflca%ion of the noise source popuZa_ion

: The numbers, types, characteristics, and prices of the
machine being studied must be determined. In the ease of the

'_ proposed regulation governing newly manufactured units, this

means that the composition of annual sales must be analyzed. In

!_ many cases, this information is available from governmental (U.S.

Census of Manufacturers, Current Industry Surveys, etc.) or

industry (trade association, trade Journal) sources. BBN has

used such sources to determine the sales composition of such

! goods as railroad locomotives, truck mufflers, diesel trucks,

I!_ and portable air compressors. In a few eases, the required in-

i_ formation is held proprietarily by _he manufacturing firms; we

irl have found this to be true, for example, in the cases of con-

I struction tractors and truck t_res. In these cases, BBN relies

rJ
r ,

Ii
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I on contacts amol_g the subject indusb_ios to provide information

on a confidential basis. Such data-gathering is done by telephone

conuac¢ and by persona], vislt. _

i I_or regulations aimed at retrofitting noise control treat-men_s _o sources already in place, it is necessary to analyse the_a

composition of the existing population. This is normally more

difficult to obtain than annual sales information. Again, govern-
men_ and industry sources are helpful to some extent. Government

statistics are particularly helpful in the transportation indus-

d tries. In the past, BBN has used industry publications to obtain

_i populatio_ breakdowns for such sources as machine tools, coal

I_ cleaning equipment, and pulp mills. In a study of truck noise ,i
for EPA, we also analyzed data on 100,000 trucks stored on a dig-

ital _ape provided by the Bureau of the Census. I_ere collected i

information does not exist, nonstructured surveys of the type

' I_ outlined above may be necessary.

Determination of Nois_ LeveZ Distr_brt_on

The extent to which a unit will require treatment depends on

'_I_ how noisy it is; the total level of treatments for all units,

L1
*BBN has had considerable success with surveys of this type inthe past. Under contract to the Department of Labor (Bru'ce st al.,
197_I), within an eighb-week period, BBN directly contacted 50

industry associations and 70 private firms to determine theirproblems regarding industrial noise control.

12
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q

bherel'ore, depends on the distribution of noise levels over the
i

total population.
_m

_ BBN will obtain noise level distributions from three sources:

(a) Previous work, As a result of our 25 years' experience

) _ in noise control, we have accumulated a largo body of measurement

data that is available for the purposes of this work,

(b) Industry sources. BBN has had considerable success ob-

taining, on a confidential basis, manufacturers' noise measure-

men_s of their products. An example of one such study is our

analysis of noise distributions for portable air compressors;

i_ Table 1 shows one result 09 this.

i{_ TABLE I. PRESENT STATUS OF PORTABLE COMPRESSORS WITH RESPECTI TO NOISE EMISSIONS AND PRICE'PER RATED cfm.-

DIa_el Driven
Gasoline {)riven

1,1{1 Datow 501 cfm Above 500 cfm

L_I Standard quieted Standard quieted Staneard Quieted

_l_l_.bep OP UZ}lf._ |n

_nnpll,. 3_ g6 /45 35 32 2_Prlep./efm

lh._n $39,_3 $43.32 }IlA,IA $52,11 $/43.._7 $/48.70

[,_ Standard dovia-Lion ; q.bo I 6.10 I _,57 $ 0.30 $ 3,5_ $ 3,16

SPL at 7m

_lean 8_,8 dBA 76,1 alga g6,1 dgA 76,$_ dgA 92.0 dDA, 70.7 dBA
Fq

_ _l_nd_l pd dcvl_-
tlon /4,92 dDA _,/40 dIIA . 3.35 dBA _{,07 dBA $I,08 di_A 3,90 dBA

UIuLo'_t, Hnclllna_
(I,owen_ deolle)

F'_ _lo, In declle 3 3 6 _ _ 2

l!_an $PI, _t 7m 72,6 dI3A 72,3 dDA 82 d_A 70 dDk 87,5 d_)A 73.5 _BA

Deviation o{"

1'_:e_t declle

o{' (lUrerud +$5,_2 _$_,1_ l$0. {{3 +$i0.2_ ÷$O* 3_- *$2,_0

I

ml
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!

(c) Original measurements. In support of this project, BBN

will measure noise from specified sources in cases where data do

_ not already exist or sample sizes are too small. We have done

!_ this in support of past EPA studies, notably in the cases of rail-

road locomotives, construction equipment, and diesel trucks. An '
example of our results for construction equipment is given in
Table2.

Determination of the Nature of Noise Exposure

,,, The optimal noise control strategy will vary depending upon

bow people are exposed to the offending sources. Some sources

:4 are very local in their influence (e.g., home appliances) but,

because there are so many of them, many people are exposed.
iw

[_ Other sources are few in number (e.g., railroad locomotives) but
have high noise levels and high surrounding populatlon densities.

Still others (e.g., construction equipment) have elements of both
of the two previous categories. Therefore, the distribution off

I; people in space and time relative to the sources is important indeveloping cost-effective control strategies.

To perform this aspect of the baseline description, BBN will
rely chiefly on population data developed by the U.S. Bureau of

F_ the Census as we have in the past. We have successfully used
r:
_ these data to estimate patterns of exposure to railroad, construc-

tion, industrial, and highway noise.

2.2.2 Noise control assessment

I_ Literature Search

:;l The first task in our assessment of noise control potential

d will be a survey of the existing literature on controlling emis-, _ slons from the subject machine. The important information to be

'E

kJ
d
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" •TABLE 2. C0NSTRIJCTIOH EQUIPMEHT N{)ISERANGES.

NOIS[; I.EVLL (dh4)/IT 50 FT

J (10 ?O rm 9(3 IOO II

CCJf,_I'P,C Tt{ r_.ti (ROLLI;H_) H

t,_ rrto N'[ I.OA P/, R$ I"
I.J

tq. "* L'}
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obtained in this manner will include:

' Noise source diagnoses,

_J • Treatment case histories, including techniques and costs.

The survey will be conducted along several parallel paths. BBN
has access to and experience with a number, of automated litera-

ture retrieval services, such as the I_orthesst Academic Science

Information Center at Massachusetts Institute of'Technology and

q the Countway Library at the Harvard Medical School.

In addition, we are familiar with many of the trade and in-

dustry Journals not commonly abstracted by technical literature

.j reviewers, but which often contain user-oriented articles on

noise control. These two search methods are complementary, and
B4

I_ we have used them successfully in the past.

r_ Noise Souroe Diagnosis
bf i

Using the literature search results as a starting point, we

_ will conduct a detailed investigation of the noise-making mechan-

isms that contribute to the total output of the product. This

I_ will be done in two ways:
kl

(a) Estimation based on knowledge of component levels. In

'_ many cases, BBN has prior knowledge of the noise levels produced
_d

by machinery components. This is true, for example, of electric
r

'_ motors, gears, and diesel engine casings; a summary of noise out-;!

d puts of the latter is given in Table 3.

(b) Measurement. The levels of some noise sources depend
critically on the details of their construction or installation.

Fans, engine exhausts, and flow noise phenoslcna fall in this

category. As required, we shall measure the contributions from

!_ such sources on representative producL models to fill the gaps in

'0

q 16
i
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q_
iS

,q

:!_ OUr prior knowledge. In gener'al, the i_I'(i,coc|urcs used to take
In

such diagnostic measurements must be declgn_d to suit the mature

[ _ Of the product. Figure 3 shows the layout of a microphone array

il_i developed by BBN under EPA sponsorship to measure directive noisei

i_ from concrete mixers; typical measurement _'esults are containedJ
_ in Fig. 4.

i

i[_ 2.2.3 Noise treatment

i_ For representative examples of the product, BBN will deter-

,._ mine the noise control techniques necessary to reduce noise emis-

sions to the target levels agreed upon by EPA and BBN staff.

iL!d Ordinarily, we would select three levels:

_ i. The level associated with the quietest products our-Jd rently on the market.

II_ 2. The level associated with using the best demonstratedtechnology (demonstrated on the product in question
or a similarproduct).

I 3. A level between i. and 2. if the difference between

them is greater than 3 dBA.

_ However, it may turn out that these criteria do not lead to the

p_ _ost appropriate range of levels. For example, _he quietest pro-

I_ _ duct on the market may be that way because it already employs the

best demonstrated technology. Thus, the above three criteria lead

to the selection of only one level. Clearly, EPA must view the

i costs associated with alternative levels and we would propose to

II'_ select two others as well. In evaluating techno].ogy and costs,

I we will view target levels as "not-to-exceed" values and account

!I_ for appropriate manufacturing tolerances.
D_
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®,
, It will not be pos- 50 smHr

sible, nor is it desirable,

_o design a complete noise

control treatment for every

modelof each product. '"
Rather, we will determine

the significant classes _5'mosT
(with regard to noise

emissions) within each
i product category, and we

,q will presen_ the typical

I_ _rea_men_s which would be

required for each class. , " @_'RI_MT "

In the case of diesel F T 3 gAR

trucks, for example, we

I_ have found that the _ND5O "_"--"'_-J ..... SS'R_'AR
FRONTt_

classes can be differ- . .@3'LEFT

I: entiated according to 25'A,JOso'LEFT
engine manufacturer, with

a further breakdown into

I: FIG. 3. NOISE MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS INtwo subclasses for eer-
RELATION TO CONCRETE MIXER.

rain manufacturers

corresponding to their

medium- and heavy-duty engines (see Table 3).

I_ Once the product classes are defined, we will be able to

apply our noise control expertise to determine the treatments
11

appropriate to a typical model representing each class. The
range of possible treatments is toe great to treat here; however,

I, we can discuss the general principles that will be applied.

! Where possible, the noise control engineer seeks to reduce
tL_

!_ the noise at its souros. This approach might involve replacement

of a noisy process or item by a system that is inherently less

I_ noisy, e.g., changing from pneumatic to hydraulic systems, or

: '4 19
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:" changing from impact i

hammers to oscilla- _ t-, #./'A if'-,-,

i_ toryshaker.s.Fans _ _ h\t_ can sometimes be elim- -" • /"-_

_ inated by redesigning _ . \ /^\ \

i l_ cooling systems. Of "= _\
i _ COUrSe i such l_leasures _,

:I_ are generally'leas- i_-- _
o

ible only in the case _ 0_,A_c
dO[A] --_, --'_ of new-product noise _'_

: i:If _ TA(AT_D TRUCX_
ca

control; they are _ C+,t_,o_.r_+_:O,o__

_, generally impractical , UNT"_AT__"UC.

i .as retrofit treat- +, ,l,,l,,l,,l,,l, t, r

Ok£,THiRD O¢:Tt,'4_ 8Af;D CCJ+T[_ FSC_U_CY IHI)

i" +I_ merits. In many cases, it

I ,m FIG. 4. EFFECTIVENESS OF ENGINE ENCLOS-e+ is possible to identify
I_._ URE. EXTRA MUFFLING, AND FAN

the process that is REMOVAL IN SUPPRESSING TRUCK

responsible for the NOISE BELOW MIXER NOISE. RIGHT
noise made by a given SIDE AT 50-ft ENGINE AT 3200

[_ equipment item and to rpm.
_ modify or treat this

_++I p_ocess without materially altering the equipment or its perform-

ance. For example, it often is feasible to add resilient layers,

to cushion noise-producing impacts, to add mass, stiffness, or

I damping to critical components to reduce noise-producing vibra-

tions; to modify noise-producing fluid flows by changing some

orifices, valves, pipes or ducts; or to replace other noisy sub-
systems, such as fans and gears.

_, When the noise control engineer canno_ treat the source of

! the noise, he deals with the p_th that the nslse traverses from

+,i the source to the affected listener. This path may involve!!+

I ,

20
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structural components a_d liquids {wal;e_, and ,):I]), ;is well us

air. 1,1oisecontrol along the i)ropazatton path ,;layinvolve the

use of isolation (e.g., of inte_inal v].b_ating components from

i-i sound-radiatlng surfaces and of machines from floors, etc., that

_ransmit vibrations and radiate sound), treatments to reduce theradiation efficiency and/or acoustic transmlss'I.on of equipment

surfaces (e.g., by adding mass, damping, secondary panels, wrap-

pings), provlaion of enclosures for entire pisces of equipment or

of particular noise-radiating areas, installation of sound-

absorptive surfaces (e._., wall tiles, hanging baffles_ curtains)

in the reverberant spaces, and the provision of lined dusts or

mufflers.

Tables IIand 5 show the results of one study that we have

I_ performed for the EPA on quieting diesel trucks. Table 5
illustrates the division of the product' population into noise

I: classes and the selection of representative treatments withineach class.

2.2.4 Cost assessment

I_ To estimate properly the economic effect of changes in theproduct design or method of use, it is necessary first to define

the appropriate cost categories and then to estimate the effect

of design or usage changes on each category.

,_ Expenditures can be categorized as either initial (or acquisi-

tion) cost or operating cost. The latter can be further divided

into direct and indirect components. We will now summarize the

most significant ways in which acoustic treatments may affect
these costs.

21
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i-X

!li TABLE 5. NOISE CONTROL KEY.
{

l" Code Source teve] or
!, _ System (See Fig. _9} DescrlpUon of tI.Ise Control ;:uasura Noise Reductlon

F&n al Use or lar_ul'-_Ip_w_r turl_Ir._ _n BO d_A
wlth _h:'Oud In_;

a_ L_lrKer-_lowor tu_r,l;l_ f_n with 75 dBA

i _ _tlu_ter_ O_ ¢on_=:l theil' openJn_

/

1 Exhaust bl Be_t nvllilablo _Lom 7_ dOA

i _ b2 Adwnced sy_te: _.tter tha_ pro- 75 d_A

b3 Bes_ _octlnology exb_.ot _y_tem 65 O_A

I ix da=ped exterior p_,rt_ _urpl_e_ by ;m

_ Cab dl Undorhood_r_at_,_ou_ a__cou_- _-_OeA

tlc ab_orblng _terlal, side

_hloldo, reclrc_l_tlon _anol_, o_o. •

d_ Partla_ o_ _ull c:i£I;10 onclo_uros IO-15'dBA

I , , ribil
1

, _. Ogrect InitiaZ Costs

i One element of initial cost is the expense of manufacturing

'I I_ or procuring components. In general, acoustic treatments tend to
I affect these costs in the following ways:

. More materials may be required, such as damping compoundson stiffeners.

! '_ . More manufacturing steps may be required to provide for

attachment of acoustic materials or devices.

I_ • Tighter tolerances, to minimize vibrations, may result in

greater quality control expenditures.

I'_ . Retooling costs must be recovered, thus increasing the

indirect cost of the eompone_%1:s.

[i
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i

Anothor part of initial cast is component assembly, where acoustic Itreatments could have a similar effect on cast Naturally, such

;_ considoratlons as the need for more skilled labor, tighter tolor-

r_._ ances, and better inspection procedures can add to the production

! cosbs.

BBN will estimate the magnitude of the initial cost changes

using our long experience in noise treatment specifications and

_ _ our many contacts among suppliers of noise control devices. We

have used this approach, for example, in our studies of truck

noise abatement; the initial costs associated with truck treat-
L.K&

ments are shown in Table 4.

[_ Indirect Initia_ Costs

I_ In the case of some products, esnecially those which are
mass-produced, the Introduction of noise abatement devices

_[_ can create significant start-up costs. These arise from the
![,1 need to re-tool and re-integrate assembly facilities. Data on

case histories of this type are available to some extent in

[_ the industrial engineering literature; some Federal studies of

this problem have also been done regarding the introduction of

safety or antipollutlon devices.

I:_ Direct Operating Costs

Design changes can affect operations in a number of ways,

I_ but the most common effect on direct operating costs is the

resulting change in power requirement to perform the given task.

_,_ This may arise because of greater, weight of the unit, the in-

creased drag in ducts and pipes due I;o wall treatments, and the

J
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, q

,.i reduced engine performance re_ultln_c ('x'olhIner,(.,aoedmuffler back-
pressures. Examples of the changes in truck characteristics that

" may occur as a result of noise control are shown In.Table 6; the

resulting change in annual operating costs lu shown in Table 7.*

-= TABLE 6. CHANGES IN TRUCK OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS FOR NOISE

CONTROL TREATMENTS.I

ABackpressure AMa_ntenance
"q AGVW (lb) (|n, ff=O) ahp Cost ($/yr)

Code Treatment Med Itvy Med Hvy Hod Ilvy Med Hvy

aZ barge Pan (3) (7)q

_4 a2 Large }_an wlthThermostat Control (6) (15)

a3 Best-Tech, Fan

Sys torn (6} (15)

_ bl Best Avallable
Muffler O 0 0 O" '$ 9'_ $ 19 _

,_g b2 Advanced Muffler 100 200 0 0 $ 19' $ 38'

b3 }[Jgh-Tech. Muffler 100 200 15 15 $ ]B_ $ 76_
cl Covers 0 0

t_ dl Under-Hood Troat-

li_ ment 0 0

d2 Enclosure 250 500 $1501 $300 s

r |Source: Estlmates by no2se control onglneer0 baoed on past truck-qulet_ng

_ experlence

2Repre_ontB 10 man-hours pep year at a burdened labor ra_e or $15/man-houP.

SReprosents 20 mafi-houra pem year at a burdened labor rate of $15/m_n-houP.

"Includes increlnental cost of replaclng muffler three times In eight ye_ra.

I"
J

,

" *The costs shown in Table 7 also include (net,eased annual msinte-

,._ I_ano e.

r.1

I
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,0

- TABLE 7. ANNUAL OPERATING COST INCREASES AS A RESULT OF CHANGES
"I

IN GVIV, BACKPRESSURE, AND ACCESSORY HORSEPOWER FOR

-m HIGIIWAYTRUCKS.

Annual Operating Cost Increase Per Unit

GVW Backpressure Accessory Horse-

($/1b) (S/in. Ill) power ($/hp)
d

Gasoline - medium 0.016 0 17.50

,j Gasoline - heavy 0.029 0 I?.I0

Diesel - medium 0.011 3.15 11.97

Diesel heavy 0.029 3.110 16.20

tJ Ind_rso_ Operatin_ Coeto

For the purpose of this study, the chief elements of in-
I| direct operating cost with which we will be concerned are relia-

bility and maintenance. Maintenance costs, however, may be af-

!_ feared by equipment modifications. Components, which are subjected,

to harsh environments and heavy periodic loading, will be poten-

t_ tially subject to wear. This is especially true of vibration

mQun_s and damping compounds, which transform laechanical motion

into heat. For each acoustic treatment, therefore, we will estl-
mase the mean time between repair or replacement based on our

J

._ knowledge of the material's properties and load and environmental

histories. The last column of Table 6 shows the estimated change

in annual maintenance cost brought about by noise control treat-

j meats for trucks.

t

i!
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q_

' ; 3. GENERAL MANAGEMENT APPROACH

3.1 Program Organization

,W In a Basic Ordering Agreement such as this, there are two

levels of management: the Program level, and the Task level.
I]

. ,: ,_ The program management plan must provide for appropriate alloca-

tion of skills to the various tasks in a timely manner, and it

must ensure that deliverable outputs are provided on time and

within budget. The task management plan must coordinate the day-

to-day technical work and assembly of outputs. The program, !

..a management plan is presented here; the task plan is described in

_. Sec. 5.
q!
i,i

The structure of the program organization is displayed

schematically in Fig. 5. Our overall philosophy is to define a
JM Program Manager, who will have overall'responsibility,, and who

will delegate the specific tasks to Task Managers, who will be

i;_ chosen at the time that each task is formulated. The Program

• Manager will be supported by an Advisory Committee made up of

!_ high~level experts in various relevant fields, and by an admini-
strative assistant.

The Program Manager for this effort will be Dr. Erich K.

Bender. Dr. Bender is uniquely qualified to direct the proposed

II_--_ project. Having worked closely with EPA's Office of Noise Abate-ment and Control since its inception, he has a clear understand-
I:|

_ ing of the needs for and application of the proposed investiga-

tion. He has managed facet of BBN,s efforts for EPA, and he has

!._ supervised extensive projects for the Department of Transporta-

tion (truck quieting, railway noise mechanisms) and many govern-

II meat laboratories (chiefly in the field of dynamics). In his
P_

d role as Manager of one of BBN's largest departments, he is able

to ensure that the most appropriate personnel are assigned to the

Ft
i

i I
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, @

I

li PROGRAM
MANAGER

E.K. BENDER

"" ADVISORY GROUP I ADMINISTRATION

_,4 K. ELORED-COMMUNITY I L. BERNASKI
T. SCHULTZ-STANOARDS I ....

1:=_ .C.D ETR CH'LABELING J

r41

,4

TASK NO.] I F' TASK NO. 2 I
 ANAGE.-AOTOMOBI'ESI/ MANAGE.

E.K. BENDER II

I

FIG. 5. STRUCTURE OF PROGRAM ORGANIZATION.

I

2
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proposed program, Dr, Bender,will have approximately IIO%of his

tlme available for his managerial and technical responsibilities

4 on this project.

i The Advisory Co1_littee will consist of Dr. T. Schul_z in the

!_ area Off standards; Mr. g. Eldred in the area of community noise
_
i exposure; and Mr'. C,W. Dietrich in the area of labeling technology.

_q The expertise of these individuals is described in the Personnel
!Ji'

_.i Qualifications Section (gee. 7).

To assist him in his supervisory tasks, Dr. Bender will have

'_ the use of BBN_s internal management information system. This is

described in the following section.

3.2 BBN Program Management Techniques

I,I Two central problems arise in managlng projects of this type.

_ 4 The first is to ensure that staff members with the appropriate

'_ skills are available at the time they are required. The second

I_ problem is ensuring that the overall project proceeds as scheduledwith respect to deliverable outputs and rate of expenditure, and,

as a corollaryj that the effort is distributed properly among the

{,._ various tasks, BBN has developed management information systems
to assist the program supervisors in these areas.

#anpo_sr PZann_ng System

,,I As part of BBN's normal internal planning, the Professional

Services Divisions use an automated routine that combines the

_4 labor commitments of individual staff members to specific Jobs

into an overall personnel availability forecast for the succeed-

,.,_ ing 12 months. This routine permits immediate avoidance of
1

future conflicts (such as an individual being overcommitted to a

1

-i
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,i

number 0£ projects) or labor shortages. Usln_ this system, it is

a possible to ensure; montbs in advance, that specific individuals

will be available when they are needed and that sufficient totalmanpower will be applied to upcoming tasks.

P_'ogram Rev_m System

To ensure proper allocation of effort within programs, BBNuses a formal'review procedure. Each program is thoroughly

analyzed by the Division's management at the 50% completion and

II 80% completion points. The percentages refer to either elapsed

calendar time or allocated man-hours, whichever is reached first.

I_ The review establishes whether the to date is saris-
progress

factory and the prognosis for completion within schedule and bud-

I I_ get is good. This procedure ensures that problem areas are
i revealed in adequate time to resolve them within BBN or to con-

iI

!

I _ sult with the sponsor, as appropriate.
d

3.3 Program Personnel

The diversified range of skills demanded by this project is

i_ easily supplied by BBN. For this effort, we have made availablea labor force whose qualifications in the required disciplines

are well established. Table 8 lists the available personnel by

[_ area of expertise; their qualifications are described in See. 7.

I.|

i,|

o

'i

"I
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TABLE 8. AVAILABLE PERSONNEL.

'_ Areaef Bxpertis_ Investi_aters ,

. !_ Noise Control Engineering Dr. E,K. Bender _
Id Mr. W,N. Patterson

Dr.P.J.R@mingtcn t
m Dr.M.J.Rudd

_d Dr. E.E. Ungar

Cost and Engineering Economy Mr. G. Fax
;i Mr.H.Fox

Measurements and Test Procedures Mr. G.G. Hugglns

Mr,R. Ely• Mr. M. Alakel

I_ Labelin_ Mr. C.W.Dietrich%
Community Noise Exposure Dr. T. Schul_z T

Mr. K. Eldred%F_

i; w.Galloway

!,[_ Technical Writing Ms. N. MeMahen
Ms, A. Rooney

Library and Information Sciences Ms. C. Long

Ms.Troy
L

r_

I

,. *ProJec_ Manager
J

%Advisory Co_mnittee plus technical responsibility,

. i
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i

4. TECIINICAL APPROACH FOR AUTOMOBILES i

The purpose of this section is to respond to Enclosure IZl i

of the subject RPP, which requires the inclusion of a sample task

order. In this case, the specific topic is the development of

_I_ measurement procedures, and the technology and costs off regulating
automobile noise. The RFP requires a three-month program to

develop pertinent information and deliver all findings• For many: ' products three months is sufficient fez, a complete study. For

example, BBH conducted a raffler thorough study of medium and heavy

trucks for EPA in two months (Bender and Patterson, 19711). How-

i over, the situation for automobiles is, in our judgment, sub-

JIi stantially different.

I_ First, the economic consequencies of automobile noise control

may be far greater than for any source.considered thus far by
EPA's ONAC, Effects of price changes for roughly i0 million oars

1_' manufactured annually, effects of changing the fuel consumption
of a 90 million car population in the U.S. (Automotive News, 1974),

i I_ and effects on the balance of trade of on_ of the nation's leading

_ import products_ will all require most careful consideration and

_ should be based on a thorough study.

Furthermore, as we shall discuss_ the inadequacy of existing

(_ automobile noise measurement standards, such as the SAE J98_a

procedure, as indicators of community noise, necessitates a

14 greater-than-three-month program. Developing a new standard alone

takes at Zoast three months. Technology/cost studies must follow

the establishment of a standard, and, of course, time is needed

I? for report preparation. Accordingly, we believe it is not

*l.y million imported cars registered in U.S. in 1973 (Automotive

._ mcw_, 1974).

32
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feasible to conduct a comprehensive study in three months. How-

ever, a preliminary study which produces a draft measurement

standard and first-cut estimates of the technology and cost of
!

,j automobile noise abatement would be very valuable and can be per-

formed in three months. It is this level of effort that we

-i address here.

4.1 Measuremen_ Standards

4.].] Re]evance to community impact

The impact of automobile noise on the community and the

ability of a measurement standard to quantify the impact are a

I_ extremely critical issues. Although the automobile is currently

one of the quietest transportation vehicles in operabion, it is

l._ still a major community noise problem due to (1)'the large number
in use _nd (2) the proximity of the automobile to people.

I_ Community impact of the automobile is of two types:

(1) noise emitted during typical or average use of the vehicle,

I_ and (2) nuisance impact through improper use. The current mea-
r_

suremenb standard that has had wide employment -- the SAE J986a

I_ standard - does not provide an adequate measure of either type of

impact. This standard measures exterior noise under wide open

th'rottle (WOT) conditions at speeds low enough that tire noise is

not a concern. Wide open throttle operation, however, occurs

'_ only for a very small portion of average use time (Ford Motor
Company, 1973). Accordingly, SAE J986a does not account for com-

munity response to melee'generated during constant speed cruise,

deceleration, or moderate acceleration. In addition, tire noise,

which is a definite factor in community response to automobile

_! noise, is no_ measured by SAE J986a.

"I
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:i

The second aspect o£ the impact o£ automobile noise on

people -- a nuisance because of improper use -- is also inadequately

assessed by this standard. Althougll one's first impression is

that WOT operation might correlate well with improper use, the

nuisance value is closely associated wlflh the listener's social

i,| feelings and attitudes. Because of the subjectiveness of nuisance

impact and the lack of adequate measures,.it is inappropriate at
:i
_ this time to attempt to include it as an aspect of a measurement

standard.

,,I There are a number of additional measurement standards or

practices that are similar to SAE J986a. Some of these are:

i_ i. ISO-H362, Measurement of Noise Emitted by Vehicles, 196_,

developed by the International Standards Organisation.

i_ 2. AESMC 1-72, from the AutomotiVe Exhaust System Manufae-

_:_ turers' Committee.

3. An SAE proposed stationary test at no load and 75% rated

I:._ engine speed, SAE Vehicle Sound Level Committee.
{_

4. A test developed by A.E. Haines, Dept. of the Environ-

{_ ment, Mechanical Engineering Division, England.
5. British Standard 3425:1966, Method for the Measurement

I_ of Noise Emitted by Motor Vehicles.

Some of these tests correlate fairly well with SAY J986a; others

I'_ are intended primarily to measure exhaust noise. None of them

provide a very good measure of community impact, however.

I_ Additional studies that do attempt to measure locomotive noise

in a manner meaningful to coz_lunlty impact are work being done by

I_ Ford Motor Co, (1974) and a current program being conducted byp_
the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association (Wasko, 197_J). In

'_ each of these studies, an approach similar to that described in
!
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!
,,J

Sac. 2._.I ].s taken; i.e.: a measure of the energy emitted during
I.N a typlcal-use scenario is obtained. The use scenarios for those

studies were developed as part of the CAPE-IO program (to deter-

I_i mine measures of vehicle exhaust emissions), and industry studies

I_ mimed at obtaining data relevant to vehicle noise emissions.
:. i_i The approach BBN proposes is to use the data from these

studies and others to generate the baseline histogram shown in
_,_j Fig, 2 as a fflnction of speed and engine load. The first step is

to assemble the scenario information which shows_ for typical

i!_ automobile use, the amount of time the vehicle is at a given

speed/load condition. These data can be directly correlated to

il_ noise emission, and the Leq for the vehicle can be calculated as
shown in See. 2.1.i. The next step is to devise a test methodo-

I_ fogy that is reasonable to conduct and will closely correspond to
the Leq determined from the scenario distribution.

" I_'_ 4.1.2 Relevance to the consumer

Some means must exist to translate the measurement standard

__ into a product label that is relevant to the consumer. For a

_: one-to-one relationship to exist, the noise sources evaluated by

.g the standard must be common to those affecting the consumer of

th_ product.
Fl

I _ SAE J986a again does not provide an adequate measure of

automobile interior noise - i.e., a criterion relevant to the

consumer. Studies (Raff and Perry, 1973; Ford ot aZ., 1970) have

shown that automobile interior noise is controlled by englnenolse,

I'_ road surface excitation, and aerodynamic noise. Also, during

a course on noise and vibration given by BBN to a major U.S. auto-

I_ mobile manufacturer, we found that rear axle (i.e., differential)

noise was important, principally because of its tonal quality.
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!

" The islpor.t_nso OF these sources varies as a fuDetlon of load,

speed, snd froque_lcy. In addltion_ low-frequency noise is rela-

tively more important in the interior than for the exterior, be-

,., cause of' excitation of' and reradiation from the car' body. The

latter condition is more true for cars than for trucks because the

ear body is larger and more susceptible to low-frequency forces

(Raff and Perry, 1973). In addition, while exhaust noise is im-
mm

,_ porzan_ _o the truck interior, it is less so for the car for, which

the exhaust is more remotely situated. The overall result is

that, while the SAE J366b test may be somewhat relevant to the

consumer for trucks, SAE J986a is not relevant to the consumer

purchasing all automobile.

_e What is needed is an adaptation to the data obtained by the

measuremen_ standard to devise an automobile labeling technique

_'J that provides the required information'to the consumer, More-

,_ over, the data must be presented in a fashion that is meaningful

_ _o the lay person unfamiliar with the field of acoustics.

._ 4.1.3 Industry impact

,_ One of the major concerns of any product noise measurement

procedure is its impact on industry. An involved and complicated

test is costly to conduct and much of the burden is eventually

assumed by the buyer. SAE J986a has a significant impact on the

industry for a number of reasons:

1. It is a complex test that is costly to conduct. A

rather high deggce off skill is required of those per-

forming the test,

2. The results are variable and not repeatable enough.

This can cause the manufacturer to design his product a

few "safe" dB below the regulated level in order to
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;I ensure that a high enough percentage of his ears passes,i
the test. Thls result also adds to costs.

_,._ 3. This technique is unsatisfactory for enforcement and

for use by local governments who rarely have the required

[ site available. A new-product standard promulgated by

• _,I EPA using SAE J986a will force manufacturers to reduce

noise sources emphasized by this test, and to reduce
,r, diff@rent sources to meet local In-use regulations that

employ a different measurement procedure.
!I

_'_ Minimizing the costs associated with each of the above three

factors requires the employment of a measurement standard thati
i

,., evaluates the appropriate parameters, is accurate, and is repeat-

able. Accompanying the standard should be a brief enforcement

test that accurately identifies those automobiles that would fail

the standard procedure.

_ A second factor to minimize industry impact is to incorporate

• fully the experience, facilities, and cooperation of the manufac-

turers In the development of a new noise-emission test. Particu-

larly In the case of automobiles, the industry is very concerned

about appropriate noise measurement techniques and is currently

conducting studies to derive improved techniques. We would enlist

_ the support and assistance of the industry to the maximum extent

possible.

F_t

4_
4.1.4 Repeatability

,_ Any successful measurement standard must have a high degree

-- of repeatability. A lack of repeatability has a major impact on

.._ the manufacturer, since he must counter the wide variance in the

test by designing his auto quieter than called for by the regula-

tion. As before, the result is increased costs that are passed

2
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i_ on to the consumer. A deelrable goal in repeatability is to re-
duce the variance of the teat procedure to a value on the order

IT of or'lees than the variance due to other factors (e.g., propaga-

Ji_i tion and the source itself).

I'_ SAE J986a has an unsatisfactory variance due to:

1. The long measurement zone of 100 ft, variations of

i_ several, dB can occur, especially between high- and low-
powered oars.

J_ 2. Variations in driver skill and timing.

2
I_ 3. Site-to-si_e physical variations causing measured noisevariations of up to 3 dBA (Ford Motor Company, 1973).

The development of an automobile noise-emission standard with

_ good repeatability can be accomplished.by attention to a number

of factors. One of these is a test requiring minimal driver skill.

Another is to minimize the effect of the surface-reflected trans-
mission path, which is primarily responsible for site-to-site

variations. Another would be a source-to-microphone distance of

less than 50 ft. We will explore these and other approaches te

increased repeatability.

i_ 4_1.5 Relevance to £xisting Data Base

Although a great deal of data have been accumulated on auto-

mobiles through the use of SAE J986a, there is still a need todevelop a new standard because:

1. T|_e inadequacy of SAE J986a as a measure of community

noise is widely recognized by the industry and regula-

tory agencies alike.

2. A significant amount of data has been collected using

,-, other measurement techniques.i
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, I

One important aspect o9 developing a new meazurement prosed-

,,d ure to regulate automobile noise is the relevance of the data

obtained by that procedure fie existing data. One way to Judge

the appropriateness of a now procedure :is to compare its results

to the current data bass. The ability of a new test is degraded

if no satisfactory means exists to make this comparison.
l,J

Relevancy to the community and the consumer has a bearing on

the database. The giventhex'clevancy an existing weight

latter must be modified by the relevancy to community and con-

i_ sumer. In the case of the automobile, for example, SAE J986a does
hog provide the correct measure of community impact. Therefore,

_ less importance has to be attached be the relevancy of a new

I_ measurement procedure to the known data. Fortunately, a reason-

able amount of noise data on automobiles has been gathered using

k_ procedures other than the 1.lOTtechnique'of SAE J986a. .

[_ 4.1.6 of field enforcementFeasibility

A test procedure as complex as SAE J986a possesses minimal

_ use as a field enforcement test. The requirements of a feasible

procedure are speed and simplicity• In fact, it is preferable if

I! such a test can be performed on-site at the manufacturing plant,

ne@r the end of the production line.

An enforcement test that is a corollary to a new standard

tesg procedure is described in Sec. 4.1.3. The objective of the

[_ brief field test is to determine,with a high probability, those

cars that would fail the Standard measurement procedure. A field

'-_ gesc of this sort would be useful to the manufacturer as well as

to ErA enforcement personnel.

"_ As a part of developing a draft of a new automobile measure-

- men_ standard, BBII will also develop a draft test methodology for

_'_ field enforcement.

L
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_ 4.1,7 Procedure for developing new measurement standard

It has been stated that the SAE J986a standard is inadequate

.,_ for a number' of reasons, the principal one being that it is not a

good measure of community impact. We propose to develop a new

draft measurement standard for automobile noise emission following
,4

a three-step program:

I. Document inadequacy of SAE J986a.

n

4g

2. Conceive new test procedures.

'_ 3. Conduct tests to determine feasibility of new procedures.

t:d All three phases will be accomplished using the speed and load

rm scenario discussed in Sec. 2.1.1.

LI
The first phase will be to quantigy the ability of SAE J986a

r_ _o satisfy the criteria of Sees. 4.1.1 to 4.1.6 and document the

lJ results. Second, one or more new standard measurement techniques

_hat more closely meet these criteria will be developed. Finally,

I: preliminary tests will be conducted to evaluate the procedures,

and selec_ one of them.

ii 4.2 Technology/Cost Studies for Automobiles

4.2.1 Baseline assessment

.u The baseline assessment for the proposed study of automobile

I noise comprises two parts: (i) a description of the salient lea-
h|

tures of automobiles and the automotive industry and (2) the

preparation of a data base on automobile noise levels, component
,q

characteristics, and price. In prior technology/cost studies

conducted for EPA, we have found it useful to describe the pro-

_I ducts and companies. We therefore propose to provide a description

40
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of autoclobile classifications, typical construction eenflgura_ions

and noise sources, a distribution of number off vehicles produced

by manufacturer, numbers of vehicles imported and exported, the

_8 sales volume of each manufacturer, and an identification of which

components relevant to noise are made by automobile manufacturers

,! and which are supplied by vendors. These data will provide an

important picture to ErA and will be a valuable data base for any

J_ economic impact analyses ErA chooses to conduct. Moreover, such

data are readily available from the M_4A, the government, and

I_ other sources and thus will require very little time to acquire
_:|

and present.

We also propose to provide ErA with a thoroughly documented
I,.I

set of baseline interior and exterior noise levels measured accord-

I_ ing to the SAE J986a standard and a draft test procedure developed as
part of the proposed study. We will use three basic sources for

I_ thls information: the open literature, the automobile manufac-turing industry, and our own measurements. We find that, in the

_ p_ open literature, there already is a significant body of data on

foreign models but not on domestic cars. Domestic manufacturers

treat their data rather confidentially. However, we are reason-

ably optimistic that domestic manufacturers will provide us with

daSa, at least for purposes of statistical analyses. This view

is based on the success we have had in obtaining proprietary data
for truck and construction noise studies and on our reasonably

I'_ close working relationship with certain automobile manufacturers.

Finally, we believe that.ErA should not base its regulations

solely on data provided by an industry that is about to be regu-lated. Aceordlngly, we propose to conduct independent noise

measurements on a cross-sectional sample of new automobiles.
I?

The format in which we propose to acquire data is given in

I'_ the following table. We will present interior and exterior noise
:i

!
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NOISEDATA

SA[ _B6_ CommunityStandard

T_st Test
Run I Run 2 Run 3 ,., R_su_t Run I Run 2 Run 3 .,. Result

_ntoplor Level

_xter_or Level

ILII Ge_P Step

APproach Speed

_ VEHICLEDATA

I_ Au_omobi Zo Intake-Air C_eaner

Make: Make:
;_ Model: Model No.:
I'& Model Year:

Serial No. CooZin_ Fan

I_ Transmisson:Rear Axle Ratio: Make:
Model No.:

_ Engine Diameter:

No.ofBlades:
Model: Fan/Englne Speed:
Displacement:

1.4

_i No, Of Cyllnde_s: Tiros

Emtlaue_ MuffZer Make:
Model No.:tq

I_ Make: Rib Type:
Mode].: Condition:

J_2
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data for each run made (for purposes of evaluating variability) as

i well as the test result for the SAE J986a standard and what we

may call the "community standard." We will also provide all relo-
_ vent parameters on each automobile tested, We are not optimistic

- , that data gleaned from the literature or the industry will be

I,_ sufficiently comprehensive to fill out this table completely for

each vehicle. However, data that we acquire under t_e proposed

,_ program will be documented in this manner.

4.2.2 _oise control assessment

To assess the technology and cost of controlling automobile

i noise, we propose a four-part program involving: (1) the acqui-
_J

sition and analysis of existing informatloni (2) measurements of

,4 component source contributions; (3) estimation of the cost and

I._ effectiveness of state-of-the-art application of noise control

i_ technology; and (_) an evaluation of noise reduction that can be_ achieved by means of a component interchange.

We propose to collect two kinds of information for purposes

of noise control assessment. First, we will determine the degree

of noise reduction that has been achieved by existing techniques,

I We expect it will be relatively easy, for example, to determine
the insertion loss and price o£ automobile mufflers. It will be

L'_I somewhat more difficult to estimate the cost associated with the

application of quieting to automobile interiors.

I '_ The second type of information that we will collect fs com-
ponent noise contribution to interior and exterior total noise

levels. Components that we will evaluate include

!l

I
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I

'"_ • engine ir_take

• engine exhaust

_, " engine s_ruc_ure

• cooling fan

• tires
,|

We will also acquire data on other sources, such as rear axles

and air conditioners (interior only) as the need and opportunity

arise.

]
Source Identification

I [_ Anticipating that industry-supplied data and data in the
literature will be inadequate, we propose to measure the contrl-

bution of the above five sources to interior and exterior levels.

The following table summarizes the diagnostic test prdoeduree we

_ 14 propose to follow.

_:I_ Source TestProcedure

Engine Intake Operate vehicle at low speed,

with fanremoved,withexhaustequipped with extra muffler

_ and possibly with engine wrapped.

_ Engine Exhaust Operate vehicle at low speed,

_I withmicrophonelocated
approximately1 ft fromex-

haust line terminus.

Engine Structure Operate vehicle at low speed,

with fan removed, with intake

and exhaustequippedwith

extra mufflers.

J
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d Source Test Procedure

Cooling Fan Drive fan with electricmotor.

-_ Tlres Coastvehicleby stationary

microphone with transmission

disengaged and engine turned

off.

Noise Treatment

We propose to evaluate the application of the best availableIf8

technology required for automobiles to meet the three levels

selected in a manner described in Sec. 2. This evaluation in-

volves an assessment of replacing noisy components with quiet

I_ ones, ineffective nolse-suppression devices with effective ones,•and incorporating various stages of noise control technology.

The following is a summary of the application of these techniques
i

to the major sources.

I: Engine Intake: Apply a more effective air cleaner, aim the
intake nozzle forward, apply under-hood sound-absorptive treat-

;i ment.

Engine Exhaust: Apply a more effective muffler. (It is

likely that off-the-shelf hardware is suitable for most objectives;if not, we could readily estimate muffler' effectiveness through a

preliminary design.)
Engine Structure: Apply under-hood sound=absorptive material,

._ side shields, damped and vibration-isolated valve covers, oil pan,
t_

intake manifold, and accessories.

,., Coolin_ Fan: Use a larger, more slowly turning fan and pos-

-- slbly a larger radiator.

!-
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Tires: Replace noisy tiros with quiet ones. (Unfortunately,

the state of the art of designing quiet tires is too undeveloped

50 do mucl] more.)

i-I 4.3 Cost Analysis for Automobiles

Estimating the direct and indirect costs of automobile noise

! control will take several steps. The first will be to developb,!

models for cost computations; these models will take into account

automobile design characteristics, operating profiles, and produc-

tion techniques. Specific consideration will include:

i"._ Direct Initial Costs: These costs are primarily the cost of

I labor and materials for the noise treatments themselves and do
_ f_ no_ require an extensive modeling effort.,J

Indirect Initial Tests: The automobile production process

c _ is highly sensitive to perturbations of the assembly llne opera-

tion; in this fashion, noise control treatments may cause consid-

i_ erable indirect costs in the form of retooling or assembly lineintegration. We can estimate the extent of such cost on the

basis of similar events. In particular, much literature is

available on the indirect cost impacts of air pollution systems

and safety devices (such as collapsible bumpers).

Direct Operatin_ Costs: Noise control treatments can be ex-

pected _e affect automobile operating characteristics (weight,

I_ backpressure, etc.) and, therefore, fuel economy. The magnitude

of this effect in terms of annual cost depends on a car's average

annual mileage, speed, and load factor, which we shall estimate

on the basis of data from the industry and from the U.S. Trans-

_' por_atlon Census.

7
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q

i lndlrecl, Operating Costs: The effects of noise treatments

on the required maintenance effort can be estimated on the basis

our knowledge thewear properties i
of of and deterioration of the

applicable materials and does not require extensive modeling. I

The second phase of cost estimation will be to assimulate

and critically evaluate cost data obtained under the literature

search and interview phases. Clearly, cost estimates byindustry

interested parties such as manufacturers must be carefully analy-

zed. We have found cases in the past, for example, of some pro-
"! duct manufacturers estimating their cost of noise control by using

list prices for abatement devices which would normally be obtained

I_ a_ a substantial discount. This is not to say that such informa-

tion is valueless, only that it must be independently assessed.

The third phase of the process is'to combine the .datawith

the models to obtain estimates of the four cost categories by

I_ class of automobile.

d

h_
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, 5. PROGRAM PLAN: AUTOMOBILE TASK.

The proposed program consists of seven subtasks, as shown in

'-' the attached Program Schedule.

h@ Subtask I. Develop l._easurement Procedure

- Th_s subtask has as its objective the development of a draft

i ,., measurement procedure. Following this initial three-month pro-

gram, a final measurement procedure can be developed, for example,
._ by convening a committee comprising government and industry repre-

sentatives. Specifically, we propose to:

_I i.i Review automobile use data and develop a speed and load

use scenario.

:@ 1.2 Select approximately four representative operating

i_ conditions to be used in the Technology subtask.
1.3 Use information from vehicle standard test and diagnos-

tic studies to develop vehicle noise measurement pro-

cedures.

{_ 1.11 Evaluate comparatively these measurement proceduresand such measurement standards as SAE J986a from the

standpoint of community noise, industry impact,

repeatibillty, relevance to existing data base, enforce-

ment feasibility_ etc.

1.5 Draft a recommended automobile measurement procedure.

#.,I

Subtask 2. Conduct Literature Review

Under this subtask, we will:

2,1 Acquire noise, cost, and use data from industry sources.

C
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L

.j _.2 Acqulre noi_o and coat data from sources other than

industry - e.g., government, foreign sources, the

literature,and our own
data.

2.3 Characterize the automotive industry economically and

in terms of production volume, variety and types of

models, role of imports, etc.

I

"' Subtask 3. Industry Interviews

Since consultation and cooperation with the automotive indus-

_ry are of paramount importance to the success of this study, we

I_ identify as a specific subtask interviews with the industry.
Maintaining this type of contact with the industry has proved

._ important to the success of past programs with EPA - e.g., trucks

and portable air compressors. Specifically, we propose to:

3.1 Contact a large number of industry personnel via tele-
phone.

I_ 3.2 Follow the telephone contacts with in-depth visits to
a smaller number of industry representatives.

, 3.3 Maintain contact and maximum communication w_th the

industry through continuing follow-up discussions.

SUb,aSK 4. Noise Control Technology

r_ The development of noise control technology involves total

vehicle tests, dlagnosbie tests _, and an evaluation, based on

these tests and data gathered elsewhere', of noise control tech-nology. Specifically, we propose to conduct the following:

_ 4.1 Select vehicles. We propose to select representative

vehicles for testing that will give us a cross section

of a product line as well as a cross section of major

'i

Jt9
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• i manufacturers. For example, we might select a compact,-4

intermediate, standard, and luxury model from one manu-

facturer and one standard size car from each of four

manufacturers.

4.2 Arrange for Vehicle Tests. We expect to conduct tests

on cars made available by vehicle manufacturers in ex-

change for noise data acquired on these vehicles.

(This arrangement has worked well in the past for tests

conducted on trucks, railroads, and construction ma-

"_ chinery.) If manufacturers choose not to make cars

_, available, we will rent appropriate models from car-

rentalagencies.

,I!_ _.3 Conduct Standard Tests. With approximately seven cars
,_ selected under Subtask 4.1, We propose to measure ex-

terior and interior noise according to

.SAE J986a

Im . ISO-R362

. An SAE-proposed stationary test at no load and 75%

_ I_ rated engine opeod.
I,

• Operating conditions identifed in Subtask 1.2.

4.4 Conduct Diagnostic Tests. On four to seven automobiles,

we propose to conduct diagnostic tests as described in

Sec. 4 of this proposal to determine interior and ex-
terior contributions from

. engine exhaust

• engine intake
i

-- . engine structre

.... . cooling fan

• tires.

5O
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#

11.5 Evaluate Nolse Control Effectiveness. Using data ac-

quired from the diagnostic tests conducted in Subtask

,_I 11.11,we propose to evaluate the effoctlveness of noise

Creatment for the vehicles considered.

11.6 Estimate Total Noise Control Requirements. Die propose

tc combine the results of Subtask 11.5 with data acqulred

fronl the industry (Subtask 3) arld literature (Subtask 2)

_o estlma_e the technology required to reduce aurorae-

bile noise to three target levels.

.-. Subtask 5. Costs
p_

This task involves the development of cost estimates for

reducing automobile noise and comprlses the following three parts.

5.1 Define Cost Model. We propose to develop a cost model

relating noise control measures to direct and indirect

capital and operating costs.

I_ 5.2 Evaluate Cost Data. D_epropose to evaluate and put
into usable form all cost data acquired as a result of

I_ literature (Subtack 2.2) and industry (Subtask 3) sur-
veys.

I_ 5.3 Estimate Direct and Indirect Costs. We propose to
w_

estimate the costs of noise control developed in Sub-

j_ task _) and combine these data with the modeling (Sub-

task 5.1) and other data (Subtask 5.2) to obtain first-

out estimated values of direct and indirect, capital and

I_l._ operating costs associated with reducing automobile

4

noise to three target levels.

) •

I
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"I

.I Subtask 6. Documentation and Reporting

7 6.1 Documentation. We propose to document thoroughly all
_,. data acquired under the proposed program. This will be

done by providing work sheets and check lists for all
i ,

'_! data-gatherers and will be separately monitored.

6.2 Final Report. We propose to prepare a final report,,, documenting all findings.

_I Subtask 7. Meet With EPA

Vie propose to meet with the cognizant EPA program supervisor

L,J • during the first week of the program

I_ " approximately mid_ay through the program, and

• several weeks after submission of the final report.
8_

Thepurpose thesemeotlngswillbe toreviewworkacco!.plishe
and plans for accomplishing remaining work.

Organization

organization we have developed for the proposed
The that

task on automobiles is illustrated in Fig. 6. The task will be

_i managed by Dr. Erich Bender who will also be responsible for the

industry interviews and technology studies (Subtasks 3 and 4).

l"I Measurement standards (Subtask I) will be developed under the

supervision of Mr, Geoffrey Huggins, who will also be the principal

"_I technical contributor to this effort. Ms. Charlene Long will

supervise the literature acquisition and review (Subtask 2).

Mr. Gone Fax will be the principal contributor to cost analyses
17

(Subtask 5). Reporting and documentation will be coordinated by

Ms. Nancy McMahen, Manager of our Publications Department.

]
7
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4

TASK
MANAGER

'_ E,K, BENDER

MEASUREMENT LITERATURE REPORTING AND

•STANDARDS ACQUI$)TIO N TECHNOLOGY COST DOCUMENTATION[
--" I S. IIUGGIN$ C, LONG E,K, BENDER B, FAX N, Me MAHON

I

_ FIG. 6. TASK ORGANIZATION.

Summaries of the qualifications of these senior _eople are

found in Sec. ? o£ thlo proposal; complete resumes are appended.

1"1
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:_ 6. RELATED EXPERIENCE,

For more than fifteen years, BBN has been studyin_ and

solving noise control prob]ems associated with transportation

and recreational vehicles. Activities in this field range from

noise and collecting data to makin_ cost/detecting sources

effective recommendations for noise reduction. In addition,

BBN has conducted numerous studies of trafflo noise and its

_I environmental'impact, assisted city_ local, and national agencies

in the regulation of vehicular noise, and participated in the
-._ development of noise measurement standards. Some specific

_ projects performed in these areas are summarized below.

L!
6.1 Technology and Cost Studies: Motor Vehicles

Medi_m- and Heavy-Duty _,ucks (EPA)

I_ For EPA, BBN conducted a two-month study of the technology
,J and associated costs of controlling the noise of medium- and

heavy-duty trucks. We identified the costs to the industry of

_ reducing truck noise to (i) the level associated with the quietest

trucks currently on the market, (2) the level associated with

the best demonstrated such the DOT Quietusing technology, as

T_uck Program, and (3) a level between (i) and (2), if the

_ difference between them is greater than 3 dBA. In the course of

our investigation, we found that the quietest track available

on tl_e market has a diesel engine rated between 350 and 400 hpand has SAE J366a test results of 78 dBA. The truck representing

the best that available noise control technology can produce has

a 350-hp diesel engine and an SAE reading of 72 dBA.

3
I
Z
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-d ,

Motor Oa_,_ar Ro_ula_ion (_PA)

In support of EPA's development of' the regulation of noise

._ from interstate motor carriers_ BBN first studied and character-

ized both the industry and the vehicles subject to regulation.

We then evaluated means for developlng (I) a lapse data base,

(2) an effective measurement methodology, and (3) possible

enforcement strategies. Also included in the study were inves-

tlgations of the best available technology, cost of and schedule

for compliance, identification of major noise sources, and the
economic impact of the proposed regulation.

Quiet Truck ProgrGm (DOT)

For the Department of Transportation, BBN and Freightllner.
'_ Corporation, Portland, Oregon; have toiether undertaken a program

r_ _e design, build, and extensively road test a quiet diesel t_uok.
H
,_ Sound power level measurements have been used to diagnose the

major noise-producing mechanisms. Ordinary diesel trucks have

noise levels of 88 dBA at 50 ft. The BBN-deslgned prototype,

which has successfully completed a year of road testing, now

operates at a significantly reduced noise level of 72 dBA at 50 ft.

Some of the salient noise control features of the Quiet Truck

i_ are:

An exhaust system, which includes a manifold muffler

''!'°{ mufflers within the exhaust line, and fiberglass and

aluminum wrappings on the exhaust lines.

Two-stage engine mounts for vibration isolation.

,_ A thermostatically controlled fan, which operates only
(

-- when necessary.

-i
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A partial engine enclosure to provide adequate attenua-

_ tlon of engine s_Puctural nolso without decreasing engine

access or cooling ability.

"' Of three parallel DOT-sponsored efforts with teams of manufac-

'i_ turers, research firms, and universities, this program }]as been
i _j the most successful in terms of quleting achieved and delivery

• into service.

]
Also under this cantraet_ BBN analysed the economics of

, _ line-haul diesel trucks that use advanced technology to achieve

low noise levels. The work involved estlma_ing changes in truck

i_ manufacturing and operating costs for a variety of noise controlmeasures and selecting the optimal mix of treatments for any
!

specified noise reduction.

Studies for HiffhwaU Research Board

For several years, BBN has worked closely with the Highway

Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences. Two projects

conducted in 1965 involved (i) development of a simulation me,hod
for determining noise from highway traffic and (2) Identlflca_Ion

Of the physical measure of vehicle noise which predicts with the
highest degree of correlation the average subjective reaction of

a group of observers. In 1970, we developed an engineeringdesign guide for calculating the acoustic impact of any highway

configuration and the effect on this Impac't of design modification.

In February of this year, we submitted a 6-volume final report

,_ on a major study for the HRB to establish standards for highway

noise levels:

i
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Vol. i. Design 0ulde for Illghway Noise P_,cd.l.ction
and Control

Vol. 2. Assessment of Vehicular No:tso Sources

-a and Reduction Technology

Vol. 3. Highway Noise Propagation and Traffic-" NoiseModels

Vol. 4. Evaluation of Community Measures to Control

..i HighwayNoise

Vol, 5. Economic Trade-Offs of Highway Noise

Control Strategies

Vol, 6, Time-Varying Noise Criteria

6.2 Technology and Cost Studies: Rail Systems

Contribution to Background Document fo2, Rai_ C_rrier Noise

Regulationo (EPA)
BBN compiled all data on traln noise up to 1973, in a search

for Informstion on measurements of noise caused by trains. Amongthe sources utilised were technical Journals published in the

United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia; acousticians; personnel

from the two locomotive factories still in existence; personnel

from the Association of American Railroads; and railroad employees,

As part of this program, BBN also studied the costs of fitting

mufflers on all diesel-electric railroad locomotives in the U.S.

Included in the study was an investigation of the effects of such

a retrofit program on the railroads' ma].ntenance activities and

on peak-load capacities. Projections of effects on revenues

and expenses were made for each of the Class I railroads.

I_'] Estimates were also made of the impact on freight rates and
quality of service.

_J
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] Evaluation of EaiT._,oad Noise Reduction 'Peehniqz¢en (EPA)

In an earlier BBN report, two techniques were suggested for
quieting bhe operation of railroads: fitting mufflers to loco-

motives and erecting barriePs around retarders. In the

-_ "Evaluation" report, BBN scientists considered the technical

aspects of both techniques, the cost (both for new locomotives
__ and for retrofit programs), the economic impact on railroads,

and tbe benefit to the community from noise reduction thus

achieved.

MeaBurement and EvaZuation of the Impact o,i' Railroad Noise
Upon Communities (EPA)

In an interim report, published in 1973, BBN described

reoen_ measurements of noise caused by railroad operations.

Numerical measures of the intrusiveness of the noise upon•
I

communitios were listed, and important noise sources were

ranked in order of their intrusiveness. Programs for improv_.ng

the descriptions of poorly understood noise sources were recom-

mended, and procedures for determining the need for control

of those sources were described.

Computer Program for Prediction of l;oioe f2,om Line-lla_Z

Loaomotiveo (EPA)

BBN developed an automated technique to predict community

exposure to railroad noise, baking environmental details into

T_ accoum; Factors affecting the radiation of such noise are

numerous: they include geometrical spreading of the wavefronts,

!_ absorption by atmospheric water vapor, ground absorption,

atmospheric refraction, and shielding by ground barriers. Any

_ or all of the factors may vary with frequency and range.

]
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BBN wrote a special computer program, EXA'/'NO (Excess Atmospheric.i
Attenuation Model), to perform the calculations needed to

predict attenuation of railroad noise.

Wh_eZ/RaiZ Noise (DOT)

BBN has been studying rail system dynamics for many years.

Currently, we are completing a study for DOT/TSC on noise
generated by'the interaction of wheels and rails in rapid transit

-- systems. This study ir_volves modeling interactions of the

wheel and rail and represents the state of the art in analyzing

rail system dynamics. The advanced analytical techniques devel-

oped under this program will be used to reduce noise and vibration

from wheel/rail interaction. This fundamental research on rail/

interaction help characterize the physical
wheel is needed to

mechanisms by which trains generate noise and vibration. We are

[_ also investigating methods of detecting high levels of stress

before they can cause wheel failure. These activities represent

an important step toward ashieving greater safety, comfort, andquiet through design of improved suspension systems, tracks, and

-- track-mounting methods.

As part of this wheel/rail noise study, BBN developed an

algorithm for the.Urban Mass Transit Administration to use

_ in determining the most cost-effective treatment from a set of

_ proposed noise control treatments.

I

Noise in R_i_ Transit Care: Inorsmcnta_ Co_ts o_ Q_ieter Oars

(EVA)

Rail rapid transit systems, oar operations, and the oar

building industry are described in relation to the procurement

of quieter cars. All combinations of car nolse-control

J
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4.!

-J modlfica_lons that are oonsider.cd technically and eco_cmically

,._t feasible for Implementation are described. Eebima[,(:._; are pre-

I _ sented of initial and operating costs.

6.3 Technology and Cost Studies: Recreational Vehicles

¢¢o_k on Four Privato_j Owned Yachto

94-ft aluminum diesel Express cruiser, wasXaZamoun j.a

launched in Bremen, Germany, June 1973, and achieved a ;l_l-I<t

light; displacement speed trial. Work on KaZamo_n was aimed at

-- control of all onboard noise sources that might contribute to

-- underway or at-anchor noise, plus provision of s high level of

J speech privacy between compartments. Absolute minimization of

the weight of acoustic treatments was required to prevent

reducing the boat's exceptional speed ,potential, Sources treated

ranged from main engine exhaust to toilet flush noise, Partic-

ipation in preliminary and final design stages, as well as on-site

inspection of acoustic treatment installation, resulted in noise

levels considerably below those found on boats much heavier and
much less powerful,

_] Sea S_ar is a 123-ffi steel three-masted schooner and BBN

p,erformed retrofit work on her. Problems consisted of noise

'_ belng transmitted from diesel generators into staterooms,

-- from the engine room vent fan onto the quarter deck, and from

-- t'he roll-stabillzer hydraulic pump into the galley and crews t

-- quarters. Significant reductions (8 to 12 dBA) wer'e achieved by

treatments which included enclosing the generators, remounting

the generators and hydraulic units, and muffling the engine room

vent fan.

t

J
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i

In the 15-1n wooden high-speed cruiser, f,'oi,_:,_ra,the diesel

J generator was causing an annoying vlb].ation ].n the cnbio sole.

Simple tuned vibration dampers, designed and flahricated at BBN,were insfia]led causing an 8-dB reduction of the critical vibration

frequency.The problem with Cepr'_cga, a 20-m wooder_ yacht, was noise

during motoring. At moderate speed, nolse on the deck and in

the aft cabin'was louder than at full throttle, Increased

noise at reduced throttle was determined to be due to an under-

_j pitched propeller that face-eavitated at speed less than hull

speed. Engine noise was being transmitted through the engine

73' compartment top and also by vibration transmission through

age-hardened rubber msunts. Recommendations included a smaller-

diameter, higher pitched propeller, special carpent underlayment
over the engine enclosure, and replacement of the aged engine

_r_ mounts,

1 Regulations for ReereationaZ Vehicles (Chiea_o)

As part of a broad study ticassist fibeCity of Chicago
!

_ _ in regulating all sources of community noise, BBN identified the

i various noise sources of recreation vehicles, suggested remedial

_ s_eps for abatement of these sources, and described the practical

limits of noise control with present technology and the attendant

I costs. We also reviewed the fundamentals of noise measurement

and specific measurement procedures likely to be useful in the

noise abatement efforts of the City of Chicago.

gl
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6.4 Work Performed for Transportation Industry

-. No_se and Yibrabion Courses (GM, Ford)

,-_ Over the past several years, BB[] hao developed a close

working relationship with manufacturers of both transportation

._. and recreational vehicles. A good indication of the regard in

which we are held by the automotive industry Is that, in 1971,

we presented .a 72-1ecture-hour course on "Understanding and

-- Solving Automotive Noise and Vibration Problems" to about II0

J specialists from most divisions of General Motors Corporation,

This course proved so successful that we were asked to, and

did, present the same course at Ford Motor Company.

Truck Ean Study (Ford)
BBN undertook a study of diesel truck fan noise for the

Ford Motor •Company. Initial research proved that the fan noise
levels were due, in part, to poor cooling system configuration.

_. Therefore, in addition to redesigning the shroud as originallyplanned, we extended our research to include a new basic design

for the truck fan. Our shroud and fan design changes reduced

the noise by ii dSA, increased cooling effectiveness 15%, and

reduced power requirements by 50%. The efficiency of the entire

_ gan system increased from 15% to 27%.

Studies for Moto_, V_hlele Manufacturers Association
,. For the MVMA, BBN has conducted several studies of motor

U vehicle noise. Among the most recent of these are researchprojects to determine the contributions of various types of motor
!
i

I_ vehicles (i) to the physical characteristics of noise that are
,. _ Judged most annoying and (2) to most common traffic situations;

a study of the trends in motor vehicle noJse, including technical

m
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i

j and soelal/economJc/legal var.lables; and noise measurements

off several makes and mode].s of motorcycles and trucks under

iT varying operating conditions.

Studies for Association of Atnerican Railroad_
For the Association of American Railroads (AA_), BBN measured

noise levels from railroad operations in and around the Missouri-
Pacific yard and llne facilities in Ft. Worth, Texas. AAR needed

this information to respond to questions published by ErA
-- concerning measurement, control, and impact of noise _om

railroad operations. Among the measurements made during this

contract were noise levels from retarders, engines, horns, and

car-ear impacts, wayside noise, and community noise. Techniques

used for data interpretation included bime hlstories, dlstribu-

tiens, A-welghting, and i/3-octave band analysis.

I_] In another study for AAR, BBN assembled information on

railroad noise, tben measured sound characteristics encountered

during both line and operations. The focused onyard report

three aspects of railroad noise: its environmental effects,

identification of the relative importance of various sources, and
prediction of noise levels that may be reached through the appll-

cation of various noise control strategies.

Btudles for Transit Authoritlcs

BBN has conducted a number of studies for transit authorities

in the U.S. and abroad. Some of these 'studies have involvedthe evaluation and development of design techniques for the

.. reduction of noise and vibration caused by rail transit systems.

Some of the approaches we have considered include "floated"

slabs, rail fasteners, tall welds, and track design. For example,

--i
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the New York City Transit Authorlty, we evaluated the dynamics i

of resiliently supported concrete track slabs to provide guidance

for slab design. Inc].uded in this study were the physical aspects
_J

of slab response, sound radiation, and vibration isolation;

predictions of noise and vibration for several slab configurations;

k_ and recommendations for slab parameters

il Also for the New York City Transit Authority, BBN conducted
_' a study of the influence of rail-fastener design on noise and

_ _ vibration control. The basic mechanisms of noise and vibration
!_J generation were considered in light of the effects of fastener

parameters; then, two types of fastener design were considered:

the resilient rail fastener and the resiliently supported tie.

In a study for the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

on the effects of rail-fastener stiffness on the vibration trans-

mitted to buildings adjacent to subways, BBN developed design

parameters for track fasteners. A sample fastener design was
used to illustrate how one may obtain a fastener with the required

i_ vertical and lateral values of stiffness. Implementation of ourrecommendations could result in a 15-dB reduction of noise

._ transmitted to neighboring buildings.

Other transit authorities for whom we have conducted studies

_ ranging from wayside noise measurements to designs for reducing

noise in subways include those in Boston, Calgary, Toronto,

Munich, and London.

6,B Measurements and T_st Procedures

As a well-recognized leader in the field of acoustics,

BBN has ever the last 25 years made significant contributions to

the development of measurement Because oftechnology. these

contributions and because of the outstanding qualifications of
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our personnel, members of the BBN staff have served on several

committees for the establishment of measurement standards.

Technical staff members who will be participating in the proposed

- program and who have served on such committees are E,K. Bender

and _V.H. Patterson (ad hoc, committees on the development ofmeasurement standards for construction noise and rail transit

noise) and E. MCKo Eldred, who served on the ISO Noise Measure-

_ ment Standard's Committee. Currently. O.O. Huggins is conducting

for,EPA an evaluation of measurement procedures to be used to

assure compliance of trucks with EPA truck noise regulations.

I_ Examples of recent programs involving measurements or the

_ developmenS of test procedures are summarized below.
I-- i

Measuremen%s of Noloo from Portable Air Compreesosr (EPA)

i-
BBN, under EPA sponsorship, performed diagnostic noise

measurements on three portable air compressors, The measurement
[

results were used to identify levels from individual sources,

! _ so Shat techniques and cost of noise control could be estimated.
The data were also used to establish the effects of phenomena

I _ such as noise direotivity on the suitability of existing
tess procedures for predicting actual community exposure

levels.

Motor VehicZe Noise Investigation (CaZifornia)

I In an investigation sponsored by the California Highway

Patrol, BBN provided the technical basis from which the State

of California enacted legislation to limit motor vehicle noise.

Comprehensive noise measurements were made on passenger and

sports cars, motorcycles, trucks under a number of
and different

operating conditions, The relative amount of noise produced
--]
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..I by motor vehicle exhausts as compared to the residual vehicle
noise (i.e., gears, engine, tire noise) was examined,

AnaZysis of Noise from IndlviduaZ Highway VehieZee (HRB)

Data were presented and ar_a].yzedfor noise produced by pas-senger ears and diesel trucks. The report discussed the observable

_ effects for such variables as _he vehicle speed, kind of road sur-

._J face, the exi'stence of an up or down grade, the load on the vehicle

_ engine. A simulation method for determining the noise from highway

traffic was developed. This method allows analysis of complex high-

way situations and enables prediction of traffic noise levels on a

s_a_istical basis.

Ra_Zroad Locomotive Noise Measurements (ERA)

.m' During a study of railroad locomotive noise for the ErA

(referred to above), the Agency determined that it was necessary

i _ co obtain additional measurements; BBN was requested to perform
. them, The measurement team was in the field within i0 days

i _ after the Agency's request; 15 locomotives were measured in the
course of a week; and a summary report was issued a week after

• [_ _he measurements were completed.

_nvironmenta_ Noise Measurement Procedures (DOT)

Under contract to the Office of Noise Abatement, BBN inves-

:_ tigated the rationale and plans for the measurement of environ-

- mental noise on a nation_.lide basis. The survey was designed

,- so that actual site selection and data acquisition could be

carried out by relatively unskilled personnel in local communl-

ties; hence, rather specific guidelines were developed for

measurement, selection of measurement sites, data collection,

and field observation.
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7 6.6 Labeling

_ Nalse Emibting and At_enuatin_ Dov_eec: (EPA)

_I We are currently under contract to EPA to perform technical

analysis in support of the development of labeling regulations

for noise-emitting and attenuating devices. This project is

Just getting underway.

Research on Child Seat Safet 9 Standard_ (JItvcnile Prod_ot

Manafactz_rer_ Car Seat

In this project, we developed specific language for the

labeling requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard

213 (49 C.F.R. 571.213), based on our research for safety

performance and on an extensive social survey that investigated
actual usage patterns of U.S. families in widely separated

geographical areas and in different socio-economic levels,
-' Specific lines of inquiry included the user's age, the extent

of the user's exposure to the hazardous situation, and the
reasons for product purchase and use, Inc].uding the value of

information contained on product labels or hang-tags,

Inveetlg_tion of the Deelgn and Perfo)_manee of Traffic ControZ

r ! Devices (FHi_)

For the Federal Highway Administration, we assembled from

our technical staff a multidiseiplinary team of engineering

and experimental psyoholbglsts, engineers , and graphic designers

i'_ to conduct a design and an experimental study. The worIc encom-

passed an analysis of the legal background for uniform traffic

i'] control signs, an extensive seyies of laboratory investigations
I I

-- and controlled road testing, and a group of graphic design

"7
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exercise.s, The experimental isvestln'j_tIon ',.los directed to the

communications performance of graph,!e elemslltu : color, outer

-- shape, border width, type style, stroke I',,tdth,word placement, and

-] the meaning and recognizability of plctographc. F,xperlmental

design and data analysis methods were dew)loped through the

i_ application of statistical declcion theory.

Regu_atgon of' Baby Bouncers or WaZk_,-,Tulnper,s (JuveniZe

Produeta Manafactu_,_ps, Babu Yal,ko._,Group)

BBN recommended specific language for a product label to

be required by Federal regulation. Our recommendations included

the and the size of well the informationtolanguage type, SS aS

be furnished in order to meet the purposes of the Federal

"I statute involved. In addition, we analyzed the requirements

_' for a separate label on the package or shipping container for

i_ the purposes of Federal enforcement, We also examined the needfor manufacturer record-keeping requirements relating to the

sales and distribution of these articles and recommended spe-

cific regulatory language on this subject.

6.7 Technical Writing

In addition to writing and editing, BBN's Publications Staff

members coordinate the work of typists, illustrators, deslgners_

and printers to produce BBN proposals, reports, and Journal

'_ articles. Working closely with BBN scientists, they have com-

pleted various papers agd undertaken original research, The

,_1 members of the department are published writers in their own

-- fields,

f--1
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j Some ozamples of _;hclr work include:+.

I HUD No_'se A;Jaessmest Guido and ,%s_] accompanying Traz}ing

I ] PPo_;n_m

Shipboard Noise ConY;tel Handbool: (see b<:low)
. Handbook for the Aosceament of DE 1052 L'HTPALT l,laohiser H

"_ on Sonar SeZf-go_e

J .l

Noise from Conotr_o¢ion, Home Appliance's, noel Building

Equipment
Some Journal articles include "Design and Calibration of a

High-Volume Cascade _mpactor," and "Noise in Stanplog Industries."
"* Below is a more detailed discussion of one o_ the above-mentioned

projects,

Shipboard Nogse ControZ Handbook (DOT)
Under the Joint sponsorship of the U.S. Navy and Coast

Guard, BBN developed a handbook to assist ship designers in

.. controlling airborne noise, The work required us to present

a large amount of technically complex information and procedures

in a simple, structured format for use by shipyard designers

untrained in acoustics. The completed document represented the

first time tl]at all the relevant techniques had been assembled
in one place and reduced to a worksheet format,

6.8 Library and Informa,tion Sciences

"I BBN has designed, developed, and implemented computer-based
h

information systems since 1959, partlcular]y in the areas of

information managing, time-sharing, computer networks, medical
appllcations, and educational techno].cgy.

I
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-.i IreJ'oz_mc=i;ionSciences

BBN has developed ini'ornlatlon-Frkansce,._I]fisystems for the

l management and operation Of a major l_ostol] hospital, for the study-3
of the sfirus_ure of complex organic molec_l]ee by the National

Instltufie of Health, and for the storage and retrieval of

L.I underwater acoustic data by the Naval gcientiflic and Technical

Intelligence Center. We have also developed an experimentaldata-management system to explore the problems of file seeurlty

-_ and access posed by a large data base embedded in an interactive,

_J time-shared environment.

i _ Each of these BBN-developed systems provi4es: the means for_J specifying the logical and physical organization of data, for

! updating files, and for manipulating and retrieving data; a

language for specifying queries; and the ability to display and

print query responses and reports in a spec_fled format. Most

of the systems operate in a time-shared, on-line mode• Our

I principal design criteria were ease of application, simplicity

_ _ of design, responsiveness, and economy of hardware and software,

.... _"_ Library

The BBN Library is one of the finest specialized technical

libraries in the area. In addition to maintaining current
references in our areas of interest, the librarians prepare

_ literature searches, develop special-interest collections,

• _ and coordinate all BBN reports and hechnlcal publications.
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7. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

This section presents brief summaries of the qualifications

of key personne] under each area of expertise. Those cases where

_] individuals have project responsibilities in addition to their

technical work are so noted. Complete resumes may be found in

Appendix A.

7.1 Noise Control Engineering

Dr. Erich K, Bender - Program Manager

9_ Task No, 1 Manager

Dr. Bender's oontribubions to engineering system and design

include evaluations of fan noise mechanisms, design of duct
t_

silencers, evaluation of noise treatment for diesel engines and

gear trains, and analysis of the response and sound transmission
in complex structures. He has contributed to rail system noise

control through studies of the effectiveness of resiliently sup-ported track slabs, resilient rail fasteners, the effectiveness

of welded rail, and the acoustic treatment of stations and tunnels.,q
In the field of motor vehicle noise control, Dr. Bender'has been

BBN's principal investigator in a DOT-sponsored truck-quleting

program. In support of the EPA's repor_ be Congress, Dr. Bender
' supervlsedfa_ _intensive study of the sources, impact, control

potential, and industrial activities concerning noise from various
SOUrces.

i_llTiam N, Patterson

_' Mr. Patterson is engaged in research, development, and con-

sulting in the fields of noise, vibration, and testing. He has

H evaluated rapid transit vehicle designs and prediction of subway-
U induced noise as well as vibration in adjacent structures. On

74
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i17 .itheQuiet Truck Program, he has designed and tested the engine
r_ exhaust system for a new heavy-truck generation. He ]]as in-

!vestigated the noise-produclng mechanisms on dump trucks, concrete

[_ mixers, bulldozers, and compressors, as well as analysing the

I _ costs to manufacturers and owners off quieting this machinery.

14 Other. recent work includes engine-vibration isolation and muffler

I design for the Mk 48 and refrigerator compressor-noise control.

i.] At Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Dr. Remington has partici- ._

I pated in a number of projects involving the dynamics of complex • !

structures, numerical analyses, and control system studies. These

I . include studies of the transmissinr, of sound through complex
_ aerospace structures, viscoelasticity with application to oom-

' •pliant coating technology, automobile exhaust system dynamics,

and the unsteady dynamics, and the unsteady dynamics of parachute

deployment. He has also been principal investigator in a project

for analyzing mechanisms of wheel noise in rail transit vehicles

_r_ and evaluating abatement techniques.

"_ Dr. Michael J. Rudd

Dr. Rudd is involved in several projects related to aero-

turbulence and noise. He has alsodynamic and hydrodynamic

participated in projects sponsored by the Environmental Protection

Agency, including ones aimed at setting noise limits for trains
and home appliances. At New York University, he conducted re-

search on the reduction of Jet noise by particulates and onmethods of predicting noise in structural spaces due to sonic i

,_ boom; he also taught courses on noise, vibration, and dynamics,

and engaged in consulting activities on Jet and turbine noise

problems.

J ,

-]
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_- Dr. Eric E, Ungar

Dr. Ungar, an Associate Division Director, is concerned wlth

variou_ aspects Of structural dynamics and noise and wlth the

"'_ direction of multidiscipllnary approaches to the solution of

technological problems. A recognized authority in the mechanical

-- engineering field, he is listed in American Men of Science; he

is a fellow of the Acoustical Society of America; Chairman of

the Technical Committee on Vibration and Sound, Design Engineering

Division of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers; Referee

of the Natlona] Academy of Sciences, and is a member of many other

solsnblfio organizations.

7.2 Cost and £ngineerlng Economy

Gene E. Fax

Mr Fax is involved in the application of englneer_ng
_ economy techniques to noise control programs. In the course

of hls work, he has investigated for EPA the economic effects of

a proposed noise control standard requiring the installation of

mufflers on railroad locomotives, and performed a cost/benefit

study for the Department of Transportation of the worker noise-

exposure standard of' 85 dBA on the manufacturing industries.

Mr. Fax has performed economic and demographis studies to deter-
mine the extent of construction noise in the community. As task

leader under the Department of Transportation Quiet Truck Pro-
gram, he Is studying the economic impact of hlgh-technology

quieting techniques on line-haul trucking operations.
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i _erbart L. Fox

Mr. Fox is a Senior Economist at BBN arid a Lecturer in

'Economics at Northeastern University. Under the sponsorship ofJ

the National Science Foundation, he has performed baslc research

in the dynamics of developing economics, and is completing a
.' socioeoonometrie survey of Massachusetts. He has conducted

studies of the economic impact of regulating noise from air

L| compressors, construction equipment, and coal cleaning machinery.

7,3 Measurements and Test Proce.dures

i

Mr. Geoffrey G. Huggins

Mr. Huggins_ formerly manager of BBN's Nashlngton-based

Applied Research Department, has recently moved to the BBN

Cambridge offide to pursue his interest in noise control research.

I] He has measured and examined the results of air compressor mea-
surements for various manufacturers in a project sponsored by the

] Environmeni;al Protection Agency. Presently, he is responsiblefor evaluating noise test procedures for medium- and hgavy-duty

trucks. He' recently served as Project Manager for a noise mea-

_ surement and control program under the sponsorship of the

Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission.

Mr, RichardEly

', Mr. Ely is involved in predictions, design of experiments,

and measurements related to acoustic and theological properties

"'i'I' of metals and viscoelastic materials, and noise from machines

and vehlcles. He is active in evaluating the impact of noise and

_ noise regulations on the health and welfare of the community.

One of his recent projects was the development and application

of techniques for measuring noise from railroad locomotives and

} _. re_arder yards.
r!
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Mr. Richard N. Alakel
•_J

Mr. Alakel, a research technician, works closely with
"1

scientists in system integration and design for experimental

analysis and data collection, and also in field measurement work

i_ in areas of noise and vibration control. Recent applications of

his work have been toward measuring and analyzing noise from

portable air compressors, rail transit wheels, and aggregate
screens.

7.4Labeling .:

.Mr. Cha•rlesW. Dietrich - Advisory Committee
Mr. Dietrich, tile head of our Regulatory Acoustics aotivi-

ties, is widely known for his work for governmental agencies in

the developmen_ of noise control statutes and regulations that

IS have had national impact. He is presently worklng with the EPA
Office of Noise Abatement and Control. on the development of the

_ _ Interstate Motor Carrier Regulation and has participated in the

development of the Interstate Railroad Regulation, Pribr to that,

i__ he assisted • the EPA during the hearings held pursuant to Title IV
_. of the Clean Air Amendment of 1970 in the areas of Standards and

Measurement Method, Legislation and Enforcement Problems, and

Technology and Economics of Noise Control: National Programs

and their Relations with State and Local. He has been a principal

in the development of labeling regulations, as wen as past and
current noise r_gulations projects for local government (Boston,

I_ Cook County, Chicago), for States (.Illinois, Florida, New York,

Maryland) and for industry groups. He is presently principal

investigator for BBN's efforts under EPA sponsorship to develop.labeling regulations for noise sources and noise-attenuatlon

devices.
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7.5 Community Noise Exposure

Dr. Theodore Schultz - Advisory Committee

-- Dr. Schultz currently is working on the establishment.of

realistic criteria and monitoring procedures for abatement of
urban noise, particularly the noise from road and air traffic.

Recently, he prepared a state-of-the-art review of impact noisetesting and rating, in support of ongoing research efforts at

-- the National Bureau of Standards. He ban also dealt with problems

_. of measurement and design in architectural acoustics; design and

evaluation of acoustical-testing" laboratory facilities; noise

.and vibration criteria and control for high-speed trains and for

aircraft, He has also prepared two surveys on undersea reverbera-

tion. He is active in the writing and reviewing of acoustical
s_anda_ds at the national (ASTM and ASA) and international (IS0)

_ levels.

Mr, Kenneth Eldred - Advisory Committee
Mr. Eldred is Director of the Architectural Teobmo_ogies and

i_ Noise Control Division of BBN. In addition to his 20-year involve-
- ment in noise generation and control, he is a recognized authority

on criteria for measuring the effect of noise on communities. He

has consulted extensively in this field for the Office of Noise

Abatement and Control since its inception. Among his recent

pro_ects in this area has been the estimation of the
distribution

of the U.S. population by degree of noise exposure. His many

I I_ professional affiliations include i_)embership in the National

Academy of Sciences - Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and

_ [_ Biomeehanics, and Fellowship in the Acoustical Society of America.

]
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] \
Or. William d. Galloway - Advisory Committee

Dr. Galloway has performed research and consulting in

j physical acoustics, noise control, and the response of people to
noise. He }]as directed work on noise problems associated with Jet

aircraft, wind tunnels, rocket and ramjet engines, motor vehicle
noise, and many industrial projects. His major efforts have been

concerned with physical measurements, development of predictivemodels, and establishment of acceptability criteria for Jet air-

craft noise and noise produced by motor vehicular traffic.

]
7.6 Technical Writing

-l
Nancy McMahon

Ms. MoMahon, the Manager of the Publications Department, is
responsible for coordinating the publication services with the

IT printing, illustration, and photo departments. She has recently
_' completed a booklet for the Department of Housing and Urban

Development and prepared other technical papers on noise in vari-
ous industries,

_, E. Ashley Reoney

Ms, Rooney is responsible for editing and writing technical

reports. Working closely with the scientists, she prepares

proposals, reports, and Journal articles in addition to under-

taking original research.

[_ 7.7 Library and Information Sciences

Margaret Tsoy
Ms. Troy, the Chief Technical Librarian at BBN, is responsible

'-I for the complete administration of the library. She'also prepares
_,I llterature searches and reference work.

•. 80
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Charlene Long " \
.J !

Ms. Long has developed and applied a simple computer-based

isystem for information retrieval, whloh is presently being oon-
,sidered by a major scientific abstracting service. She has been

responsible for over 20 major bibliographic compilations on such

!_ topics as man-computer interaction, robotics, learning aids for

the deaf, decision aids, ul_rasonlcs in medicine, and linear

_ prediction - state of the art. She has conducted demographic

and industrial surveys in diverse areas, including crib injuries,

i_ characteristics of populations near railroads,
and She effects of

I ! OSHA and NZOSH regulations on industry.

!

I
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i

.I ERICII K. BENDER - Manager, Applied Physics Department

"7
:.; Education: S.I_., 1952, ,_.M., 1963, M.E., 1966, So.D., 1967 :

(Mechanical Engineerlng), Massaehusett:_ lc:;t;_tute of Technology.

i

Professional Experience: Engineer, Grumman Aircraft Engineering

I_ Corp., summers, 1961 and 1962; Research A_;:_;istant, Staff Engl-

neer, MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, 1962-1965; Research Assio-

,,r_ rant, MIT Mechanical Engineering Dept., 1965-]967; Bolt Beranek
and Newman Inc., 1967-present.

Honors and Societies: Acoustical Society of America; Instituhe

,-_. of Noise Control Engineering (Board of E×aminers); Sigma Xi;

,_ American Society of Mechanical Engineers; American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics.

Professional Responsibilities and Projects: Dr. Bender has been

engaged in research_ development, and consulting in the fields of

nolee_ vibration, control systems, and fluid mechanics. For the

majority of his projects, he has served a_ principal investigator

with the accompanying technical and mana;]erial responsibilities.

At Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Dr. Bender has contributed to the

evaluation and solution of noise and vibration problems, as well

as the assessment community noise levels. Noise problems have
of

included diagnosis of fan noise mechanisms, the design of duct

silencers, the evaluation of noise treatment for diesel engines
and gear trains, and the analysis of the response and sound-

transmission in complex structures. }le has contributed to railsystem noise control through studies of the effectiveness of

_,, resiliently supported track slabs, ree111ent roll fasteners, the

effectiveness of welded rail, and the acoustical treatment of

stations and tunnelo. In addition, he ha_ conducted field mea-

l surements of various North American and European subways. In the

i
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i field of motor vehicle noise control, Dr. Bender has been BBN's
I prdncipal investigator in a DOT-sponsored truck-quletins program

I_l with the Frelghtliner Corp., and has been active on an ASA motor
vehicle noise group. He has also taught automotive noise and

, vibration courses at General Motors and the Ford Motor Co. In

support of the Environmental Protection Agency's report to

Congress, Dr. Bender supervised an intenslve study on the sources,impact, control potential, and industrial activities concerning

-- noise from various sources.

At BEN and previously at MIT, Dr. Bender has contributed to engi-

neering system analysis and design, including evaluations of

hydrofoil ship and spacecraft control systems, and the use of

analog multiplexing circuits to improve system reliability

' _ through the use of redundant components.

} _ Technica_ Papers:

i'_ "Sampled-Data Velocity Vector Control of a Spacecraft," ASME• _ 63-WA-314, November 1963.

"Multiple Sensors Boost Signal Quality" (with D.C. Karnopp),

Centres Eng., 13, No. 7, 68-73, July 1966.
PP.

"Frequency Effects in Analog Channels Multiplexed for Reliability"
_ (with D.C. Karnopp), Pro_esdln_s of the Joint Automatic Centres

Conference 1967.4_7-453" (1967).

,_ "Optimum Linear Control of Random Vibrations," P_oceedinge Of
the Joln_ Automatic Control Conference 1967:135-i_13 (1967).

j

., "On the Optimization of Vehicle Suspensions Using Random Process

Theory" (with D.C. Karnopp and I.L. Paul), Proeeedlnge of tl:e
Sesquieenten_:al Forum Transportation Engineering, Aug. 1967, New
York; ASME Paper 67-TEAN-12. I

"Multiplexing of Continuous Signals to Improve Accuracy and •
Reliability" (with D.C. Karnopp), RegeZungotoehnlk, iI:491J-2198

(1967).
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"Optimum Linear Preview Centre]. with Application to Vchic'le

Suspensions," ASME Tran._. d. Bacic Eng. (Set. O), 90-2:213-221,
-_ June 1968.
_I

"Some Fundamental Limitations o£ Active and Passive Vehicle-

! -_ Suspension Systems," 196B SAE Tra,oactiono, pp. 2910-_915.

i.J "Noise Problems of High Speed Ground Transportation" (with

C.W. Dietrich and P.A. _rankon), Proc_edin.qs of the Carnegie-

MeZ_on Confere_Ice on High Speed GroI_nd Transportation, Pitts-
burgh, Pa._ pp. 141-156, May 1969.

"On the Generation and Reduction of Automotive and Rall Vehicle
-3 Noise," .79?0 Proceedings of the Institute of the Environmente'l

Sciences, pp. 221-227.

._ "Environmental Effects of Transportation Noise" (with P.A. Franken),
ASME Paper No. 70-TRAN-52 (1971).

"The Minimization of Hydrofoil Ship Control Power" (with P.J.
Remington and _4.0. O'Neill), Proceedings of the Third Ship ControZ

• Syeteme Symposium, Bath, England, 26-28 September 1972.

"Noise From Construction, Home Appliances, and Buildir*g Equipment,"
J. Inst. Envlren_eentaZ Sciences, September-October 1972 (to be

_ published).q

"A Review of Internal Combustion Engine Induction and Exhaust
Noise" (with T. Brammer), J. Aeoust. See. Amer. (to be pub-

I_ lished).
LJ

"Analysis of the Response. Sound Radiation, and Vibration Trans-

I_ mission of a Resiliently-Mounted Track Slab" (In preparation).
b.u

[

Book Revtew:
Introduction to _errain-Vehiele Syeteme, by M.G. Sekker (The

! ["I University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor). Review published inThe Shock and Vibration Digest, 1:7 (1969).

W
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.: Sponsored BBN Technical Reports:

-_ "Some No_:_e and Vibration Problems A,';uoe]ated wtt;h Pneumatic-

j' Tube T_ansportatlon" (with K.S. Lee), I]BI,IRept. IJo. 1590,
February 1968.

"lllgh-Speed Ground Tran_H]ortation: [lolc(:Sources" (with C.W.Dietrich, R.D. Bruce, H.H. lieller, and P.R. Nayak), BBN Rept.
No. 1741, October 1968.

"Analysis "and Reduction of Sflrapdown Navigation System Errors
Induced by Random Vibration" (with R. Abiloek), BBN Rept. No. 1748,
January 1969.

I

_] "Effects of Vibration on Human Performance: A Literature Review"

(with A. Collins), BBN Rept. No. 1767, February 1969.

"Development of Prototype Muffler-Diffuser Assemblies fop S-IVB
Workshop Ventilating Fans" (with I. Vet and E. Ungar), BBN

Rept. No. 1774, March 1969.

! _ "An Analysis of the Noise Reduction of Orthotropic Cylindrical

!_ Shells," BBN Repb. No. 1775, April 1969.
P.

_; "Predictions of Subway-Induced Noise and Vibration in Buildings"
_i._ (with U. Kurze, K. Lee, and E. Ungar), BBI,|Rept. No. 1823,
iZ[', May 1969.

E "Effects of Rail-Fastener Stiffness on Vibration Transmitted to
! I_ Building Adjacent to Subways" (with U. Kurze, P. Nayak, and

E. Ungar), BBN Rept. No. 1832, June 1969.

i_ "Effects of Resiliently Mounted Track Slabs on Noise and Vibra-tion" (with U. Kurze and E. Ungar), BBN Rept. No. 1878, Septem-
ber 1969.

I_ "Noise Generated Aboveground and in Stations" (with M. Heckl),
DOT Rept. No. OST-ONA-70-1, January 1970.

"Noise and Vibration Measurements in the Toronto Transit Commi-sion Subway" (with R. Bruce and E. Ungar), BBN Rept. No. 1899,
November 1969.

"The Acoustical Treatment of Stations to Alleviate Wheel-Squeal
Noise" (with P. Hirtlc), BBN Rept. No. 2052, October 1970.

I_i "Sources and Control of Ground Vehicle Noise," BBN Rept. No. 2058,
" November 1970.

J'
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"A Fea:;lbLlity Study of Act,.[vo La]ld:lsF, Ch_l}'," (wlth E.F. Berkman
.j and M, B:Lebor), Technical 1_ept. No. A],'FDL-TlI,-70-126, December 1970.

-- "The Unsteady IIydredynamics and Cont_,o:l ,)f Hydrefollz Near a Free

_j Surface" (w.[th J.I. Smullln), BBN Rept. fln. 1970, January 1971.

"Noise l,'romConstructlon Equipment and Operat'Lon:;, Builddn_

and IIolne (or :_Z), No. DecemberEquipment, App i lane e_'_" Ropt. 2192,
1971, Also. Environmental Protection Ai_cncy Rept. No. NTID300,1.

"Station AcoustJ.cs" (with P. Hirtlo and I<. StePs), BBN Rept. NO.2380, July" 1972.

I 3 "The Effect of Tunnel Acoustic Treatment on the Noise InsideSubway Cars" (wlth H. Heller), BBN Rept. No. 2391, Augus_ 1972,

"Resiliently Supported Track Slabs: Analysis and Design Hecom-

BBN No. 2398, 1972.mendatlons, " Rept. August

i

L!
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"7 MICIIAEL N. ALAKEL - Engineer
i_J

Education: B.S. (Electrical EnL_,inee_'ing), Lowell Technological

_,-] Institute, 1971.

Professional Experience: Draftsman, Western Eleotrlo Company,

Summer, 1969; Draftsman, Consultants and Designers, 1971-1972:

Electronic. Technician, Bolt Beranek and _ewman Inc., 1972-1973;

Engineer, 1973-present.

Professional Responsibilities and Projects: At Bolt Beranek and

_ Newman Inc., Mr. Alakel works closely with scientists in system

integration and design for experimental analysis and data col-

lection, and also in field measurement work in areas of noise

and vibration control.

I _ As a technician at BBN, he maintained and calibrated sound and

vibration equipment and other related equipment.

_ _J Recent projects on which Mr. Alakel worked include:

i. EPA Compressor Noise Project: field measurements to
determine SPL and dlrectivity of sound generated and spectral

I_ analysis of 1/3-octave and 1/10-octave bands.
2. EPA Wheel Rall Noise: setting up and running experi-

ments to determine dlrectivlty, sound power, radiation efficiency,
impedance, and phase.

I_] 3. United States Coast Guard Fog Horn: testing directlvity

of new baffle designs in the anechoic chamber.

;_ 4. Bureau of Mines: reduction cf taped data, which In-

volved 1/3 octave bands (real-time analysis); reducing and

I "l calculating reverberation time by generating a computer program

I L] to assist in the calculations.

I
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5. MaD Labs Dalllpinf_ Ma_s: expo_iments .[Iip_og_'ess on

dampl;sg of varlous materials.

.
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CHARLES W. DIETRICH - Senior Enoineering Scientist,

"_ Regulatory Acoustics
i_J

Education: S.H., Massachusetts Institute sf Technology, 1956;
;_ S.M. (Electrical Engineering), Massaehucettz Institute of

Technology, 1958.

.professional Experience: Teaching Assistant (Electrical Engi-

; I neering), _assaohusetts Institute of Technology, 1956-1958,

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1958-present; Guest Lecturer,

r_ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964, 1967-1970, 1972.

I Hfnors and Societies: Member, Tau Bets PI, Eta Kappa NU,Sigma Xl, Acoustical Society of America, Audio Engineering

Society, Society of Automotive Engineers, Highway Research

Board, Human Factors Society, Electrical Railroaders' Associa-

tion, Institute of Noise Control Engineers.

P,rofessional Responsibilities and Pro_ects: Mr. Dietrleh has

i _ worked in the fields of instrumentation, data acquisition, and

environmental studies. His responsibilities have included

experimental programs, including extensive field measurements,
in studies of random vibration and acoustic response of struc-

tures, and the assessment of community noise pollution.

Mr. Dietrich has participated in and led several studies for

[_ governmental agencies at local, state, and Federal levels

concerned with the development of rules and regulations for

'" safety and the protection of the environment. Ills current

responsibilities include the development of noise pollution

,_ standards and comprehensive regulatory programs for the control
I ,

of environmental noise arising from such sources as property

,_ uses, utility and recreation vehicles, and other englne-powered
equipment.

"I
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CHARLES W. DIETRICH - Senior Engineering Scientist,

!.i Regulatory Acoustics

,_ Education: S.B., Massachusetts Institute Off Technology, 1956;

!_ S.M. (Electrical Engineering), [_aesaehtu;etts Institute o£

Technology, 1958.

L]
Professional Experience: Teaching Assl_tant (Electrical Engl-

] neering), .Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1956-1958_

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1958-present; Guest Lecturer,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964, 1967-1970, 1972.

,_ Honors and Societies: Member, Tau Beta PI, Eta Kappa Nu,

i_ Sigma Xi, Acoustical Society of America, Audio Engineering

Society, Society of Automotive Engineers, Highway Research

Board, Human Factors Society, Electrical Railroaders' Associa-

tion, Institute of Noise Control Engineez, s.

i Professional Responsibilities and Pro_ects: Mr. Dietrich has

i_ worked in the fields of instrumentation, data acquisition, andTJ

environmental studies. His responsibilities have included

experimental programs, including extensive field measureznents,
in studies of random vibration and acoustic response o£ struc-

tures, and the assessment of community noise pollution.

Mr. Dietrich has participated in and led several studies for

governmental agencies at local, state, and Federal levels
concerned with the development o9 rules and reEulations for

'_ safety and the protection of the environment. His current

responsibilities include the development o£ noise pollution

_-.] standards and comprehensive regulatory programs for the control
of environmental noise arising from such sources as property

uses, utility and recreation vehicles, end other englne-powered
. I equipment.
i--
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Paoers and Publications:

"Relaxation Oscillations In _olzleCord Re:Lnforced Rubber Struc-

-7 tures," S.M. Thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering,
.... Massachusetts Institute of Technolo;;y (1958).

"7 "Study of a I_esponse Load Recorder" (with D.U. Noiseux, P.W.
-. Smith, Jr., and E.A. Starr), ASD-TDR-62-165, Vol. II (Jan. 1963).

-- "Random Vibration Studies of Coupled Structures in Electronic
_I Equipments". (with D.U. Noiseux, E.E. Eichler, and R.H. Lyon),

ASD-TDR-63-C-205, Vol. II (Oct. 1963).

"Dynamic Response, Energy Methods, and Test Correlation of
Flight Vehicle Equipments" (with D.U. Noiseux, R.H. Lyon, and
E.A. Sfiarr), AFFDL-TR-65-92, Vol. ! (May 1965); AFFDL-TR-65-92,
Vol. II (July 1965).

"High-Frequency Vibration Isolation" (with E.E. Ungar), J. Sound
-T V4.b 4, 224-241 (1966).
-3

"Modeling of Spacecraft for Low-Frequency Noise Red_ction" (with
R.H. Lyon and R.E. Apfel), Shook Vib. BUZZ. 35, Pt. 5, 235-242
(Feb. 1966).

"Low-Frequency Noise Reduction of Spacecraft Structures" (with
R.H. Lyon, E.E. Ungar, R.W. Pyle, and R.E. Apfel), NASA CR-589
(Sept.1966).

"Noise Problems of High Speed Ground Transportation" (with E.K.
_ Bender and P.A. Franken), Prooeedings of the Carneg_e-MeZZon

Conference on High Speed _round Transportation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

-] (Carnegie-Mellon University Press, 1969), pp. i_i-156.

Oral Presentations:

-I
"Measurement of Average Mechanical Power Input to a Structure
Excited by Frequency Bands of Noise" (with D.U. Noiseux), pre-

- sented at the 65th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
I New York, N.Y. (May 1963). J. Acoust. Sos. Ame2,. 35, 802 (A)
-- (1963).

"I "Vibration Mounts for Nonrigid Structures" (with E.E. Ungar),
.- presented at the 69th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of

Ame1_ica, Washington, D.C. (June 1965). J. Asouet. See. Amer.
37, 1207 (A) (1965).
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"Am /nvestli_atlon of Automobile Dr..iveJ'information Processing"
....; (with J.W. Senders, W.H. Levison, and J.L. Ward), presented at

the lI6Lh Annual Meetin;l, HigbrJuy Hcscarc]n |_oard, Session J;l_
-- (Jan. 1967). Hg_lzi_r_E Rau. Abo_r. 36 (12):95 (1966).

Mea_urlng Noise and Vibration, and Interpreting the Data,"

t_ presented at the 1969 Design Engineering Show, New York, N.Y.
,_; (May 1969).

Testimony on Highway Safety, Design, and Operations-Traffic Sizns,

Signals, and Pavement Marking, presented to the Special Committee
on the Federal Aid Highway Program of the Committee of Public
Works, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. (May 1969).

"Traffic Signs for the Seventles--and a Look Back," presented &fi
the Transportation Systems Center, Department of Transportation,

-- Cambridge, Mass. (January 1971).

"The Ideal Infant Car Seat" (with W,F. Rowley), presented to the
New England Medical Center Hospitals, Boston, Mass. (March 1971).

l,J
"Preparation of Community Noise Ordinances," presented at CHABA
Meeting, Cocoa Beach, Florida (April 1971)._9

tr
h_, "Noise Test Scores - 1970 Clean Air Car Race" (with N.H. Paulhus),

presented at the 818t Meetin S of the Acoustical Society of

_tI_ America, Washington, D.C. (April 19ZI).
"Municipal Noise Ordinances," presented at the Institute of

_, Environmental Sciences, iZth Annual Meeting and EquipmentExposition, Los Angeles, California (April 1971).

• "Noise and the Inflatable Restraint System," presented to the

: I"_ White House Office of Science and Technology Ad Hoe Committee
k_ Concerned wlth Cumulative Regulatory Effects on the Cost of

Automotive Transportation (RECAT), Washington_ D.C. (Sept. 1971).

I_ "Tentative Damage Risk Criteria for Noise of Inflatable Restraint
Sysbems" (with K.S. Pearsons, R.D. Bruce, and C.H. Allen), pre-
sented at the 81at Meeting o£ the Acoustical Society of America,

Denver, Colorado (October 1971).

"Noise Pollution and the Construction Industry," presented to

the Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts, ChestnutHill, Mass. (Nov. 1971).

dietrich
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Testimony on Deficiencies in HIl_hway SlgnlDg at Hearings on
:. "_ Highway .']afety, Dosif_n, anti Operations -Opellatiorlal Def]cien-

iL_] tics, pre:_cnted to the Subcommittee on Investigations and Over-
sights of the Committee on Public Worlds, U.S. House of Repro-

[ _ sentatlves, Was}linf_ton, D.C. (April 1972).

"Motor Vohlcle _Joiae Control --Regulation and Er forcement,"
presented at the Motor Vehicle Noise Conference, sponsored by
the N.Y.S. Dept. of Environmental Conservstlon and the Dept. of

I_! Transportation, Valhalla, New York (December 1972).

"The Noise Control Act of 1972: Pre-emption and New State Noise

I_ Regulations," presented at the Conference on Noise Pollution
and

Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley (March 1973).

Sponsored Technical Reports:

"Instrumentation System for New Surgical Wing, National Insti-

tutes of Md." (with J.J. Barueh), BBNHealth, Bethesda, Hept.
No. 857 (July 1961).

"Measurement of Acoustic and Vibratiun Response of AtlasGuidance Computer" (with D.U. Noisel/x and E.A. Start), BBN Rept.
No. I010 (April 1963).

I_ "New Principles and Techniques for Reducing Noise at the Ears
and Enhancing Intelligibility of Communication in Protective
Helmets" (with C.H. Allen),

BBN Rept. No. 1173 (Nov. 1964) BBN Rept. No. 1356 (Mar. 1966)
BBN Rept. No. 1340 (Oct. 1965) BBN Rept. No. 1430 (Jul. 1966)

"Low-Frequency Noise Reduction of Spacecraft Structures" (with
R.N. Lyon, E.E. Ungar, R.W. Pyle, Jr., and R.E. Apfel), BBN
Rept. No. 1344 (March 1966).

"An Investigation of Automobile Driver. Information Processing"
(with J.W. Senders, A. Kristofferson, W.H. Levison, and J.L.

Ward), BBN Report No. 1335 (April 1966).
"The MBTA South Shore Project - I. Passenger Noise and Vibra-

tion Criteria," BBN Rept. No. 1/128 (Aug. 1966).
"The MBTA South Shore Project - II. Recommendations for Control
of Noise and Vibration in Rapid Transit Cars" (with T.J.

i"i Sohultz), BBN Rept. No. iJI_I6(Sept. 1966).

"Noise and Vibration Effects Study - New Orleans Rivepfront

'-] Expressway," BBN Rept. No. 1452 (Oct. 1966).
.

"Air Pollution Effects Study - Now Orleans Riverfront Express-
i way" (with I|.G. Petrow), Prototech Repfi. No. Ii0 (Oct. 1966).
I

i dle_rieh
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"I]ol.Se l_erhlction f'or I,'orced-Dz'ul't Blowel_s":

"Vol. I - ]]lower Desif_n Guide" (with C.L. Morley, L.F,
Smith, arl:_'|'.1.].l_mersom) ]_13NRept. No. lllSJl(Dee. 3.966)

:.j "Vol. II - Blower Installation and Noise Control Guide"

• I (with N.H. Heller), BBN Rept. No. 1455 (Dee.1966).

I' I "A_tentional Demands of Auto,loblle Driving" (with J.W. Senders,
_-_ '_q.|l. Levlson, and J.L. Ward), BBN Rept. No. 1482 (March 1967).

"Investigation of Some of the Problems of Vehicle Rear Lighting"
(with R.,S. Niekerson et aZ.), BBN Rept. No. 1586 (March 1968).

"- "High Speed Ground Transportation: Noise Sources," BBN Rept.
-5 No. 1741 (Oct. 1968).

-_ "An Investigation of the Design and Performance of Traffic Con-

t_'ol Devices" (with J, Markowitz), BBN Rept. No. 1726 (Dec,
1968 ).

"Study of New Traffic Signs, Markings, and Signals" (with G.
Jones and J. Markowitz), BBN Rept. No. 1762 (Jan. 1969).

"Comments on Child Seat Safety Standards" (with D.C. Miller),
_j BBN Rept. No. 1828 (June 1969).

"Kansas City International Airport - A Review of Proposed Guide

Signing," BBN Rept. No. (Sept. 1969).
1886

"Noise Test Scores - 197G Clean Air Car Race" (with N.M. Paulhus),

_ BBN Rept. No. 2065 (Aug. 1970).
i

"Noise and Inflatable Restraint Systems" (with C.H. Allen, R.D.

,j_ Bruce, and K.S, Pearsons), BBN Rept. No. 2020 (Sept. 1970).

"Noise Control by Law - A New Noise Ordinance," Chicago Urban
Noise Study: Phase II (with G.W. Kamperman), BBN Rept, No, 1412

(Nov.1970).

"Analysis of Community Noise and a Plan for Noise Control for

the City of Boston Air Polltltlon Control Commission" (with P.A.Franken and G. Jones), BBN Rept. No. 2069 (March 1971).

!_ "Comments on P_.oposed Safety Regulation on Baby Bouncers or
Walker-Jumpers" (with'J.C. Heine), BBN Rept. No. 2152 (May 1971),

i
i

i

dietrich
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J

_" "State 0£ Illino_s: Deve]opment of Regulations for Noise at
_ ProporDy Lines," BBN Rept. No. 2177 (July 1971).

-- "Consolidated Federal Law Enforcement Trainln_ Ce?_ter: Evalua-
tion of Alternative Roadsido Safety Measures for Pursuit Track"

-- (with N.R. Pau].hus), BBN Hept. No. 2336 (March 1972).

"Englneerlng Analysis of Documentation Submitted by Manufacturers
-- _o Substantiate 54 Automobile Advertising Claims," FTC Adver-

tising Substantiation Program, (with D.C. Miller.), BBM Rept.
"-" No. 2410 (July 1972).

"Aim Bag Noise Measurement and Analysis," BBN Rept. No. 2409
-- (August 1972).

- "Comments on the Proposed Regulations for the Control of Noise
-, from Stationary Sources," BBN Rept. No. 2456 (August 1972).

, "Commen_s on the Proposed Regulations for the Prevention and

NoisePollutionfrom Construction
Control of Environmental

and Stationary Sources," BBN Rept. N'o. 2510(b) (February 1973).

"Noise Pollution Legislation Study - Background Report" (withA.S. Harris, N.M. Sober, and C. Warner), BBN Rept. No. 2553
(May1973).

., "Feasibility of Vehicle Noise -- Inspection Regulations" (with

I W.N. Patterson and C. Warner), BBN Rept, No. 2571 (August 1973).

_ "Noise Pollution Legislation Study - Working Report" (with

i A.S. Harris), BBN Eept. No. 2610 (July 1973).
_D

r

,-7
: I

i
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KENNETIi McK. ELDRED - Director of Architectural Technologies

and Noise Control Division Vice President:i

Education: S.B. (General Engineering) Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, 1950; graduate courses in acoustics, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology; graduate courses in mathematics, Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles.

Prnfessional Experience: Engineer, Boston Naval Shipyard, 1950-

1954; Chief, Physical Acoustics Section, Bin-Acoustics Branch,

_f Wright Air Develepment Center USAF, 1954-1957; Vice President and

Consultant, Western Electro Acoustic Laboratory, 1957-1963; Vice

President and Technical Director, Wyle Laboratories, 1963-1973;

'_ Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1973-present.

_ Honors and Societies: Fellow, Acoustical Society of America;

Member, Institute for Noise Control Engineering (me_er of Beard

' of Directors), American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-

nautics, Audio Engineering Society, Institute of Environmental

_ Sciences, National Academy of Sciences - Committee on Hearing,

!i Bioaeousties, and Biomechanics, Society of Automotive Engineers,
Alabama Society of Professional Engineers, California Society of

[ii_ Professional Engineers.

- Professional Responsibilities and Projects: Mr. Eldred is

responsible for all activities of the Architectural _echnelogies

and Noise Control Division of BBN. This division develops and

applies engineering techniques for quieting machines, controlling

vibration, protecting workers from hearing loss, and minimizing
community noise. It provides measurement analysis, and control

" ['] of environmental noise, for Federal, state and municipal

_ agencies, airports, highway builders, urban planners and others

! "7
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=J

conce_:ned with noise impact. The divi3ios also undertakes.

acoustic design of schools, effJ.ces, apartments, performing

arts centers, and fine arts facilities.

At Wyle Laboratories, he directed the technical efforts of the

_,__ Scientific Systems and Services Group over a wide range ofscientific disciplines including acoustics, dynamics, aero-

dynamics, biodynamics, reliability, and architectural acoustic

consulting..

Mr. Eldred's consulting work for Western Electro Acoustic

Laboratory including missile and aircraft noise and vibration,

simulation of environment in model scale, sonic fatigue,
investigation of basic factors controlling aerodynamic generation

of noise in jets, boundary layers and _akes, investigation of
= vibration transmission in complex ve'hicle structure_ development

• of dynamically similar structural models, evaluation of community

r_ and factory noise and vibration problems, acoustical design of

auditoriums, office buildings and schools.

At Wright Air Development Center, he directed research for

i _ evaluation and control of major USAF noise sources, including

extensive measurements of rocket and jet noise, investigation of

noise radiated f_om aircraft, development of methods for predict-
xng community reaction to noise from air base operations,

_ evaluation of engine test cell treatments, and development of

prototype ground runup noise suppressors for jet aircraft.

t_

-- As Engineer in charge of the Vibration and Sound Laboratory of

Boston Naval Shipyard, Mr. Eldred's responsibilities included

evaluation of shipboard vibration and noise problems of all

_ypes, evaluation of unde_.;atnr noise radiated by submarine
}

auxiliary machinery, research to determine fundamental sources

} _
: eldred
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of vibration in rotating machinery, and development of

precision portable balancing instrumentation and techniques.

-- Pub]ications :

"Resume of Applications of Vibration En_ineering to Solution of

Marine Operational Problems" (co-author), T2ana. SNAME, 1953.
"Results of Experience in Balancing Submarine Auxiliaries,"
Suntmary of USN Under_later Sound Symposium, May 1954.

.- "Criteria for Short Time Exposure of Personnel to High Intensity
Jet Aircraft lqoise" (co-author), WADC '£N 55-355.

"Noise Radiation from Jet Aircraft in Flight" (co-author), J..
Aeou,t. Sea. Ame_., 28:519 (A).

"Prediction of Rocket and Turbojet Noise," presented at ASA
-- Fall Meeting, 1956.

Comments on "Noise Characteristics of the Caravelle Jet Airliner,"Nols_ Control, 4(3) :46-48, blay 1958.

"Measurement. of Industrial Noise," Noisc ControZ, 4(4) :40-46,
July 1958.

"Acoustical Factors in Jet A±rport Design," J. Aooua%. Sea. Amer.,

(5) :547-557, May 1959.
32

'Prediction of Sonic Exposure Histories," WADC TR 59-507,

September 1959.

"Review of the Noise Generation of Rockets and Jets," J. A_oust.

See. Amcr., 32(i1) :1502 (A).
"Base Pressure Fluctuations," J. A_ouet. See. A=t_r,, 33(1) :

-- 59-63, January 1961.

" r" "_ St uctural Vibration in Space Vehicles" (co-author), WADD
TR 61-62, 1961.

I -- "Structural Vibration in Space Vehicles," AIA-ONR Symp. Struct.Dynamic }iigh Speed Flight, p. 649-685, ACR-62t April 1961.

-- "Empirical Prediction of Space Vehicle Vibration," Shook,
V_:_a_{o_i _nd Assoeiat_d Enp£ros. BUZZ. 29, Part 4, June 1961.

eldred
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"I_o].ze (lenerated by AJreraft in F1i/',hl,," J. A¢;ouof:. See.. Amer.,
33:5, 845 (A), Juno ].963.

"Acoustical Eva]uatlon of the (varlr_us) Ground Runup Noise

Suppressor" (co-author), ASD TR Nee. 63-540, 63-5111, 61-542,
61-54;I, October 1961 and Tech. Documentary neports Nee. 62-21,
62-22, 62-23, 62-24, and 62-25, Aer'ospace Mcd. Reseaz'cb Div.,
April 1962_.

"Utilization of Dynam_cally Simllar Structural Models in Predicting
Vibration Responses of Flight Vehlclen" (co-author), Shoe_,
Vibratio_ and Acsoo_ated Environ. Bull. 3], Part; III, April
1963.

"Noise Radiation In and Near a Jot Flow" (co-author), J. Aoougt.
See. Amor., 35 (A), May 1963.

"Investlgation of a Method for the Prediction of Vibratory
- -- Response and Stress in Typical Flight Vehle]e Structure" (co-
- author), ASD-TDR-62-801, Augu?t 1963.

-- "Suppression of Jet Noise with Empha'sle on the Near-Field" (co-
author), ASD TR 62-578, September, 1963.

:i "Problems in the Laboratory Qualification of Structures and
Equlpmen_, Exposed to Intense Acoustic Environments," P_,oe.
IES, 1964.

-- "Noise and Aerodynamic Pressure Fluctuations Anticipated for
Space Vehicles," or "Laboratory Simulation of an Acoustic

Environment for Qualification Testing," Presented at the SecondInternational Conference on Acoustic Fatigue, 196tl.

"Noise Reduction of Jets by Multiple Nozzles and Turbo Fans,"J Aeoust Soc. Amer., 36:1035 (A), 1964.

_,_-_ "Empirical Correlation of Excitation Environment and Structural

U Parameters with Flight Vehicles Vibration Response" (co-author),
WPAFB TR-64160.

"lligh Intensity Acoustic Testing -- Reverberant or Progressive
Waves," Presented at the Fifth Congress International D'Acoustique,
Liege, Belgium, September 1965.

"Estimating the Acoustic Loading on Building Structures Near
Launch Sites," Presented at the Aeoustlca] Society of America,
Washington, D.C., June 1965.

eldred
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,_i

• "Basic Mode] got tile Correlation and Pr'edietlon of Flight
[q Vehicle Vibrablon" (co-author), Pre[_entod at the 35th Syraposium
J on Shock & Vibration, October 1965.

"Performance of a New 100,000 Cubls Foot Reverberation Room,"Presented at the 71st ASA Meeting, Boston, Juno 1966.

• _ "No Sonic Barrier to the Moon," To._t Eng_ne,dz,_ngj 1966.
L'

. "Gas Turbine Noise Control" (co-au_hor), Presented at the 1967
: Annual Meshing of the SAE, January 1967.

I Acoust'ie Facilities for Environmental Simulation""Large (_o-
author), Presented at the 1967 Annual Meeting of the ItS.

__ "Development of Acoustic Test Conditions for Apollo Lunar Module
Flight Certification" (co-author), Shook & Vibratlon BuZZetin,
37: Part 5, January 1968. Also presented at the 3Zth Stock &
Vibration Symposium, Orlando, Florida, 1967.

"Concept, Design, and Performance of the Spacecraft Acoustic

Laboratory" (co-author), Shock _ Vibration PulZstin, 37: Part 5,January 1968. Also presented at the 37th Shock & Vibration
Symposium, Orlando, Florida, 1967.

.ij "Large Vibroacoustle Test Facilities --Vibroacoustic Environ-
mental Simulation for Aerospace Vehicles, " Shook & V_b_atzon

BuZZetin, 37: Part 5, January 1968. Also presented at the3Z%h Shock & Vibration Symposium, 0rla_do, Florida, 1967.

"Coupling of Finite Sized Sources to a Modal Reverberant Sound

Field" (so-author), Presented at the 76_,h ASA Meeting, Cleveland,Ohio, 1968.

_q "Vibration and Acoustic Test Techniques," Presented at the ItS
U 15th Annual Technical Meet ing & Equipment Exposition, Anaheim,

California, April 1969.

["_ "Simulation of Space Vehicle Launch Environment, with Emphasis
Va4

on Acoustics" (co-author), Presented at the ??th ASA Meeting,
Philadelphia, Pa., April 1969.

"Some Technical Aspects of Noise Abatement Regulations_"
Presented at the 1970 Annual Meeting of the National association

of State Aviation Officials (NASAO), Hartford t Conn,, September1970.

Transmission Loss Wall Panels" (co-author), P_esanted at

"High
the 80th ASA Meeting, Houston, Texas, November 1970

_' eldred
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Bolt Sora,_ok and Nowman Inc,
, t

_'_ "Theorot]eal arid F,xperimerH, al l_e_u]t_ I'or, P,oaxl:_] F]nw Jet
,,j Noise" (co-author), Pre=_ented at the 801;h A:_A Meetlnt_, Ilounton,

Texan, November 1.970.

i.] "Standards for Noise Monitorln£_. Systeln_ Pop fnchlntrla] or
Community Noise" (co-author), Prosollted at the ASME 1970

Winter Annual Meetinc.,New York, Decembe_ 1970.

q'J "A Redetermination of the N0Y Contours" (co-author), Presented
at the 81s_ ASA Meeting, WashinF_ton, D. C., April 1971.

_._' "Control of'Nolse Generated by Aircraft tit Subsonic Speeds,"
Presented at the 81st ASA Meeting, Wash_nzton, D.C., April 1971.

"Future Trends in Airport Noise," Presented at the 81at ASA
-- Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 1971.

"Airport Noise," Presented st Pu_.due Noise Control Conference,
Purdue University, Indiana, July 1971.

,_i "Review of Aircraft Noise, Rotor Noise, Jet Noise and SonicBoom" (so-author), Presented at the 82nd ASA Meeting, Denver,
Colorado, October 1971.

_ "Airport Noise Monitoring," Presented at the 82_d ASA Meeting,
Denver, Colorado, October 1971.

! _ "Using Engineering, Research and Development Results to Imple-ment a No_se Control Program," Presented at the National Safety
Congress and Exposition, Chicago, Ill., October 1971.

,_ "Community Noise," NTID 300.3, Environmental _rotection _g,_ney,
Wash., D. C., December 31, 1971.

"Noise Pollution," Presented at the Arden llouse Workshop on
Noise Control Engineering, Colun_ia University, Harriman,
New York, January 1972.

[_ "Effective Modal Density in Reverberant Sound Fields for Finite
Sized Sources" (co-author) , Presented at the 83rd ASA Meeting,

'_' Buffalo, N.Y., April 1972.

"Conmlunity Noise," Presented at the 18th IES Meeting, New York,

i_ May 1972.
"Transportation Noise," Presented at the 18th IES Meeting,

.... New York, May 1972.
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i _ RICIIARD A. ELY - Senior Engineering Scientist

I

I Education: B.S. (['hy;Je), Okiahoma .Jr,to Un]vev::itv, 1960; 51.S._! (PhyuJes --Acou:;t.l.e_ and Rheology), Oki'thr_F,l,_,qt,_1,eUniversity,

1962; graduate eour._eu .inStatistics and Fcr)nc_m]eo, ;_outhern

I Hothodi_t University (Engineering Ad,linl;;t-_"atlonpro[_ram), Dallas,

'i'exau, 1966; U.S. Navy Electronics Teeho:IcIan 3ehool, 1955; re-

cent short oouraeo on l.lul is In Porous [,_edla, Rock Mechanics

_-J Eocnomic An_tlysJ.s, Fundamentals of Vinance, Principles of Manage-

ment.

Professional Experience: U.S. Navy, 195/I--1956; Oklahoma State

University Research Assistant (Aeouuties), 1960-].962; Acoustics

Engineer, Ling Tomeo Vought, 1962--19_4; Research Physicist, Senior

Researcn Phyziclst, Research Scientist Physics Head,
and Section

Sun Oi1. Company Research Laboratory, Richardson. Texas, 1964-1972;

Bolt Beranek and Uewman Inc. 1973-prescott.

[_ Honors ano Societies: 'Member, Sigma Pi Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi,
Society of Petroleum Engineers, Society of Rheology, and

i,_, Acoustical Society of America (1960-1966).

_ Professional Responsibilities and Projects: Mr. Ely has been

working in the fields of acoustics and rheoloFy for 13 years. He

has experience in designing acoustical equipment, in noise and

vibration control and in fluid dynamics. I{e supervised a group
of his own _or five years, lie served as a lialson for university

and industry research laboratories, served on inter-industry
steering committees, and worked in eommnn:lty relations. He has

[_ considerable experience with computers.



atoll [.]oranek _.ld Nflwman Inc.

J

A# 'Cun OJ1 Company, he wau a ro[_ea_lch ociorlt[_l;, suporvis]n;_ ant1

ptrtlcioLIJ , in r.oscar'ch on many aoFmcts of flu:let f'low. II].o
, !
...._ dut.[e_: included project planninc, logistics, rrlater'iais coor, dJna-

' ;i_ _ tics, l)udco_.I.ng , and project account;[n(,_, lie prepared economJc

#

[ _:_ analy:;es of alter'native investments in research and developraent,

i and he wrote O01,otter pro[_rams for use in those analyses.

} As an acoustics engineer with Ling Temco Vought_ he predicted and

_.__ measured noise and vlbration levels and resultln_ structural fa-

I tJ.guo in land, air, and sea vehicles. He emphasized studios of
_m propeller noi:_e, and oredicted and measured the Dropagatlon of

propeller noise, Jet noise, aid rocket noise throuL_h the at,mos-

_ !] photo. The work also involved studies of human factoz,s - voicecoalmunication, hearing damagej vibration of the human body, stress

i and fatigue of human beings.

As a research associate at Oklahoma Sfiate University, he designed,

iI_, built, and calibrated test equipment, and measured and theoretic-

ally analyzed the mechanical parameters of viscoelastic fluids.

Acoustical methods were used_ and computer programming and opez.-
atlon were involved, lie also assisted in computer analyses of

acoustic wave propagation through layers of viscoelastic material.

At Bolt Beranek and l_e,4manInc., he is studying methods for men-• outing and controlling noise and vibration in hydraulic systems.

lie is _iso aso.Lstin_ in mea_ur.celonts of noise _eDerated by refri_.-

eraDor eompre.qsoz,s_ and _s papticipatin_ in studies of vibrations

in some vehicle components.

[_ ely 2'/3
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i Publications and 0ral Prese,tati0ns:

"Aoou:;tic Ft.LtI$_,uoTostJ.nl_,of A.IrcruFt :_t)'Llcttlr'e:_by Simulate¢i

! _ Propeller IIolsc" (with E.D. Ovif'/'I.th c,r,,lI_.I,I.llancock), Chap.. 36 oC Aeousbio_ll l"ab_:p_(ein A,_._'nnp(_(,e,.91z,Tic._.{(_.on.Syracuse
! Unlversity )"rest;, Syracuse, N.Y. (19fi5).

' ! L.,I "Measurement and Reduction of the DynamIca] Mo(!hanieal Para-

[ meters of Aqueous Solutionu of Millin[_ Yellow ])ye," Oklahoma
i _ State University (Physics), M.S. The[;Is, May 1962.

i "The Guerra Experiment -- A field Test of Tertiary Detergent
1 Flooding," Society of Petroleum F,nglneers Paper SPE 3800,
{ _ Presented at the SPE Improved 01] Recovery Symposium, Tulsa,
i L_ Okla., April 16-19, 1972.

I Public speaker for the Oil Information Committee el_ the Mid-

Continent Oil and Gas Association, ]972.

! _ Technical Reports:
-_ "The Role of Network Models and Cinephotomlcl.ography in the

Development of a Tertiary 01.1 Recovery Process," Sun Oil Co.;
1 1971.

"The Application of Rolling-Ball Viscometers to Mon-Newtonian
?__ Fluids" (with S. West), Sun 011 Co. Research Report No, 7250-
!, 70-8 (September 1970),

i "Use of Monte Carlo Methods in Computerized Network Models

of Porous Media With Randomly Varying Surface Properties"
(with L.F. Rice), Sun 0il Co. Research Report No. II16-68-3

i_!_ (May 9, 1968).

i "Computer Predictions of the Steady Lam:Inar Flow Character-
I_. istics of an Incompressible Non-Newtonl;in Vi:_cous Fluid in a

,] Cylindrical Tube," Sun Oil Co. Research Report No. 416-67-5
(May 1967).

P

i I_ "Machine Calculation of Capi]lary Pressure Curves by Means of
-- Network Models of Porous Media" (with R.M. Rice), Sun Oil Co.

Research Repor't No. IIi0-66-] ([lovemher ]966).

"A Feasibility Study of Polymer V]ood ln_ of the Gloriana Path
'A' Reservoir," Sun Oil Co. Researnh l_el_ort No. II15-67-I

- March 1967).

_ ely 3
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GEHE E, FAX - Senior Scientist

Education: B.S. (Mechanics] F,nLr,:Irluer_ng),Massachusetts Instl-

tufie of rl'eehnology, 1967; Graduate ._tudy in Ocean Engineering,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1967-68.

! Professional Experience: Research Assistant, Westinghouse

i -- Research Laboratory, Churchill, Pa., Summers 1966 and 1967;
_ General Oceunolegy, Inc. (a subsidiary of Bolt Beranek and

_ Newman Inc.), 1968-1969; Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1969-

present.

Honors and Societies: SiEgma Xl, Pi Tau Sigma, American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

Professional Responsibl]ities and I_r'o_ects: Mr. Fax's recent

work at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. has involved the applicationof engineering economy techniques to noise control programs.

Examples of studies in which he has participated include theF-.

investigation of the economic effects of a proposed noise control

standard requiring the installation of mufflers on railroad
J_

locomotives (under the sponsorship of the Environmental Protection
im.

Agency) and a study of the costs and benefits involved in

imposing a worker noise exposure standard of 85 dBA on the
manufacturing industries (sponsored by the Department of Labor).

ri Mr. Fax has performed economic and demographic studies to
I |

" determine the extent of construction noise in the community

environment. He is currently leading a task under the Depart-

ment of Transportation Quiet Truck Program to determine the

economic impact of high-technology quieting techniques on line-

haul trucking operations.

"" While associated with General Oceanolo_,y, his projects in

-- engineering economy included s fea_:Ibility study and synthesis

73
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i_] •

!.__ o_ a llr _.mcJ.ul plan for a fish pPoteLn eonec'rltrate plant. |is
! also porforleed cel].ection and Etna]ysis og rtata on the operations

i " of the flew England ground-Plohing Pleet.

!LI
Publications :

i_
"A Genera].Ized Analysis for Urban Power Systems," B.S. Thesis,

I '_ Massachusetts Instlfiute of Technology, Department of Mechanical
Engineering (June 1967).

t "Contributions to Background Document for Rai] Carrier Noise
i Regulations" (with E. Bender, R. Ely, M. Rudd and S, Swanson),

prepared by BBN for the Environmental Protection Agency

: (November,1973),

_ Other Reports to which Mr. Fax has been a Ma,ior Contributor:

f -- "Project Bosporus," MIT Student System Project, MIT Rept. No.
-_ 21 (1970).

"Commercial Feasibility of Fish Protein Concentrate in Developing
Countries, Vol, II - Chile," Genera] Oceanology Inc_, Rept. No.

• r 1 12 (1970).

= "Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building
Equipment, and Home Appliances," prepared by Bolt Beranek and

.:i Newman Inc. for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1971.

"Impact of Noise Control at the Workplace," BBN Report No. 2671
,_ (in progress).

fax
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IIERBERT L. POX - Senior Physicist/Economist

i _j Education: JLA., 1959, M.A. (Phys:Los), BosLon Univerzity, 1962;

Ph.D. Program (Physics), Boston U_iiversity.

Professional Exl_erience: Design Engineer, Technical Products

[] Co., Hollywood, California, .1955-1958; Teaching Fellow, Physics,

Boston University, 1963; Lecturer in Economics, University

i_ College oC Northeastern University, 1971-present; Bolt Beranek

and Newman Inc., 1958-presenb.

Honors and Societies: National Science Poundation Fellow, 19'62-

1963, 1963-1964. Sigma Xi. Member, American Physical Society,American Association of Physlos Teachers_ American Association

for the Advancement of Science, Scientists and Engineers for

Social and Political Action. Past member, Acoustical Society

of America, past Fellow, Instrument Society of America.

;{: Professional Responsibilities and Projects: At Bolt Beranek

and Newman Inc., Mr. Fox has.Given technical leadership in

"_ quantum optics, atmospheric optics, atmospheric acoustics,

[_ the physics of air pollution, nonlinear mechanics, and socio-
econometrics. Presently, Mr. _ox is contributing to studies of

i I_,I edge noise and cost analysis of noise reduction and completin_i:
_, _, a socioeconometric study of Massachusetts on which he is co-

principal investigator. He is also involved in developing BBN's

capabilities in economics particularly with respect to prob'lems

that require a substantial engineeripg input.

Other projects on which Mr, Fox has been a principal contribu-

tor Or project manager have been in the areas of kinetic theory
(1963-1965), stochastic processes (1961-196.4), computer control

1963-1964), geometrical acoustics (1964-1966), eleetroacoustlc



'-_ [3o[t IJorannk Ned r4_Jwm_t_t hlC,

transducer (1958-1960, 1966), opBJ.cal pumping (19611), quantum

i "' optic:; (1968-1969), meteorology (196'/-1968), atmospheric

i aoouct:tcs (1965-3968), signal processin[_ instrumentation (1967-

I[_ 1968), meteorologlcal instrumentation (1965-i067)_ vibrations

1 in nonlinear systems (1970-1973), and soolooconometrlc_ (1971-

ii Papers and Publications:
I W.._

I "An Automatic Analyzer for. Spectral Density Plots" (with R.O.

_'_ Moody), ProeeedinUa of tlzc 'l'hirdNatlo_zaZ Flight Te_ Syznposiz_m,
LJ Flight '1'actInotramentatlon (May 1957).

"Wave Analyzer Tracks Automatically," EZootronle Design, 211-25m
,._ (Dec. I, 1957),

"Measurements of Probability Densities of Small Ensembles of'

[_ Start), Proo. IRE 50:2118 (Oct.
Periodic Waveforms" (w±th E.A.
1962).

] "Probability Density Analyzer Instruction Manual" (orlglnallyissued as BBN Hept. 895, 1961), B&K Instruments Ins., Cleveland
Ohio (1963),

• I_ "Propagation and Reflection of Sound in Rarefied Gases: I.

Theoretical" (with 8. Maidanik and M.A. Heokl), PluJe. Flulde

8:258-265 (Feb. 1965).
"Comments on a Paper by L. Sirovlch and J.K. Thurber, 'The
Propa_atlon of Forced Sound Waves in Rarefied Gasdynamios t"

(with S, Maidanik), J. AoO_let. Sos. Amer. 38:1177-I178 (L) (1965).

"A Quantum Optloal Phenomenon: Implication for Logic" (with

E.M. RIns and L.C. Olapp), in OptleaZ and EZeotro-OptioalInformation Proaeasing (MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass._ 1965),
Chap. 2, pp. 31-J13.

"Vertical Profiles of Wind and Telaperature by Remote Acoustical
Sounding," 111 AtmosplterT"o E._ploration by Remote Probes, Vol. TI
of bl]e Final Report on the Panel of Remote Atmospheric Probing

and Committee o11 Atmospheric Sciences, National Academy of
Sciences, National Research Council (May 1969).

:r
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F- nail eo,m,tlk and Nrtwmml Irtc,

• _ "l)ovc].opmc.nt *J'hrou/_h Induced Polarization In Turkey>" I)ept. oj7
:_.; Econom:I.cs_ |,lort,hc:asborn Univer':_]_y, ]Iosoarch llcpo_F'tNO, 10

(Oct. 196!)).

"Dynamic:; of Structural Changes" (wlth G. Schaohter) (1972)
_.I (tO be publl:;hcd).

i ] "Socioeconomic Conversion: .The Problem of Development in
-' Massachusetts" (with O. Schachter), Northeast Rog_onaZ So_.en_o

Reu{cw 2, (1972).

,m "Feaslbilit_ Study of F/S Dynamic Model of Structural Change
to One l_egion" (with G. Schachter), D_Jnamie ModcZZ{ng and

• '-' ControZ of Nai;'[.onalEconom£os, Internatlonal Federation Of
-- Automatic Control, Dusseldorf, FDR (1973).

Selected Ora] Presentations: ..

"A Wide Band Carrier System for Condenser Microphones," J.

AeoI_st. Sac. Amcr. 33:853 (A) (1961).

"The Measurement of Probability Density," J. Aooust. Soo. Amer.

33:853 (A) (1961).

"Errors in the Averaging of Logarithmic Estimators of Sound

Pressures," J. Aooust. Soo. Ame2,. 34:738 (A) (1962).
"Automated Psychoaooustio Laboratory" (with R.J. MeQuillin,
J.I. Elkind, and J.A. Melaragni) , J. Aoeust. Soc. Amer. 34:1999r_

LJ (A) (1962).

"Response Spectra for Nonlinear Dynamical Systems," J. Acoust.

[_ Soe. Amer. 34:2004 (A) (1962).

"Dispersive Properties of Sound Propagation in Gases" (with

G. Maidanlk and M.A. Heckl), J. Aeou_t. Soo. Amer. 35:1909 (A)(1963).

[_ "A Simple Algorithm for Determining tile Location of a Focus inAtmospheric Sound Propagation" (wit}] F.M. Wiener), J. At.oust.
Soc. Zm_r. 39:1260 (A) (1966).

[_ "Propagation of Sound in Fog," presented at the U.S. Coast
Guard Aids to Navigation School, Groton, Corm. (October, 1966). .,

yl
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.

"-' "On I;]K: ]_c'l;J[;ionslJip between 'l'hcor,v ;=tld I';zlleP:iment_ in the
Kinetic Thc:oret_c Deseripl;lon of SemlJd Prep/libation," invited
p_lp(:r pr, e:lenl;ed at the ](irtet;Ie Theory Eemllllll,, ]]arvard
University, Camtn, lclEe , Mass. (Dec. 1966).

"Growth Poles a_; a Tool of Eeonolll.].c])evr:Iopln_n_tin Southern
Italy" (with G. Schachter), invited paper aL the Econoalics

Colloquium, University of Connecticut (Dec. 1967)' .

"A Multifold Correlation Techndque Per Azilnuth Determination,"

invited presentation of the Sound Ranging Seminar, Pieatinny
i_[ Arsenal_ Dover, lq.J. (Jumc 1968).

"- "Development through Induced Polar:Lzation in Turkey" (with
G. Sehachter), presented at the Middle East Teclnnical University,
Ankara (April 1969).

I "Remote Acoustic Sensing of Low-Level Winds and Temperatures"
*_ (with R. Abilock), invited presentation at the Air Pollution

Control Association 62nd Annual Meeting, New York City (June

1969).

"Dynamics of the Development, Polari:,_ation, and Spread Effect

in Underdeveloped Regions" (with G. Sehaehter), presented atthe Italian Section, Regional Sciences Asso0., Home Italy
(sept. 1970).

"Science for the invited of thePeople," paper Sldmposium
Soe_aZ and Eoonom4c Seienoos, 138th Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania (Dec. 1971).

,"The Problem of Development in Massachusetts" (with G. Sehashter),

Northeast Re_.onaZ SQgcno_ Cony'e.Vonee, Penn State (April 1972).
"Organizing Scientists for Pol:itleal Action" (with S. Uhura),

_ .Forum on Physics and Society, American Physical Society SpringMeetinG, Washington, D.C. (April 1972)0

"Growth, Development and Dynamic ModelllnF," invited Seminar at
"['I, the Institute Demografia e Statlstiea, Universit'_ di Rome,
L- Rome, Italy (Dec. 1972).

"l"! "Is the F/S Model Suitable fop the Pl,oblcms of Mezzogiorno?"

(with ft. Sehachter),_ invited talk at Ce,ltro di Specializzazlnee Ricerche, Univer_it_ di Napoli, Naple.l, Italy (Dec, 1972).

i. •
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I ca;ibll;.ty Study of' F/S ])youmic P,1od(_] of Strucl;ura]. Cllan(_o
! to On+; flog:line" (with G. Se)Jachtur'), ];,AC/],]OJL_ Internat:lonal

Conference on Dynamic Modellln[_ arkd Centre] of Nat:Lonal
Eeonolnie_'_ (July 1973).

Sponsored Technical Reports:
'rThe Potential Application of Ultz,usonies to tbo Depolymeriza-
tlon of PolyethleDo" (with C.]|. A]IP.n)_, BBN Rept, 6212 (Nareh

-3 1959).
J

"Description and Instructions for GB_ 339A Bilateral Lozarith-

-_ mie Converter" (with E.A. Start), BBN Rept. 680 (Nov, 1959).
i

"Description and Inetruotlon Booklet for BBN 338A Average and

RMS Detector" (with E.A. Starr), BB],IRept. 682 (Oct. 1959).
"Low Noise Level Carrier Microphone _ "System, BBN Rept. 723

-l, (Oct. 1960).
I

-_ "Description and Instructions for BBN 334C Absolute Value and
Squaring Unit," BBN Rept. 735 (April 1960).

"Summary Report on tbe Probability Density Analyzer," BBN Rept.
895 (Jan. 1962).

,j "The Influence of Phase Distortion on Handom Signals" (with
G. Maidanik) (June 1963).

"Report on Joint Probability Density Measurements" (with E.A.
Start) (March 1964).

I_ "Sound Propagation in Rarefied Oases -- Final Report" (with
-_ G. Maidanik), BBN Rept. 1169 (Nov. 19611).

"Development of Techniques for the Automatic Control of Experi-ments in a Psychology Laboratory - Final Report" (with J.I.
Elkind, J. Brown, and W.E. Fletcher), ESD-TDR-65-175 (Feb. 1965).

"Analytical Studies of the Generation Mechanism, Propagation
and Measurement o£ Rocket Noise, Final Report" (with F.M.

I Wiener, E.A. Starr, and D.U. Noioeux), BBN Rept. 1322 (Sept.1965).
. +

I "Meteorological Technlques for Sound Ransins: Conceptual

] _] Basis," ECOM-0015I-4 (Dec, 1966).

!'i
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-- Doll [lernm_k a[ld N{Jwm;tn Ifln.

'-- "Metooro].oL_ical Tec]]niqse,q for _ollrldI_:LI',I<]IIC:[IoiIlpul;erPro,[gr'asls
for liesearch," ECOM-00151-5 (Jan. 1967),

"Meteorological Techniques for Sound ]:_sn_:trJg: Results of Com-
puDer Studios" (with P.E. Sherr): ]"COM-O0151-],' (Aug. 1967).

"Moteoro].ogical Techniques For Sound Ran_ing -II_ Interim
1"_ Report" (with P.E. Short), ECOM-0233-[ (Juno 1967).

"Signal Techniques for Sound RuIJging: PreliminaryProcessing
Studies -- i_% Quarterly Report" (with D.U. Noiseuxj E.A. Start,
I(.L. Chandiramani, and S.P. Robinson), ECOM-0378-1 (Oct. 1967).

,._ "A QuanDum Optical Phenomenon: Implications for Logic" (with,
E.M. Ring and L.C, Clapp), BBN Rept. _567 (Nov. 1967).

"Contlnuous-Wave Three Component Sonic Anemometer," USAFCRL-68-
0180 (March 1968).

"Signal Processing Techniques Hanging: Quantizing
Sound

Delay Vectors" (with K.L. Chandiram_nl), ECOM-0378-3 (June 1968).

I_ "Meteorological Techniques for Sound _anging: Theory of Errors,"
-- EOOM-0233-2 (Oct. 1968).

{__ "On the Feasibility of Remote Acoustic Sensing of Low-Level
] _ Winds and Temperatures" (with R. Abilock, R.H. Lyon, and

U. Ingard), BBN Rapt. 17R5 (Nov. 1968).
FW4

[, I_ "Meteorological Techniques for Sound Ranging: The Influence
-' of' Meteorological Variability" (with P.E. Sherr), ECOI4-0233-F
-: (Des. 1968).

,j "Spontaneous-Emission Lifetimes of Strongly Coupled Atomic
States," BBN Rept. 1768 (Dec. 1968).

.! "Signal Processing Techniques for Sound Ranging: From

Correlation Functions to Target Coordinates" (with R. Abilock),
!'-I BBN Rept. 1746 (Dec. 1969).

"Problems in the Theory of Laser Modulation," BBN Rept, 2060
(Oct. 1970).

"The Possibility 0£ Conversion Within the Framework of American
Capitalism: Three Views" (with B. F:I.schcr.c_ aZ), Socioeconomic'
Conversion Research Project, Northeostern Urllversity T.M. 006

• "_ (Dec, 1971).

i-}
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"The DtaLio Dusc_,Iptic,n: Link Chaz,ts and Structure ],'unctions"

(wl_h D. HrLmllton and G. Schooh_er), Socloeconem.[e Conve_'r_lonl_ese_irc];P]'ojeet, Northe,'.tsfiornUniv(:rsi_y T.M. 007 (Jan. 1972).

• _o ,nicalReport" (withO. Schachtor)Socio-,,1"?, "Ten=Month /._ulnmary" c] '
H economic Conversion Research P[.oject, Nox'theaeter*1 University

T.M, 0111 (May 1972),

,;_ "Contributions to the Tileory" of Randomly Forced, Nonlinear,
}J Multiple-de[_ree-of-freodom, Coupled Mechanical Systems" (with

P.W.s,,:tth,Jr.,R.W.Pyle,P.R.
',[!J (Jan. 1973) (also BBN I{opt. 2279).

"Impae_ of _oiso Control at the Workplace" (wit}] R.D. Bruce,

{_ 8.Z. Fax, C, Coelen, R. Merrill), BBI'_Report 2671 (in 3 volumes)
._ (Jan. 197JI).

"Noise Control in SurFace Mining Facilities: Norking Information

on the Industry, Its Noise, and the Cost of Noise Control" (withG.E. Fax, W._{. Patterson, and E.E. Ungar), BBN T.M. 183 (Feb. 1974).

_ "Portable Ai_ Compressors: The Costs, Benefits, and Penalties oFReducing Their Noise" (with T.W. Freeze and W.N. Patterson), BBN

d Report 2566c (March 1974).

: "Portable Air Compressor Noise Diagnosis and Control" (with
W.N. Patterson _t =Z), BBN Report" 2795.b (March lg?_i).

U
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i_] Bolt Ouran_k nnd Newman Inc,

WILLIAM J. GALLOWr_Y _ Principal Consultant

.
!'. Education: B.S. (Applied Physics), 1949; M,S, (Applied Physics),

': _ 1950; Ph.D, (Physicr_), 1953; Univer:_ity of California at Los

Angeles.

!_! Experience: U.S. Army 1942-1946, 1951-1952; Teaching Assistant,

Research Assistant, University of California at Los Angeles,

Li 1950-1951; 1952-1953; Research Staff Physicist, Signal Corps

Engineering Laboratories, 1951-1953; Bolt Beranek and Newman Ins.,

I ; 1953-present. Commercial pilotls license with current instrument

rating.

Societies: Fellow, Acoustical Society Of America; Member,

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Instituteof Noise Control Engineering, Sigma Xi.

Committees: Chairman, National Academy of Science/Higlu.lay Research

Board Cormnlttee on Transportation Noise Research; Precision Mea-

surement of Aircraft Noise, ANSI SI-62; Land Use Planning with

Respect to Noise, ANSI $3-55. Member, International S_andards

Organization Technical Committee 43 on Aircraft Noise and 20 on
Aircraft Noise; Society of Automotive Engineers A-21 Aircraft

_. Noise; American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Committee
on Acre-Acoustics; National Academy of Science/National Research

I_ Council Committee on _learing and Bioaeoustics. Advisor, Bio-

acoustics Panel, Federal Interagency Transportation Noise Abate-

ment Program.

_, Responsibilities and Pro_ects: Dr. Galloway has performed re-

_" search and consulting in physical acoustics, noise control, and
She response of people to noise. Ne has directed work on noise

i_ problems associated with ,Jet aircraft, wind tunnels, rocket and

i 73 1



[Jolt Co_anok lind Newman Inc.

ramJe_ uncinec, motor vehicle noise, and many industrial projectc.

His laaJor efforts }lave been concerned wlth physical mea_;urcmerlts=

devclopment of predictive models, and estsbliuhmcnt of accept-ability oriterla for jct aircraft noise and noise produced by

me,or vehicular traffic.
P

Papers and Publications:

"Transictbrs and the Military" (with I.R. Obenchain), Prec. Incr.
Radio Engre._ 40, 1287-1288 (1952).

"A Simple Calibration Technique for Low Sensitivity Transducers,"
- J. Aooue_. Soc. Am_r., 25, 1127 (1953).

F! "Apparatus for the Study of Cavitation in Liquids," J. Accuse.
-- SOC. Amer. j 26, i_19 (A) (1954). i

"Experimental Study of Acoustically Induced Cavitation in Liquids,"J. Aaoust. Soc. Amor. j 26, 849 (1954). l

i_ "Noise Characteristics of Turbojet Engines in Test Cells" (with iA.C. Pietrasanta), J. Aoouct. See. Amsr.j 27, 203 (A) (1955).

_! "Procedures for Performing and Evaluating Acoustical Surveys of
Turbojet Engine Test Facilities" (with A.C. Pietrasanta), WADC_' Technical Report No. 55-11J5 (April 1955).

I_ "Explosive Noise Source" (with B.G. Watters and J.J. Baruch),
J. Aoouat. Bee. Amer. j 27, 220 (1955),

"Acoustical Evaluation of Jet Engine Test Facilities" (withN. Dselling and A.C. Pietrasanta), J. Acoast. So#. Amer., 28,
163 (A) (1956).

"Noise Produced on the Oroupd by Jet Aircraft in Flight" (withK.N. Stevens slid A.C. Pietrasanta), J. Aeon(st. Soc. Amar., 28,
163 (A) (1956).

"Noise Produced by Aircraft During Ground llunup Operations" (with
W.E. Clark and A°C. Pietrasanta), WADC Technical Note No° 56-60

,_ (June1957).

-- "Preliminary Investigation of Vehicular Noise Associated with
Super Highways" (with W.E. Clark and V.A. Clark), J. Aooust. Soc.

j Amer._ 29, 779 (A) (1957).

galloway
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L.

"-_ "NoJ.se lntx'u::,lor, into Commsr]tty Ar,,aL; D,I, t_, Alue].:.H't Flight
' ' Opcrat;lons" (w.l.th W,E, Clal,k, A,C, l'It'ts.m_m_l.tL, and K.N. Stevens ,

a. Aeo,.st.Z;o_.Amer,. 30, 692 (A) (.]-95_).

"Equipment and Procedures for Field Mea:;ur,..mcntu of Aircraft
Noise and Flight Paths" (with D.N. Keast al_d II.E. Clark), J.

li_ Aeozzst. Sea, Amez,., 30, 693 (A) (1958).
"Behavior of Sound Naves" (with L.L. Ber'anek) in Noise Reduction,
L.L. Deranek, ed., NcGraw-IIlll Book Company, Inc., New York (1960).

"Aircraft "Noise," "Noise Control," and numerou_i other articles
_ on acoustics, noise, sound and wave motion, Es_cZopedia of

Science and feohnelog_j, Mcgraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York
(1960).

"Wind Tunnel Noise Measurements," J. Aeous/;. See. Amer., 32,932 (A) (1960).

"Noise Control," Me@raw-Hil_ EncIjeZopeJia of So{enos end TaehnoZ-

.J ogy Year Book_ McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York (1961).

"Prediction of Noise from Motor Vehicles in Freely Flowing Traffic"

_ _ (1962).(withW.E. Clark), Pros. IV International Con_r¢88 on Acoustics

!__ "Frequency Analysis of Short-Duration Random Signals," Sound, 1(6), 31-34 (Nov.-Dee. 1962).

!_ "Noise Control of a Jet Engine Converted to a Fixed-Plant Instal-
_!_ lation," A.S.M.E. Paper No. 63-AIIGT-43.

"Land Use Planning with Respect to Aircraft Noise: Discussion of

! _ New Procedure"(withE. J. H. Von and
a Guild, Cole, Gierkc,

A. Pietrasanta), Aerospace Mediei_2s, 35 (8), 719-723 (August 1964).

"Land Use Planning Relating to Aircraft Noise" (with A.C.
Pietrasanta) for FAA (October 1964).

,_. "Effect of Departure Procedures on Jot Aircraft Noise Control"
(with J.F. Woodall), Prec. V IntcrnatiosaZ Congress of Acouotlosj

-- Ll_ge (September 1965).

"Study of the Effect of Departure Procedures on the Noise Pro-
duced by Jet Transport Aircraft (with A.C. Pietrasanta and K.S.
Pearsons), FAA-ADS-41 (October 1965).

_ "Selection of an Objective Neasure /'or Motor-Vehicle Noise,"
J. Aooust. Soc. Amer., 37, i198 (A) (1965).

galloway
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7- "Measurement and Descriptlcrl o£ Aircraft Noise Around an Airport,"
Alleviation o£ ,Tot Aircraft Noise Near Alrport_;, Office oi"

Sclence and Technology Report 28-34 (Mar'oh 1966).

I dlvidual and Community Reaction to AircraFt Noise; Present
- Status and Standardization Efforts" (with II.E. Vcn Oicrkc),

i
-- Proceedings of London Conference on Reduction of Noise and Dis-

t2¢rbanee Caused by CiuiZ Aircraft (November 1966).

"Urban Highway Noise: Measurement, Simulation and Mixed Reactions"
(with W.E. Clark and J.S. Kerrlek), Highway Research Board, NCHRP
Heport 78'(1969).

-- "Opening Remarks, Problems of Recent Technological Development,"
Pros. Conf. on Noise as a Public lYealth Hazard, pp. 205-207;"
ASHA Report No. 4 (Pebruary 1969).

"Predicting Community Response from Laboratory Data," in Trans-
portation Noises: A Symposium on A_ceptabiZity Criteria, J.D.

_ Chalupnik, ed., Univ. of Washington Press, Seattle (1970).

-- "Noise" (with P.A. Franken), Environmental Health "Manual, U.S.
Conference of City Health Officers (in press).

"Real-Time Spectral Analysis cf Aircraft Flyover Noise," J.
Accuse. See. Amer., 47. 8? (A) (1970).L

e

"Methodology for Highway Noise Prediction" (with D.L. Nelson and
" C.0. Gordon), J. Aeoust. See. Amer., 47, iii (A) (1970).

_ "Noise Exposure Forecasts as Indicators of Community Response,"
i Prec. SAE/DOT Conf. on Aircraft and the Environment, Part i,

56-63 (Peb. 1971).

"Noise Certification of Business Jet Aircraft," BAE Annual Business
Aircraft Meeting, Paper No. 710384 (1971).

"Highway Noise -- A Design Guide for Highway Engineers" (with C.G.
Gordon, B.A. Kuglcr, and D.L. Nelson), Highway Research Board,
NCHRP Report ii? (1971).

rq

-- "Criteria for Selection cf Measurement Positions for Maximal Jet
Aircraft Sideline Noise," J. Acoust. Soe. Amer._ 50, 149 (A) (1971).

-- "Motor Vehicle Noise: Identification and Analysis of Situations
Contributing to Annoyance" (with G. Jones), SAE Automotive
Engineering Conferezlce, Paper No. 720276 (1972).

- galloway
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"Noise annoy:: who? whcI_? why? t_ (vJ.I.l,h G, ,Jorlo:;), Canaepl;s for
-- Traffic Safet_jj 4 (3), I-6 (19'(i).

"Motor Vehicle Noise," Pros. lZth Annua_ M_;cti_c.l,Institute ofEnvironmentaZ Sciences (April 1971).

"Motor Vehicle Noise and IIighway Plar,nlnp:_'IPrec. Society oI
Engineerin_ Science (June 1972) (in pres£).

.- "Introduction to Traffic Noise and It_ Ef_'ect on People," Hizh-
. way Research Board, Highway Research ]_.ecord (in press).

"Predletlng the Reduction i11 Noise ExpoDure Around Airports="
-- Prec. Inter-Noise ?2.

I,
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Boll Boranok nnd Nuwman Inc,

GEOFFREY G, IiUGGINS - Supervisory Scientist

Education: B.S. (Electrical Engineering), Michigan Tech-

nological University, 1963; M.S. (Engineering Mechanics),

University of Michigan, 1965; doctoral course work completed,
• M

_{I_ The Catholic University of America, 1972.

Professional Experience: Student Engineers General Motors
Proving Ground, 1963; Senior Research and Development Engineer,

Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation, 1965-
1968; Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1968-present.

Professional and Honorary Societies: Associate Member,

Acoustical Society of America; Member, Tau Beta Pi, Eta

I_ Eappa Nu.

:_ Professional Responsibilities and Pro_ect__Es: As a member of our
Cambridge office, Mr. Huggins conducts research in environmental

_ noise control. A recently completed project for the Environmental

_i Protection Agency provides technical information for the establish-

'i:i_ ment of EPA regulations for the control of noise from portable:_ air compressors. Currently, Mr. Muggins is developing truck

iii noisetestingprooodureaforuooinasourinoompllancewithEPAnoise emission standards for medium- and heavy-duty trucks.

'Prior to Joining the Cambridge Office, Mr. Huggins was Manager
of our Washington-based Applied Research Department. As manager

I_l of that group, he developed a research staff of scientists and

engineers working primarily in underwater acoustics. He has led

several projects involving analytical and experimental research

and development as applied to the generation, propagation, and

reception of underwater noise.

: F'}
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Sell Gor_nok and Howman INc,

Also while in Washington, Mr. Hugglns began hi_ _;ork in noise

control research and development by doing a number of studies for
a public utility, In Cambridge, he is applying his experimental

_. and analytical experience in acoustics to assisting both govern-
ment agencies and manufacturers in their efforts _o control

sources of environmental noise,

a Soonsored Technical Reports (a representative list):

"Acoustic C_iteria and Characteristics of Attack Submarine
Concepts for Near Term Concept Formulation Program (U)" (with

_ R.(secret),Collierand N, Paulhus), BBN Rept. No. 1747 (Dec, 1968)

"Multi-Sensor Signature Comparison (U)" (with R, ]{ershey and

I_ R. Stern), BBN Rept. No. 1629 (June 1969) (Secret-NFD),

"Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of SSN 637 Class

r Low-Frequency Sonar Self-Nolse Characteristics (U)" (with_ K.L, Chandiramani, P.H. White, and R_D. Colller), BBN Rept.
No, 1880 (Nov. 1969) (Confidential).

"IDNA Sonar Program. A Preliminary Analysis of Towed Arrays
for Low Frequency Detection and Classification (U)" (with

staff members), BBN Rept, No, 1920 (Feb, 1970) (Confidential),
"Analysis and Design Guidelines for an Improved Towed Line
Array for DNA Sonar Functions (U)" (with D,M, Chase), BBN

Imd Rept. No. 2156 (March 1971) (Confidential),

"Next Generation Sonar: Description and Physical Mechanisms

I_ of Submarine Self Noise (U)" (with E.F. Berkman, 0t aZ),
BBN Rept, No, 21110 (May 1971) (Confidential).

"Ambient Noise Spatial Characteristics and Sonar Array Eesponse"

(with C,B, Burroughs and R,C. Cavanagh), BBN Rept, No. 2458
(June 1972) (Confidential).

"'_ "AN/BQQ-5 Low-Frequency Array Acoustic Studies: SSN 688 and
SSN 594/637 Class Backfit Programs (U)" (with E,F, Berkmsn
and P.H. White), BBN Rept. No. 21158 (June 1972) (Confidential).

"Portable Air Compressor Noise" (with l'J,N.Patterson and R.A. Ely),
BBN Rept. No. 2795a (March 197_).

huggins
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Oo]t Ooranok and Now,xmn Inc.

.'Oral Presentations:.

LJ "Some Asi)eets of Array Performance in Eclplrlcally Derived Non-
Iootropie Noise Fields (U)" (with R.L. Spooner), presented
at the 27th Navy Sympos:Lum on Underwater Acoustics, San Diego,
Calif. (Nov. 1969) (Confidential).

"Acoustic Criteria for SSN Concept Forms]atlon Studies (U)"
(with R.D. Collier), presented at the 1970 Ship Silencing

'- Symposium, Washington, D.C. (Mar. 1970) (Secret).

"Ambient Noise Spatial Properties," presented at a NSRDC Workshop
•_ on Sonar Self Noise, Washington, D.C. (Sept. 1972) (confidential).

--- "A Simplified Description of Wind-Generated Noise for _onar
Response Applications" (with C.B. Burroughs), presented at th_
84th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Miami Beach,

-- Florida (Nov. 1972).

'J "Sonar Array Hesponse to Ambient Noise Directional Fields,
Comparing Numerical Results to Closed-Form Estimates" (with

C.B. Burroughs), presented at the 84th Meeting of the AcousticalSociety of America, Miami Beach, Florida (Nov. 1972).

i
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3_- CI[ARLFIiI" I). LOIIG - Research Associate,
_ : Educational Technology Del_artment

/

J

Education: B.S (lliolog,i.cal Sciences), l:lor_da ,gtatu Univerolty_:_j

195!); H.S. (Zoology), University of New [htm])shlre, 1963; numerous

science cot,rso!_ at Northotlstern Unive_'slt)' and llarval'd Unlvorsity_
1963 to date.

. I

! Professional Experience: Intern, 5mithsonian Institution,

I r_ |Vnshington) ]).C., 1959; Assistant I)reparator, Peabody Huseum of

;._ Natural Histbry, Yale University, Now ||avon, Connecticut, 1960-

1962_ []ditor, Ginn and Company Publishers, Boston, blass., 1963-
__ 1967; Instructor, Hassaehusotts Bay Communlt), College, 1967-1968;

I . Editor, Harvard Economic Research Project, Cambridge, Mass., 1968-

I _ 1970; research associate, MaPino Invertebrates, Hsrvard Universit)',

._ ' 1963 tO date; Teaching Assistant, llsrvard University, 1967 to date;

,Bolt Boranok and Newman Inc., 1971 to date.

';I_ Honors and Societies: Phi Sigma Award for Host Outstanding Under- -

_raduatm Research, Florida State University, 1959; Sigma Xi,

'_,_ Lifo Nomborship.
E,

i

l_ Scientific Projects: Miss Long has directed and been involved

_i in numerous llfo cycle and pollution studios relating to the

_;:_I_ |narino environment with particular reference to industrial sites

such as desalinization plants. ||or responsibilities at Harvard

University include developing and up-dating marine biology

'_'_ curricula and directing students in various aspects of applied

m._rino research: pollution indicator organisms, taxonomy of

marine animals, etc.

:i [' Infornlation Retrieval Projects: An outgrowth of hot scientific
. work has boon the development and application of a simple computer-

based system for information retrieval, l_hich is presently being•

i ,,



. _ _(.,LI _l_^t_lJ _J;[_ p_t _.__ ;_ ,._

;.}'' considered b), a m_*jur scientific abstracting service. At BBN,

she has beet| responsible for over twenty major bibliographic

; compilations on such topics as man-computer interaction,

robotics, learning aids for the deaf, decision aids, ultrasonics

i_ in medicine, and linear prediction--state of the art. She has
conducted demographic and industrial surveys in diverse areas,

includin i, crib injuries, demographic characteristics of popula-tions near r:Lilronds, nnd e£focts of OSIIA and NIOSH regulations

-- on industry.

.- Publications, Talks, and Work in Progress:

Taxonomy of Phoronida, Bulletin of _|arina Science of the

_ Gulf and Caribbean i0 (2):204-207, 1960.

_.J Bibliography of Polychaet.a, Vol...1 (References to Polychaetn

in the Zoological Record, 1864-1964), 400 pages, private publica-

I_ ties, 1969.

r_ Bibliography of Polychaota, Vols. 2 and 3.

_ I_ Polychaetc Colonization of Artificial Sponges from Bimini

Paper presented to 10th _}eoting of "the Association o£ Island

Marine Laboratories of the Caribbean, September S, 1973,
_Inysguez, Puerto Rico.

Poctinariidao from Caribbean and Associated _atcrs, Bulletin
of Marine Science, in press, scheduled for publication _|arcb 1974.

!]
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Don Soranek and Newm_m Inc.

.li NANCY M. McMAHON -Manager, Publications Department

m

_,i Educatien: A.B. (I'.ngllah), J_adeliffe CelleF_e, 1960; Graduate

Study (English), Boston College, 1964-1968.

Professional Experience: Teacher (English, French, History,

'., ._ Mathematics), Cambridge School System, Cambridge, Mass.,

'i 1960-1968; Free-lance Wrlter/Editor and Tutor, 1968-1969;

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 1969-present.

Professional Societies: Member, Society for Technical Communi-

cations; The Technical Art Group.
} ,

Professional Responsibilities and Projects: At Bolt Beranck

and Newman Inc., Ms. MoMahon is responsible for eoordinatlng

i_ the publication services and editing technical reports. Also,
,.J

using technical inputs from varioug authors as reference material,

she organizes ideas and writes •copy. A recently completed projectfor the Department off Housing Urban Development resulted in a

booklet entitled Not.so Assessment Gu'_deZg.nes and an accompanying

I_ fra_n._ng Program. Other projects include technical papers on

noise in various industries, preparation of proposals, and execu-

tive summaries of technical reports.

In the Cambridge School System, Ms. MeMahon taught senior high

school college preparatory English courses, in which particular

emphasis was given to expository writing. She also participated

['] in curriculum development and supervision of student teachers.

! '_ Publications:

"Noise Assessment Guidelines" (with T.J. Schultz), BBN Rept. No.
,-_ 2176 (August 1971).
I
i ,

"Training Program for Nolue Assessment Guidelines" (with T.J.

c_ Sehultz), BBN Hept. No. 2267 (October 1971).
:t

!'-
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Cotl Outanok and Newm_m Inc,

WILLIAM N. PATTERSON -. Senior Eegineeric_ ScienList

Education: B.M,]'., 19'/1; M.S. (Meohanioa] Englseorir_g),

i._ 1971; Ph,D. Candldate, Ohio State Un]ve_,sity.

-- _rcfessional Exp.erience: U.S. Navy, 1959-1963.; Patterson & Sons

"-- Inc., 1961L1964; Patterson Machinery, 19611-1966; Autooatlo

-- Welding, 1966-1969; Ohio State University (Research Associate),

-- 1969-1972; Bolt BeraneIc and Newman Inc., 1972-present.

Honors and_..Societies: Engineering Honor Scholar, 1971. Member,

Tau Beta Pl, Sigma Xi, Pi Tau Sigma Honoraries. Member, American

Society of Heating, Refrigeration arld Airsondibloning Engineers,

r American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Natlonal'Socieby of

I] Professlonal Engineers.

_ I_ Professional Responsibilities and Prelects: Mr. Patterson has

F _ been engaged in research, development, and comsul_ing in the
i,

_ fields of noise, vibration, and testing, lie has extensive ex-

!!I_ perlence in manufacturing processes and sales and service of

industrial and faro equipment.

[
As Vice President of Patterson and Sons, Mr. Patterson super-

I_ vised sheet metal fabrication. At Automatic _']eldlng, he was
production engineer supervising the fabrloation of acoustical

l'l enclosures for turbine generators. His duties included design
., and cos_ accounting.

As a Research Associate at OSU, Mr. Patterson was involved in
free-Jet noise analysls and was in charge of the acoustic labo-

'" rauo_'y, lie designed a room construction allowing conversion of

" a reverberant chamber to a listening room. lie was in charge of

_.' i I the construction and subsequent calibration of a large isolated
_J anechoic chamber.

.}
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BoLt Saranok and Newman Inc.

l[]s inastorls t]l(:si_ involved :_naJ.yz.l_u';_;1(Jmc _ _ r tlC_the noise "i

producing mechanisms in an Impaetiru,-typc F,r.oduut.lon machine.

j Since jolnin[; BBN, Mz'. Patterson has bceil vlu_"k.[nl_ with the

Noise Control Research and Development sectlor_ of the Applied

• !_ Physics Department. ]{is duties ]]ave it*eluded ev:±Isatioe of

rapid transit vehicle desl_ns and prediction of' subway-induced

noise as as vibration in adjacent structures. He haswell

worked on the Quiet Truck Program designing and testln_ the

"_ engine exhaust system for a new generation of heavy trucks.
L_

His work on other large vehloles includes the investigation

'i
of the noise-produelng mechanisms on dump trucks, concrete m_xers,

bulldozers, and compressors, as well as analyses of the costs

to manufacturers and owners of quieting this machinery. Other
recent work includes engine vibration isolation and muffler design

_ for the Mk 48 and refrigerator compr'esser noise control. His

duties have included overall program management as well as tech-

nical responsibility.

Pub] Icat_ons:

')A Noise Study of Impacting Type Production Machines," M.S.
Thesis, Ohio State University (1971).

"Noise: What It Is and Where We as Engineers are Involved,"
The Ohio State Engineer (April 1971).

I_ "Noise Pollution in the Coal Miming Tndustry" (with R.D. Bruce),
_" presented at the Kentucky Industrial Coal Conference, Lexington,

Kentucky (April 1973).

"The Design of a Cost-Effectlve Quiet Diesel Truck" (with
D. Averill), Soeiet U of Automotiu_ Engi_leeraj West Coast Annual

Meeting, Portland, Oregon, SAE #730714 (August 1973).
t"l'heDesign of a Quiet Diesel Truck" (with D. Averill), presented
at the National Conference on Noise Control Engineering (Noise-

Con ?_) (October 1973),

"Hearing Damage Risk in Farm Operation_," llearin_ A{d Journa_

'_ (February 1974



Boa So_nnok and N(twmon Inc,

S_o.nsorea Technical Reports:

"Preliminary Noi_c Diagnosis of |,'r'eightllner Datum Truck-Tractor"

._ (with M. Nays and E.K. Bender), Department of'Transportation No.
DOT-TST-73-6, May 1973, BDN Eopsr_ |_o, 2317 (November 1972),

"Analytic and Experimental Development of Intake Mufflers forReciprocating flefrigerant Compressors," BBN Report No. 2508
(April 1973).

"Evaluation and Design of Sealing Spool Between Engine Output
Shaft and 'Propeller Shaft for Mk 48 Mod l" (with E,E. Ungar),
BBN Tech Memo No. 153.

"Evaluation of Propeller Shaft Bearing Vibration Isolation Pro-
vided by Elastic Linings," BBN Tech Memo No. 161 (July 1973).

"Feasibility of Vehicle Noise Inspection Regulations" (with
"- C.W, Dietrich and C. Warner), BBN Report No, 2571 (August 1973).

_! "Traction Vehicles: Noise and Cost of Abatement" (with T.

Freeze), BBN Report No. 2566b (Augu'st 1973),

_, "Specialty Construction Trucks: Noise and Cost of Abatement"
_J (with P. Rentz and E.K. Bender), BBN Report No, 2566e (Sept. 1973).

! I_ IIRatlonsle _or the IdentIPicatlon Of 'Major Sources Of Noise s(with K. Eldred), BBN Report No. 2636 (Sept. 1973),

{ "The Technology and Cost of Quieting Medium and Heavy Trucks"

!!_ (with E.K. Bender), BBN Report No, 2710 (January 197_).

"Noise Control in Surface Mining Facilities: Working Information
_ on the Industry, Its Noise, and the Cost of Noise Control"

_'/J (with E.E. Ungar _t =_), BBN Tech Memo Me. 183 (February 19Z4).
?

.... pag_el_son
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i i Bolt Soranok and Nowmnn Inc.

m PAUL J. REMINGTON - Senior Scientist
ii

Education: S.B. and S.M. (Mechanical Engineorinf_), Massachusetts

:__ Institute of Technology, 1966; Ph.D. (Mechanical Engineering),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1969.

I _ Professional Experience: Dynateeh Corp., summer= 1966; Dolt
Beranek and Newman Inc., 1969-present.'

Honors and Societies: Member, Tau Beta Pi, PI Tau Sigma; Asoo-

;J elate Member, Acoustical Society of America. Shell Companies

, Foundation Fellowship, MIT, 1966; National Science Foundation

_ Fellowship, MIT, 1966-1969; Union Carbide Corp., Engineering

Scholarship, 1961-1965.

Professional Responsibilities and #rejects: At Bolt Beranek

] and Newman Ino_, Dr. Remington has participated in a number ofprojects involving the dynamics of complex structures, numerical

I_ analyses, and control system studies. These include studies of
the transmission of sound through complex aerospace structures,

viscoelasticity with application to compliant coating technology,

automobile system dynamics, and the unsteady dynamics
exhaust

of parachute deployment. He has also been principal investiga-

tor in a project for developing ride quality criteria in STOL

aircraft, in a study involving the analyses of tent deflections

under snow loads, and in a study for the optimization of hydro-
foil control power.

Publications:

"An Active Vibration Isolation System with Optimum Sbook Protec-

tlon," Master's Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Mechanical Engineering Department (June 1966).

ii

_ "Vibration of a Continuum Excited by Random Motions of a Centinu-
ii cue Foundation" (with Stephen I]. Crandall), Revue Romaine des

! ,._ Science TechniQue -H_anique AppZiqz_e, Tome 15:I(25-311) (1970).

i



Boil Bofanok and_Nowman Iflc.

l_e.ponse 0£ a Covering Plate to Noise irl a V ineoclastic Half-
Space" (with Stephel_ II, Crandall), J. Ac,oun_. Sea. A:eer,. 48:7

5, Part 2 (i970).
"Dynanlie Propcrties of Modelling Clay" (wifih StepIlon H. Crandall,
e_ aZ), Massachusetts Institute of TechnoloEy, Acou,_tlcs and

,._ V_bration Lab Report No. 76205-3.

-- "Response 0£ a Plate Bonded to a Viscoelastic Half Space,"
J. Aeouat.. See. Amer., 51:3 (1972).

-- "}]ydrofoll Design For Minimum Centre] Po_,Jei-"(with E,K. Bender
and W.C, O'Reill) presented at the 3#d Sl]Ip Control System

I - Symposium, Bath, England (Sept. 1972).

"Comparison off Statistical Energy Analysis Predle_ion with anExact Calculation (with J.E. Manning), to be published in the
J. Aaoz_st,, Sea, Amer,

"Nonlinear of Shock Membrane" (with R. Madden)
Analyses a Loadgd

to be presented at the AIAA Aerodynamic DeoeleratlOn Systems
Conference, Palm Springs, California (May 1973).

IB
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PJOll IJllrnlleN lii1fl N[:_'4111;I11 l_ic.

_ E. ASIII.I-Y ROOIH-Y - Technical Wr_Ler/Editcr

Education: I_.,S. (J_;ngl:1.uh), Columbia Ueivors.l.ty, 196_I.

Professional Experience: Young & [lublcsm, 19611-1965; Editor

-- of _Juw Y_rk A_,_demy of Soien_.,eo Tre.ssa_ion_ and S.ta_Z Anna'_s,

'°" 1965-196G; Consultant at Polaroid Corp., 1966; Writcr/Editor

-- at Mitre Corp., 1966; Freelance Writer/Editor, 1966-19711;

,-_ Tecl nlcal .Writer/Editor, Bolt Beranek and Newman, 1974-present.

Professional Responsibilities and Projeetk: At BBN, Ms. Hoon.ey

is responsible for writing and editing technical reports,

proposals, and Journal articles. She also coordinates the

w_rk of typists, illustrators, and printers.

As a freelance writer, she ]]as published in the Beaten G_obe,

Redbook and American Home_ in addition to having a'feature column

__ in a local newspaper. As a freelance editor, she handled many

technical papers and acted as senior technical editor of the

Rook Meehanie_s Ssminezr., two volumes, which has been translated
into 18 languages. As a wrlter/editor at Mitre, she edited

and rewrote technical reports to format specifications. At the
New York Academy of Sciences, she was in full charge of the

'2r_nsae_iens_ a monthly periodical composed of papers from all

scientific fields. Her duties included editing, proofreading,

: procosslng artwork, page layoutj and coordinating between the

authors, printers, and other Academy departments. At Young and

Rublcam, she acted as coordinator between .Time magazine and the

department of Young & Eubieam, advertising agency.
copy
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nOR Soranok iii1(I N(twmnn hlC.

NICIIAEL J. RUDD - Senior Engineering Scientizt

_- Education; B.A. (Physics), 1966; M.A., 1969; Ph.D. (Fluid

__ Dynamics), ].970; University of Cambr:Idge, Esl<larJd.

Professional Experience: Undergradllate Apprenti.ce, British

17 Aircraft Corp., 1962-1969; Engineer, Acoust].cs Department

_ Weybridge Division of BAC, 1969-1970; Research Assistant

Professor, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, New

York University, 1970-1972; Bolt Beranek and !lewman Tnc.,

! 1972-presenl:.

-- Professional Responsibilities and Projects: At Bolt Beranek

-- and Newman Inc., Dr. Rudd is involved in several projects

3 related to aerodynamic and hydrodynamic turbulesce and noise, par-ticularly as related to advanced electro-optical seosors and

: signal processing, liehas also participated in projects sponsored

by the Environmental Protection Agency, including ones aimed

a_ setting noise limits for trains and home appliances, At New

r|-- York University, he conducted researeh on the reduction of Jet

noise by particulates and on methods of predicting noise in

! [_ structural spaces due to sonic boom; he also taught courses on

, noise, vibration, and dynamics, and engaged in consulting aotivi-

_ ties on Jet and turbine noise problems.

At the Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge University, he worked

_ under Dr. A.A. Townsend in the Fluid Dynamics Section, also

working part of the time at the Bristol Division of the British

Aircraft Corporation. He devised the first self-a].igning laser
dopplorme_er, then used this instrument to study the drag

reduction produced by dilute polymer solut.l.ons. At SAC, he
worked os Jet noise reduction by means of additives and on

metllods for analyzing aircraft noise, in particular for the

SAC 1-11 and Concorde.

r,-]
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, L+ ira [+t+t3()t' D(J_Jj+]l+r Veloe.lrv+eter ]'_m[+l,,,/+H U f, bf, J.+;i;+_+J + it++ a Mimer'-
• +) + L-+ ++ ,Ouc.I]lator. r) .I. S+++.. ./n;Jl;+ ++' + J .. I]. i. 'I+3-726 (]968).

,J "A New Theoret;[c/J] [,+ode], fnr, the La;;<'r' IJ+J+)I]]G_t'llleteY', Ir J. _'_1_,
+ Inutr., SerLen iI, 11, 55-58 (]!)89),

17 "A Self'mAlJg_.nlrlgLa_er Dopplermt+t.('_',''_,,';;international Com-,i
"' missior for, Optics Conference, l_eudlo/r, Icn;_]and, July 1968.

Publishe(l In Op_icr+l I_tr+i,ncn_u a_+,:_ 'F,,,:hngque_,Oriel Press
"q (1969).

"The Laser Dopplermeter -- A f'ractie;,'[Llu;t;rument," Optlcs
-- Technologu+ 26_I-265 (November ].969).

"Measuz'emen_s Made on a Drag HedueJrg Solution with a Laser +
-- Velocimeter," Natux,ej 224. 587-58[_ (November 1969).

-- "The Laser Dopplermeter and Pol,v or D['_g l_eductlon," 67th
National Meeting of _he Ameriear* .[nstitute of Chemical Engineers
Atlanta, Georgia, February 1970. Publ_shed in Chemical

•- Engineering P_.ogress Symposium Serleu No. iii, 67. Drag Reduc-
tion (1971).

! [_+., "The Laser Anenlometer - A Review," Op¢i_c _nd Laser, TeehneloEy J

m_

_ 200-207 (November 1971).

'+e eoit °asureme  °Mad°,,itho so°r o +1°ro+ eronthe
_.v_. Turbulen% Pipe Flow o£ a Dilute Polymer Solution," J. FZuid

_lech., 51, 673-685 (February 1972).

"A Note on the Scattering 0£ Sound by Jets and the Hind"
i{ (to be published).

"Laser Veloclmetry of Phase Object:_" (to be published),

Thc Laser. Asenot,tete_+ (with Dr. B.M, Watrasiewlcz) (to be

published bE [3utterworth and Co., London).

"Lawn Mowers: Noise and Cost of Ab;_l:eme_t" (with E. K. Bender),

BBN No. 2566a(i,I
Roport_ progress)

"_ ProlL_i]ary Study of the Reduction of Acoustic an(] Infrared
_'I"_ Emissions groin a Military Stal*da_d 1.5 ]d'lEngine Generator,

(lqith P J. Remington), BBN Hopel,t: He. 2650, October 1973.
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'" + +ICONI; I'l. blll;[Oll tO I_.'tOI'.IPT+()IJPI£ r)r)c+Plm,:/I t f',Jl' I+,+1 ] ] CarP] or, I,loisu
,- ReF,u]aLloli:_" (w.tt;h E. Belvtur', ]+. Ely, my+ _. .++_van_:en),

' ." : p_'e[+ar++_¢l by 13t+ll f'ol. _J+10 P_llvJcelllPV'llf;+ +] ]'I'otr'ef,[oz/ Afe/-'noy, l,/ovembeJ_
'++ 1913."

- Patent5 Granted:

-- Improvements He].afiin/s_o i;he Mea:Jt£_'cment:;oP Fluid oz' Suz',face
VeIDcltles. U.K. Patent; No. J..t8265_.

Imt)r'ovemen%e to oz, Helatlnc to t,aser Iv:tee%el" Systems. U.K.

Patent I,Io..I1831192.

_ Also, eorrospendin_ U.S., We._;tGe_+IIv±rtand Japanese patents.
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I_(iIl F_a)r_l[)_ _ldld _}()Vim_t_ [f_C

THEODORE J. SCFIULTZ - Principal Scien(;i:;L - /_coustics
'!
,., Tecilrlical Dir{_ctor of Architectural Acoustics

and )loise Control

L.J

,Education.: University of Rochester (Eastman School of Music)',

If 1940-1941; University of ',lissouri, 1941-]943; University of Texas,

- _ 1943-1944; U.S. Naval Academy, 1944; _I.S. (Acoustics), Harvard

I _ University, 1947; Ph.D. Acoustics), IIarvard University, I_54.

)
' Professional Experience Instructor in Physics, Mathematics,

i j
_J Electrical Engineering, Electronics, U.S. Naval Academy, 1944-

1946; Research Physicist, Naval Research Laboratory, 1947-1948;

Instructor, Harvard University, 1948-1953; Research Fellow in

Acoustics, Harvard University, 1953-1955; Assistant Chief,

Acoustics Section, Douglas Aircraft Co,, Santa Monica, 1956-1960;

Consultant in Electronics and Acoustics, 1950-1960; Instructor,

Summer Course in Noise and Vibration, Massachusetts Institste of
_4

Technology, 1964 and 1967; Bolt Beranok and Me_.n_an Inc., 1960-

I_ p_osent.

t, Honors and Societies: Fellow, Acoustical Society of America;

'I_. Member, ASA Technical Committee on ArcHitecture, ASTM Standards

Writing Committee E-33; U.S. Member o_ several technical workingw

• _ groups of International Standards (_reanization; _lember, Tau Beta

Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Sigma xi.

1]
Professional Responsibilities and Pro.iects: Dr. Schultz has worked

(_i in the areas of acoustical instrumentation, architectural acoustics,

w. electroacou._;tic transduetion, underwater sound, and community noi.se.

At the Nay.:.]Roseacch Laboratory, he set up a hiqh-frequency micro-phone ealit'.'._.tionfacility, and also stsdied bioaeoustical effects

of high-int.._nsity noise. Dr. Sehultz has been a consultant on

electronics and acoustics, calibration and testing of phonograph

F!
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, i pickup:;, design of telemetering equipment Per moteoroleqica]+

studio;+, and the design o[ aircraft soundproofing. He has made

a theoretical study of electrostatic transducers, and has con-
'+- dusted research on pla+-t+ic-elastic instability [n vinyl plastics.

"_ For four years, he was Assistant chief of the Acoustics _ectimn

l,J of Douglas Aircraft Company, dealing with nrob]ems o_ interior

and exterior noise control and of structural fatique due to acous-

+_ tics] excitation, in both jet transport sit:craft an<] missiles.

_£ His recent work at Bolt Beranek and Newman inc. has 0ealt with +"

problems o_ measurement and design in architectural acoustics,

i_ particularly of concert balls; design and evaluation oP acous-
tical testing laboratory facilities; noise and vibration criteria

and control for high-speed trains and for aircraft; he has pre-
pared two surveys on undersea reverbers'tion. He has been active

in acoustical standards writing and reviewing, at the national
,-+ (ASTM and ASA) and international (_SO) levels. He has prepared

i] for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development a setof guidelines in support of their recently adopted policy of

withholding support for housing proposed for locations judged

too noisy to be suitable as a living environment. He is chairman

of ASTM writing groups preparing standards fo_ measurement of

lq airborne transmission loss in the field, and for improved methods

of evaluating impact noise isolation of floor-ceiling construc-

I_ tions, lie is currentl,? working on the problem of establishing
_u

realistic criteria and monitoring procedures for abatement of urban

noise, particularly the noise from read'and air traffic. He hasrecently spent six months in Europe visiting numerous acoustical

'+I laboratories to review the state of on-goinq acoustical research
_ abroad, and to investigate current efforts for enforcement of

41

noise ordinances and noise control requirements in building codes
i

in various countries. He has recently prepared a state-of-the-arti

+' review of impact noise test.ing and ratinq, in support Of on-qoinq

!+] research efforts in that field, at NBS.

i, I
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Reprusen _a ti ve Consul tin___Prsjec,.t_

: _ SerululJ.l)J. ty
, Transportation Noise Study

0 ]'raPt & Whitney Aircraft, Hiddletown, Conn.
Jet Englnu Test Cells

[__ Summorhill Seuare Project, Toronto,Railway Noise Study
Webb Zcrafa Menkes, Architects

Victorian Arts Ceetre, The North End,
J O, elb urne, Australia

Roy Grounds & Co. Pty. Ltd.
City of Chicago Noise Survey

City of Chicago Building Code

NASA - Ames 40' x 80' Wind Tunnel, ""

Feasibility of Use for Acoustical Measurements

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

,. _ Handbook on Community

_ Noise Assessment Guidelines
Technical Background for Noise Assessment Guideline
Noise Barrier Design and Evaluation Guidelines

_ L_ National Bureau of Standards

Impae_ Noise Testing and Rating, State-of-the-Art Review

_! Indiana University Musical Arts Center, Bloomington, Ind.
Evans Woollen _ Associates, Architects

EPA/DOT
Noise Survey

i, I_ Baltimore Concer_ Hall

Pierre Belluschi/Jung Brannen, Assoc. Architects

[ "_ _.lilwaukee Center for the Performing Arts
(Uihlein Hall, Vogel llall, Wehr Hall)

llarry Weese & Associates, Architects

U "Garden State Arts Conger, Hew Jersey
Edward D. Stol%e, Architect

lloun ten As gz-odome
Wilson, Morris, Crain & Asdorson, Architectsi

e
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[,.j '/;f;J_l_-'['V- ,qtudio Treatment

_; )loston s .qa S S_,C;_lt_Se t: t .";

L),PO '67 Theme Buildings, Montreal

I ARCOP

_ Remedelinq of f_rehostra Iiall, Chicacl_
Harry Weese & Associates

Budd Company., Noise Control:on Nor_heas_ Corridor Rail_ead Cars

_ National Gypsum Commany

[ r Acoustical Test Facility EvaluaLios

:. Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority

._outh Shore Transit Noise Control

Kaman Corporation_ Quiet Helicopter, I[II43 F J

i _ Fairchild Hiller Corp.

":I_ Moise Control on the FI{ 227B

m. Office of Ecosomic Cooperation Development - Paris
i I Enforcement of Traffic Noise_J Regulations_4

,_ United Aircraft - Noise Control o*% Car Ferry
_iI_ - Noise Control on Turbine Train

D@Havilland - Twin Otter Exterioz" Noise Measurements

_. Trane Company
Acoustical Test Facility Design

.Rohr - BART Car Design

IURD - Impact of BART Train System Noise o*% CommunitySt. Louis Car - Noise Control

I"_ Pullman Standard - Noise Control
U

NYCTA - Noise Control in Subwny Stations

!"1
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Pal_ers and Puhlicat_nns:

E

"_ "TrLode Cat]Jo_]o-FclIowers for Tlnpcdar_cu Matching to Transformers

i j and Filters," IRE T;_a;I'J. Az_Hio_ 28-37 (March-April 1955).
J

i [] "Measurement of Membrane Tension, " /f_,J..9(,_. [nuip. 26, 624-625(June 1955).

"Triode Cathode-Followers: A Graphical Analysis for Audio Frc-

!,],. quencles," IRE.. Trans. Zi_r]?.o AU-4, NO. 2, 42-45 (Mnrch-April 1956).

"Air-Stiffness Controlled Condenser Microphone," J. Accuse. Sac.

,Imo;,. 28, 337-342 (1956).}

[ "Electronic Wattmeter with Wide Frequency Rancle," R_V. So_. Ins_..L

27, 278-279 (May 1956).
"On the Distinction between Velocity-Sensitive and Pressure Gra-

dient-Sensitive Microphones," J. A_ol_t. Doe. Ama_,. 28. 498 (L)

I_ (1956).

"On the Use of Decibel Terminology in Multiplying Circuits,"

_ [_! J. Acos_t So_.. Amer. 28. 498-499 (L)(1956).
|31

"An Acoustic Wattmeter," J. Acoi_,_t. See. tli_.;_. ?.8. 693-699 (1956).

I,i_ "Effect of Altitude on Output of Sound Sources," Nols_ Cont_.oZ 5,
#i No. 3, 17-21, 54 (May 1959).

I'_ "Problems in the Measurement Of Reverberation Time," J. Audio Eng.
$o_ ]I. 307-317 (October 1963).

"Deficiencies of the Dynamic Transmission Loss" (with B.G. Wetters),J. Aco_a_:. Sec. Amo_. 35, 2023 (L) (1963).

"Impact-Noise Recommendations for the FHA," J. Aeoi_. See. Am_,r.36, 729-739 (1964).

"FIIA Guide to Impact Noise Control," BI4_:Idfns R_.s. l, No. i, 45-51

(January-February 1964).

"Propagation Of Sound Across Audience Seating" (with B.G. Watters),

"Ei J. _eoi_s_, See.. AInc_. 36, 885-896 (1964).

"The Perception of Music Heard via Interfering Paths" (with B.G.
'q Wetters), J. Acol_t. Sac. Zincs,. 36. 897-902 (1964).
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,-_ "Aeou.';tic._; uf Philharmonic Itall, rq¢+w YolTk, durinq its First
i! SeasoiT' (with L.L. Beranek, _.G. Wiltt¢n?_:,and F.R. Johnson),
[J d. A,!oiinl. ;;de. Ainc._. 36, 1247-1262 (1964).

"A Critical Parameter for the Quality of Concert llall Sound,"_/ER}'2.IHce. 6, ].28-129 (1964) .

"Conversion between Old and Hew Octave-Band Levels," J. At,oust.Sou. :liner. 36, 2415 (L) (1964).

"Acoustics of the Concert Hall," IA'EE El)C,r_t_.uln2, No. 6t 56-57

(Juno 1965)...

"Some Recent Experiences in the Design and Testing of Concert

llalls with Suspended Panel Arrays" (with L.L. Deranek)Ae*_tlc_
I

]5, 307-316 (August 1965).

_ "Acoustical Design of the Houston Astrodome £ports Arena,"
L! J. A_idio Es.q. Ssc. ]4, No. 2, 100-104 (April 1966).

"Nach-ballmessungen mit Musik" ("Using Music to Measure Rever-beration Time"), Sl.aueaanar BZ_tter, No. 27/28, 115-122
_ (November 1965).

i "A New Standard for the Field Measurement of Airborne Trans-

mission Loss," Paper F-34 in Prec. of* 5_;t I_tter_1. Con q:,
Aeo1_8t., 196_, Lq._ge, D. E. Commies (Ed.) (Imprimerie Georges

i'_ Thone, Liege, 1965).

"Undersea Reverberatimn: A Critical Survey," ASW Sonar Teeh-

I_ nmloq}, ReD. 4081265 (December 1965) (Confidential).

!_ "Book Review: Aooa_t_es _: Ar_hlteettcra_. :)ear.an by L.L. Doelle,"
J. Acoua_. Sod. Ama;,. 39, 1206 (1966).

ili "Electrostatic Loudspeakers for Aircraft Communication," Sound
and F_b. ], No. 2, 19-29 (Februarv 1967).

"Sound Absorption of Draperies" (with J.H. Batchelder and _'_.S.
Thayer), J. Aeous_. See. Amer. 4_. 573-575 (1967).

"Sound Absorption by Structures with Perforated Panels" (trans-
lation of a paper by Jacques Brillouin), Sound a,:d V_b. 2, :_c. 7,
6-22 (1960).

-- "Noise Criterion Curve:_ for Use _ith the USA.qI i_referred Fre-
quencies," J. Acoa¢it. See. Ame_'., _3, 637-630 (1968).

_ "Now Acoustical Test Facilities of the llational Gypsum Co_%Dany,"
J. Aeo_s_. :;me. A,nel,., 45, 20-36 (1969).
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"Acountica: Propo.rtiu._ of Wood: a Critique of the Literature
nnd a .q_rvey ef Practical Applications," _'ore.,_tPPod., d., ]9.!

. t_O.2, 21-2!) (1969).

-- "Architectura] Zmel.icationn of Urball |.Ioi._;c,''T'_o_. AR_ AZI
Renr:ar&.he.;._'Co;if , [[ouston, Tex., (16-17 October, 1969).

".qeund Power Moa.'_urements in a Rcverberan_ Room,t_ ,]. Sound V_b.,
16, lie. i, 119-130 (1971).

"Some Sources of Error in Community ;:else _Ica;_urcment," Sound

a;*d VT"brat:_on_ 6 (2), 18-27 (1972).

"Hew No£se CreeDs Past the Buildinq Codes," _2oisc Cont_oZ E;Igl-

--- neo_ing, ! (i), 4-15, (1973).

"A-Level Differences for Noise Control in Buildin_ Codes," Nols0

ControZ En,o_n_el,4ng 1 (2) (1973).

"Pcrsistinq Questions in Steady-state Measurements of Noise Power
and Sound Absorption," d. Acou._t. Soc. Amsr., 54 (4), 978-981 (1973).

_ "Outlook for In-Situ Measurement of U_ise from .aehlncs,' " J. Aeoust.

5'0c. Amer., 54---_7-, 982-984 (1973) .

.j "Measurement of Acoustic Intensity in ReacLive Sound Fields,"
paper for Hunt Symposium, Acoustical Society of America, Boston,
1973 (submitted to J.Acoust. Soe. Amer.)

"Instrumentation for Community Noise Surveys," Inter Noise '73,

Copenhagen, August 1973. Code: G23X15.

B6oks
II

"_rappin_s, Enclosures and Duct Lin_lq, Chanter 15, _/o_s end
_i_ _'b_at_'on Control, L.L. Beranek, ed., Mce.raw-llill Sock Co., Inc.,

New York (1971).

'- "Co,t_u;lity Noise Ratinqs: A Review," AppZ_e.d _eol_st_'es, Stlpple-
-- mont No. i, Applied science Publishers, Ltd., London, 1972.

,.J
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-- 0ra,| Pr'esr;,t,ltions (repres(!r1(.ative ]isti.._Z):

"InntrHmsntat[on For _le_isurem(!Dt Of SO%III{] )_',J%K!r, ' r}r(!sOTited at

the 47th Acoustical Society oF America '.lest.i.nq_Uew v_)r}:,June
1954. ,l. AooI(,'_t.,5'pc.A;nez,,26, 936 (A) (itJ54).

"Compari_';on of Test Mothocls for EvaluatJn(_ t|l__ _cousties of Phil-

harmonic ||all, Hew York," Dre:;ented at the 64th Acolu;tical Society
'- of America 'leetinq, Seattle, |lash., Nov. 196::. J. Ai:ous_. F,oc.

A,no;.. 34, 1975 (A) (1962).

"_|easuremcnt o'f Acoustic Intensity in Reackive Sound Fields" (with
P.W. Smith, Jr. and C.I. Maline), presented at the IEHE fleet., New

-- York City (Mar. 1965).

'- "Acoustical Desiqn of Sma].l Rooms" (with J.J. Fic_wer), presented"
at the 69th Acoustical Society of America !|eetinq, Washinqton,

D.C., June 1965. ,l. Aooz(_. See. Ame;'. 37, 1202 (A) (1965).

"The Role of Baeknround Hoise in Achievinci Privacy," nresented at

tile Uational Association of floraenuilders, Chica_o, Ill. (Dec.1965). ..

"Decay Patterns of IIarpsichord Strinqs" (with P,.W. Pvle, Jr.)• presented at the 71st Acoustical Society of _neriea Meetin_T,
Boston, _lass., June 1966. J. Aeoust. $0_. A,,lo*,.39, 1220 (A)

IJ (1966).
"Current Developments in Acoustical Standards and Techniques,"

i_ presented at Chicaqo-BBN Architects Symnosit_, Chica¢io, Iii.' (October 1966).

;._ "Developments in Acoustical Standards," presented at Los Anqeles

_; Architects Symposium (October 1966).

"The Role of Hodel Testinq in the Acoustical Desiqn of Auditoria"

_i (_#ith B.C,. Watters and R.L. Kirkeqaard , nresented at the 72nd
,. Acoustical Society of /_nerica Meetinq, Los Anqeles, Calif., Nov.

1966. ,l. Aeoi(st. Sos. AmoI,. 40, 1245 (A) (1966).

"Field Evaluation of Sound Absorption and Sound Isolatinq Con-
structions," presented at the ASA-AIA Combined _leotin{! Washington

., Chapters, Washinaton, D.C. (November 1966).

_ "Noise Abatement and Control," prepared For Task _orce on Environ-
mental IIealth and Relate(1 I_roblems of the .qecretarv of IIealth,

Education, and _.'olfare, Boston, Hass. (December 1966).
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"AcC, ll:;tic!; of l_ocmls |'er C.1.,_._s._.e;:i Ilc)col'(IJlvl:;," (with L.L. Bc_.'nsek) ,
nr(:ncrtted at tile 73r_] Auou:;tlcal SocJel:y ,.',r Ain(_rica q_:otinr; r Hew

-- York, 14.Y. (April 1967_. d. Ae_iial.. .':o(_.Am_:r. 41, 1597 (A) (1967).

i ._ "Acou._;tical Problems is ()pen Plan SDace_';," (with P.II. Ilirtlo),
i J presented at the 78th Acoustical Society oF America _leetinq,

(5 November 1969).

"Ratinq Scales for Attditorium Acoustics" (with B.G. Waiters,
"-" L.L. Beranok, N. Johnson and L. Kirkeqnnrd), nresented at the

79th Acoustical Society of America _leetinr| (Asril 1970).

"Relations Amonq the Various Sinqle-Numbor Ratinqs oF Envirnn-

mental T!oise," presented at the 79th Acoustical Society o_ Amer-
-- xca _leetin_ (April 1970).

-" "T,rivacv for Apartment Dwellers," presente:1 at the 82nd Acousti'eal
Society of America Heetinq (October 1971).

"Recent Developments in tile Design and Evaluation of Concert Halls:
Models and Simulation", Seminar on Environmental Noise, AAAS Meet-

- ing in Philadelphia, December 1971.

-- "Community Noise Ordinances in the United States and'Europe",
Seminar on Environmental Noise, AAAS Meeting in Philadelphia,

: December 1971.

"Me,or Vehicle/Highway System Planning and Noise," International

i__ JuneConference1972.on Transportation and the Environment, Washington, D.C.,

71 "Noise Control in Dwellings: - United States, 1972", presented at
.. Symposium on the Micro-Environment of lluman Dwellings, Warsaw,

i ,_ Poland, 4-8 December 1972.

SPonsored Technlcal Reports (representative listln,_):

.. "Design Procedure for the Sound Absorption of Resonant Plywood
Panels", Bolt Beranek and Nelvlnan Ins. Rcpt. 925 (Apr. 1962).

"_ "Intensity Heasurcmcnts in Near Fields and Reverberant Spaces"
-- (with P.W. Smith, Jr., and C.I. r4alme), Bolt Beranck and

Newman Ins. Rept. 1135 (July 19611).

• _ "Noise and Vibration Criteria for the Northeast Corridor

Trains", Bolt Beranek and Ne_Inan Inc. I(ept. 1276 (Dec. 1965).

I J

I "General I)esiLm Rceommendation_ for Control of Noise and
Vibration In lli[;h-Specd 'lh'nlns for the Northeast Corridor",
Bolt Beranel; and Newman Inc. l_cpt. 1277 (Dos. 1965).
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_'_ "'/'heHiVI'A .,,.Jr] :5ho/'e I+roject If. I(uc,u,_.m,rl,l;tl;i(>_vJFor Control.
• iq • ,:._j of H,_t:;c arid Vibration in l_ip]d-J_un.,l.t Care" (with C.W.

D:Iet_'leh)_ Bolt 1',oral*okand _lewmnn Inc. Iiupt. 1446 (Sept. 1966).

ri "Extx_apolatlon of AI,]ACeilln[; /Ittentl_It_on Data to Field
i__ Situ[_tlons", Bolt Bcl,anok and l'Isl':man InC. I{ept. 1733 (NOV. 1968),

{_ "B;_tlngs fo_ the Assessment of Community Ilo:[::eP:+ohlem:;"
_J Bolt BeraIlek and llewman Inc. Rept. )922 (Des. 1969).

"Investigation of the Feasibillt_, of Hak:ing Model AcousticI
l*]casurumerLts in tile NASA Ames 40 z 80 Ft. %'Ii;]dTunnel" (v;ith

B.A. Bie._), Bolt Beranek and IIewman Inc. I_.spt.1870 (App. 1970).
-q
: _ "IIUD: Noise Assessment Ouldcllnes", Belt [,_eranel:and Newman

Inc. Rept. 2176 ( Aug. 1971).

_' "Technical Background for Noise Abatement in IIUD's Operating
Programs," Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Report No. 2005R
(Nov. 1971).

I HUB Handbook - "What To Do About Noise" - BBN Report No. 2549
(Dec.1973), ""

,_ IIUD Barriers: Design and Evaluation" - BSN Report No. 2550
"Noise

(Dec. 1973) ,

NBS "Impact Noise Testing and Rating - 1973" - BSN Report NO.2668
(Oct. 1973).

TSC "Acoustic Rating for Urban Rail Noise" - BBN Report No. 2674(Nov. 1973) .

_ TSC "Documentation Standards" - BBN Report No. 2652 (Oct. 1973)
i *

"Program for the Measurement of Envi_:onmental Noise", Report
No. DOT-TST-74-4, Sept. 1973, submitted to DOT, Office of Noise

[! Abatement.

Patents Granted:

NO. 2,836,656 "Acoustic Nat:meter"
[J.Aeoust. Soc.Amcr. 31, 392 (1959)]

P'_ No. 2,868,894 "Miniature Condenser Microphone",!
_ -_ [J.Acoust. Soc.Amcr. 32, 1089 (1960)]
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_+ MARGARET IIAssollTROY - Chief Technical Librarien

r- £J_Lh!_c%ILir_zr!:A.I_. (B.LocholnlcnlScience;;), Rn.dcliffe ColIoL_o,F I ,a,,, . (]r_ UFJiver:;ityof London (England)__, Carnl+,rJ(I+_c, .... .dunt;cstudy,
Corti_'IcaLo in General 8_udies.

__ Professional Experience: Ilesoarch Technician, Ilarvard Medical
',:.i Sohoul, Dept. l,.',_y:;ical'Chemi._;try;Associate, ]larvard [.]odlcal

School, Dept. Pediatrics; Scie.ntlfie Coordinator at Ilational
Research Corporation, Cat:.brid(_c,l.',aso.; IIoaclResearch Librarian,

l.] llatiomal l_csearch Corporation; ]toad F+esearoh Librarian, United
Fruit Company, Executive OL'ficos,Boston, Mass; Ezecutivo

Assistant, Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer l_esearch,
_ ]_exvYork City; and Chief Technical Librarian, Bolt Beranek

, r
and I:owman Inc., C_brid[;e, has_.

Responsibilities include complete administration of the ."
library, preparation of literature searches and reference
W O rk,

I L._ Professional Societies: Society of the Sigma Xi; Special
Libraries Association.

rl
_. Awards and Professional Activities: :Chairman, Iiospitality

Committee, SLA; Chairman, Employment Committee, SLA;

Instructor, course for library assistants, SLA. OSRDAward of Merit for Research Work on behalf of government
effort in World War If.

I_. Publi cations :

"Preparation and Properties of Serum and Plasma Proteins, XII,"
) J. Amer. Chem. See. 69:1747-1753 (1947).

"The Nophrotio Syndrome in Children," J. Clinical Invest. 30:
[_ _71-_191 (1951),

"The Literature of Titanium Metal and Its Alloys," presented
+,+ at the American Chemical So0iety, Division of Chemical

Literature, Annual I+'.eetins,ChicaGo, Illinois (Sept. 1953).
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Boll Horonok and Newmnn In¢,

.... ERIC £. UNGAR - Associate Division Director, Dynamics and Structures

q
L.J Education: B.S. (Mechanical Engineering), Washington University,

_ 1951; M.S. (Mechanical Engineering), University of New Mexico,
kJ, 1954; Eng. Sc.D., New York University, 1957.

I i Professions] Experience: Acre-Ordnance Engineer, Ssndla

Corporation, 1951-1953; Instructor, Assistant Pz+ofessor of

--i Mechanical Engineering, Research Scientist, Hew York University,
i_!

1954-1958; Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 195B-present.

Professional Honors and Societies: Fellow, Acoustical Society

of America (Member, Committee on Shock and Vibration, 1974-77),

Associate Editor, JosrnaZ of tile Aoo_etioaZ Soe_cty.of America,

1974-75; Contributing Editor, Sound and Vibration, 1974.

+_ American Society of Mechanical Engineers: Executive Committee,

Design Engineering Division, 1974-80; Chairman, Technical

Committee on Vibration and Sound, Design Engineering Division,

1964-74; Chairman, Shock and Vibration Committee, Applied

[_ Mechanics Division, 1972; Chairman, Program Committee, 1969

Vibrations Conference.

Institute of Noise Control Engineering (Board of Examiners, 1973);

Founding Member, U.S. Council for Theory of Machines and Mech-

l_ anisms; American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics;
L_

American Academy of Mechanics; Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa
I+|

Phi; Reviewer., Applied Mechanics Reviews.

Professional Engineer, Missouri and District of Columbia.

['i Listed in American Men of Science, Whets Who in Aviation, WhOF8

Who in the Eaa_; Dictionary of Internatio,zaZ Biography.

i+
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SON eQr_nok and Newman Inc.

Professional Responsibilities and Projects: Dr, Ungar has been

_ engaged in research and development in various fields off mechan-

ical engineering since 1951. At Sandla Corporation, he worked

in atomic weapons development and delivery concept analysis. At

York University, he taught and did research in machinery
New

dynamics and applied mechanics and engaged in consulting in

[_ stress anal_sis and heat transfer. At Bolt Beranok and Newman
Inc., Dr. Ungar is concerned with various aspects of structural

-- dynamics and noise, and with the direction of multidlsciplinary

approaches to the solution of technological problems.

Representative List of Publication,s:

Dampin_
"Loss Factors of Vlscoelastieally Damped Beam Structures", J.
Aooust. See. Amsr. 34:1082-1089 (1962).

) "A Guide to Designing Highly Damped Structures Using Layers
of Viscoelastic Material", Machine Design 35:162-168 (Feb. 1963).

_ !_ "On Panel Vibration Damping Due to Structural Joints" (with
J.R. Carbonell), AIAA J. 4:1385-1390 (Aug. 1966).

"Panel Loss Factors Due to Gas Pumping at Structural Joints"
(with G. Maldanik), NASA CRT594 (Nov. 1967).

,_ "Damping of Panels", Noise and V_bration OontroZ, Chap. 14,
L.L. Beranek (Ed.), McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Hew York (1971).

F_ "The Status of Engineering Knowledge Concerning the Damping
of Build-up Structures", J. Sound Vib., 26.141-154 (Jan. 1973).

Vibration Iso'Zation

H Ot ,Mechanical Vibrations , MeahsnieaZ Design and Systems Handbook
l'_ Sos. 6, H.A. Rothbart (Ed.), McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New

York (1964).

"Wave Effects in Viscoelastic Leaf and Compression SpringMounts", _'rans. ASME, Set. B. (J. Eng. Ind.), 85:2113-2116
(Aug. 1963).

i "High Frequency Vibration Isolation", (wltl_ C.W. Dietrich),
_ J. Sound Vib., 4:224-241 (Sept. 1966).
!
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SoJt Sorgflok aod Now,nan Inc.

I J

;'J IsoZation of Mechanical Vibration, Impact= and Noise (Ed. with
J.C. Snewdon), Amer. Soc. Mech. Engrs., New York, 1973.

Vib_a¢ions oJ"CompZax Struotu2,oc
rT

[j "Steady-State Responses of One-Dimensional Periodic Plexural
, Systems", J, Aeouet. $oo. Amer., 39:887-89_ (1966).

"Statistical Energy Analysis of Vibrating Systems", '_rans.
_J AGME, Se_,. "S. (J. En O. Ind.), 89:626-632 (1967).

"_ "Analysis of Vibratory Energy Distributions in Composite
6! Structures" (with J.E, Manning), Oynami_e and Strue_ura_

SoZide, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York,
pp. 62-81 (1968).

"_ "Vibration Distributions in Multipanel Structures, Comparison
of Measurements with Statistical Energy Predictions" (with

N. Koronalos), Shook Vib. B_ZZ. 37, Pt. 2, 99-107 (Jan. 1968).

"Vibrations of Wonhomogeneous Plates and Shells in "Terms of

Refracted Waves" (with O.A. Germogenova, K.L, Chandiramani
_._ and K. Lee), BBN Rept. 2007 (Aug. 1970).

I_ Stress AnaZysie

"Maximum Stress in Beams and Plates Vibrating at Ressnance",

I_ trans. ASME, Set. B. (J. Eng. Ind.), 84:1_9-155 (Feb. 1962).

"Transmission of Plate Flexural Waves Through Reinforcing

"_L_'I Beams; Dynamic Stress Concentrations", J. Aooust. See. Amer.33.633-639 (]961). Also, 35:934 (L) (1963).

"C St_ on ideration in the Design of Supports for Panels in Fatigue
_! Tests" (with K.S. Lee), AFFDL-TR-67-86 (June 1967)

"Estimation of Probability of Structural Damage Due to Combined

_" Blast and llnite-Duration Acoustic Lsadlng (with Y. Kadman),
Shook Vvb. BUZZ.,39, Pt. 3, 65-71 (Jan. 1969).

"_ "Residual Stresses and Displacements in Wide Curved Bars
Subject to Pure Bending" (with B.W. Shaffer), Intern. J. Mech.
Sol,, 11:525-543 (1969).

L'! "Stress Resultants end Out-of-Plane Deformabions in Stiff Rings
Attached to Elastic Cylinders and Subject to Concentrated Loads"

!} (with B.W. Sheller), Trans. ASME, Set. B. (J. Esff. Ind.),
i 93:835-844 (Aug. 1971).
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"Excitation, Response, and Fatigue Li('e h:A,j,ation Methods forthe Structural Design of Externally Blown Flaps", Shook _nd
Fib. BuZl., 43:165-183 (June 1973).

Noise; Aeoz_stios; l,'_uotuat_n,q Pr_oou_,_o

"Vibrations and Noise Due to Piston-Slap .in Reciprocating
• _ l.I Machinery" (with D. Ross), J. Sound Fib. , 2:132-149 (1968).

i ._ "Nonlinear Acoustics of Unstable Combustion Phenomena" (with
I! K.S. Lee), BBN Rept. 1782 (Feb. 1966).

"Sonic Boom simulation by Means of Low-Pressure Sources" (with
:"] U.J. Kurze, R.E. Hayden, R. Madden, and C.H. Allen), NASA CR-
"i_. 66969 (March 1970).

"Feasibility of Aircraft Stall Detection by Means of Pressure
Fluctuation Measurements" (with H.H. Heller, D. Bliss, and
S.E. Widnall), AFFDL-TR-70-147 (Nov. 1970).

Rocket-Sled Study Fluctuating Surface Pressures
"Transonic of

and Panel Responses" (with H.J. Bandgren and R. Erwin), Shook
and V_b. B_ZI., 42, Ft. 4 (Jan. 1972).

"_I_] "A Guide for Predicting the Aural Detectability of Aircraft"
(with several members of BBN Staff), AFFDL-TR-71-22 (July 1971).

[_ Structure-Borne Sounds StruoturaZ Vibrations end Sound Radi=tion
at Audio Frequencies (with L. Cremer and M. Heckl), Springer

. i_, Verlag, New York, 1973.
LJ

Nolse Control En_ineerin_

"Guidelines for the Preliminary Estimation of Vibrations and

Noise in Buildings near Subways" (with E.K. Bender), BBN

Rept. 2500B (Jan, 1973).
"Noise Comparison of Enclosed and Muffled Piston and Rotating
Combustion Engines for Light Aircraft" (with M. Rudd), BBN

Rept. (Jan. 1973).2489

"Development of Prototype MufflerDiffuser Assemblies for S-IVB

Orbiting Workshop Ventilation Fans" (with E.K. Bender andI. V_r), BBN Rapt. 1774 (Marsh 1969).

"Effects of Resiliently Mounted Track Slabs on Noise andVibration" (with E.K. Bender and U. Kurze), BBN Rapt. 1878
(Sept. 1969).

F _

"An Investigation of the Generation o("ScreL}ch by Railway Car
Retarders" (with R.D. Strunk and P.R. Nayak), BBN Rapt. 2067
(Dec. 1970).

' 1
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;i

"Acoustic and Performance Test Compar_:_nn of Initia]. QuietedTruck with Contemporary Production TrueI(s" (with M.C. Kaye),
Rept. DOT-TSC-74-2 (Sept. 1973).

"Promisin_ Noise Reduction Measures for Rapid Transit Systems;
Background Information for In-Service Test Planning" (with
several members of BBN Staff), BBN Rept. 2642 (Feb. 1974).D

".[,I "Preliminary Estimates of Wayside and Interior Noise of the
General Electric MTA Gas Turbine/Electrlc Rail Car" (with

L.E. Wittig), BBN Rept. 2723 (Jan. 1974).

"Noise in Rall Transit Cars: Incremental Costs of Quieter

Cars", BBN Rept. 2566d (March 1974).

"Coal Cleaning Plant Noise and Its Control" (with G.E. Fax,

j W.N. Patterson, H.L. Fox), BBN Rept. 2827 (June 1974).

Stru_tuz,aZ D,_n_m£os

"Preliminary Vibration Study of 330'MWc Fro St. Vrain Reactor"
(with K.L. Chandiramani, H.R. Holler, W.D. Mark), BBN Rept.

1543 (June1967).
"Study of Cable Deflections and Cable/Trolley Dynamics of

Emergency Egress Slide Wire System at Launch Complex 39,Kennedy Space Center" (with K.S. Lee, Y. Kadman), BBN Rept.
; 1694 (June 1968).

"Effects of Saturn V Launches on LCC Window Structures" (withY.. Kadman), BBN Rept. 1691, (June 1968).

"Impact Analysis of 3G-in. 600/_ USA Standard Swing CheckValve" (with S. Hariharan), RBN Rept. 19J14 (March 1970).

"A Guide for Predicting the Vibrations off Fighter Aircraft inthe Preliminary Design Stages" (with R. Madden, R.H. Lyon,
E°K. Bender, B. Zapotowski), AFFDL-TR-71-63 (May 1972).

"Wind-Related Factors in the Design of the DBS and CPF Buildings;Part 1. Structural Loads and Motion of the DBS Building" (with
R.E. Nayden), BBN Rept. 2337 (Feb. 1972).

"Noise and Vibration Evaluation. GTX Bag(_age l{andling System,
SEA/TAC Airport" (with W.E. Blazier, M.A. Porter), BBN Rept.

U 2448 (Sept.1973).
"New Field-Measurement Technique fo]_ Attacking Loading Line

- Vibration Problems" (with M.A. Porter), gu._'" Colnpl_essorJ

Institute Conference, Liberal, Kansas (April 1974).
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_ 'Ii.i BOLT BEHANEK AND NEWMAN INC

i_ _ CAPABILITIES "
AND

_ FACILITIES

Bolt Boranek and Newman Inc. (BBN) Is engaged in consulting, research, and
development in science and teehnolo_. Oar primary activities are conducted

!L by the foilowing operating units.
i

Physical Sciences Divisioni

Architectural Technologles and Noise Control Division
Behavioral Sciences Division

Computer Science Division
+

Computer Systems Division

Technical Operations Group

Geomarinc Operations

The BBN technical staff consists of approximately 450 scientists and engineers,of whom about two-thirds hold advanced degrees. These staff members-have at
their disposal extensive laboratory and computer facilities, which are described
in the followifig pages. Project teams are assembled from personnel in all the

divisions to solve problems that require a combination of specialties aud skills.

BBN has its headquarters in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and maintains regional

offices ln Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Houston,and Waltlmm, Massachusetts.

I'i
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_._! PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

rl..j BBNBs tocbnteal staff provides research, development, and consulting services
in the following areas,

,_ Physioal .Sciences

]_ A Undurwator Acoustics: Underwater sound propagation, reverberation, re-
flection, and snatturinff. Modeling and analysis of signals and noise. Analysis,
deslgn, systems testing and evaluation, and Ix_rfornlance modeling and prediction
of passive and active sonars. Signal processing, including analysis, software,

i..J and displays. Ship silencing, including flow noise, machinery noise, structural
vibration and radiation, propulsors, nnd noise control technology. Marlne
engineering studies, such as hydrodynamics, control systems, and systems

analysis, Marine goopbyslos

A Aerospace Dynamics: Steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads, including

hypersonic and roglmes. Dynamic of structures, corn-
supersonic raspoflsas

ponnnts, and equipment. Sound radiation from vehicles and stractsres. Quiet
propulsion and lift systems. Conceptual design, development, and evaluation of
test facilities and equipment, Ground wind loads. Wind ttmnel simulation of

1_ noise and structural dynamics, Prediction of dynamic envtronnmnts and pro-
' teotfvo design.

,, Nol e Vibration:Diagneslacontroloolssa.dvibrationInma-
chinury, vehicles, and power sources. Produetdesiffn lscorporatingsoiseabatc-
moat techniqSes. Cost-benefit studies of noise treatment. Fabrication, testing,

[_ and deliveryofprototypeproducts.

Instrument Systems: Design andproduetion of sensors for measuring sound,
"l"j, vibration, stress, pressure, temperature, and heat flow, Measurement systems

for manlturlng noise oh ships, aircraft, and land vehicles. Monitoring systems
for ships, airports, blghways, and buildings. Portable mcasta'ement equipment,

I_ A Ooopliysics: R _ D support in marine subbottom survey teel'mlques and
instrumentation, marine and land seismic propagation data analysis, shoreline

t,_ and nesrsbore sedimentation processes, marine sedlmest sampling and analysis,
_ and signal processing. Field and laboratory Services lnsclsmic raflcctlan pro-

_" filing, sidescan sonar applications, sediment sampling and analysis, geological
surveys, and data interpretation.

l!
A Structural Dynamics: Analysis m_d testing of the response of structures to
static and dynamic loads, Data acquisition and analysis. Flexible .struetares,

shell analysis, and finite element.analysis. Fiuld/structure interaction and ira-, pact phenomena. Composite materials.

' I
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/_ Ultrasonics and ]_,IcdlcnlTechnologies: Research and development in
hlgil-rssolutlonultrasonicdiagnostictechaiqassand techniquesfor therapyand
out"gory. Deslgn troddcvolopmsnt of ultrasonicdlognosttoequipment and bio-
medical Instrumontatlon. Consulting scrvlcos in biomsdlcal engineering and

.... nondestructive tcstlng,

._ Arshitool:uraI Technologies and Noise Conf:rol

-- A Building Acoustics: Consulting services is losuro satisfactory acoustical
environments in now and existing buildings of all types, including auditoriums,
perforn_ing-arts centers, schoels, office bslldings, apartments, and research

-- facilities. Areas of study and design inohlds room acoustics, sound isolation,
sound-amplificatIm_ systems, and mechanical system noise and vibration control.

-- A Building Aorodynmnlcs: CHmatelogionl and wind tunnel studies of buildings
and complexes. Prediction of wind-tnducodvlbrations andthnir effoutson strut-

- taros, building occupants, and equipment. Studios of ground-;vind effects in
pedestrian areas. Selection of favorable sites and configarations. Constfltstion
on design for vibration reduction. Field moastLromonts on existing structures.

h EnvD.'onmental Noise Controh Evaluation of noise in the community, Includ-

ing consulting with govsrnmental agencies, airports, transportation systems,power systems, and Industry. Development ofonvironmentalhnpactstatomanls,
noise monitoring systems, and noise regulations. Application of noise control

_, engineering technology for solving existing problems and plmming for future

1,_ compatibility.

Regulatory Acoustlcs:Definitionof noisecontrolneeds based onpresentand

predicted noise levels. Establlshmont of goals based on factual testbnony andstate-of-the-art technology. Development and drafting of rcgulattons, tusludlng
research on legal aspects and suggestions for enforcement procedures and test

1_ methods. Regulation evaluation guidelines. Management planning for adminis-tering regulations. Public education programs to increase mvarcncss of noise
as a polluta_at and the role of regulatory agencies.

_[_ A Environmental Vibration Studies: Field measurement of vibrations In and
near bnlldings and tr,'mspor_atlon systems. Evaluation of acceptability. Dlsg-
nostsofvlbrationsom'ces audpaths. Consultationon modifications for vibration

t _ reduction. Prediction of vibrations and thclr, effects.

A Indust:rial Noise Control: Consulting services for quieting factories, power

['i plants, petrochemical plants, nmchino products, and manufacturing equipment._, Services include field evaluation of uotso levels and worker exposure, develop-
mon_ of complianco plans, dotagod ssalys is ofnolso problems, and dos lgn of such
cost-effective noise and vibration control msastwes as mufflers, }_nclosuros,

modifications, and sound absorptive treatments..machine

t
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• . ,_ Machinery Noise antl Vibration Controh Analysisofnotsc-generatlngmeeh-
anlsms of machinery either In situ or in our semlanoehoic laboraLory. Machine

deslgn lacorporatlog noise a-6-atcment measures. Design, fabrication, testing,._ and analysts of l)rototypo products or Ircatmcnts.

Education in Appllod Acoustics: Training manuals asd lecture courses to

acquaint clients staffs with the role of acoustics and noise coutrol In their plants
I

• mid prodacts. Special tr.'dnlng courses for architects, engineers, bulldlng
-- owners, plant engineers cad foreman, safety and industritd engineers, and high-

way engumers on safety and for Industrial and highway engineers on practical
_- engbmering approaches to noise control.

-- '_ Arts Pz'ogramming and Facilities: Feasibility studies antl studios to define
the artlstle, physical, and economlo scope of proposed projects for the visual

and performing el'is.

_ Coasultlng: Comprehensive cnnsultIngscrvIcos covering ft_nctlonnlTheatre

planning of tl_eatres, auditoriums, and concert halls, InchLding space require-
ments and performance equipment reqah'emonts. Layout, dos[gin, and speeif[-

i l_ cation of siC.go lighting, rigging, and olher performance systems and equipment.
'_ Audiovisual and Television Facilities: ComprehenslvoconsaltlngIn planning
and oqulpplng fanilities for atldiovlss_ presentation of teaching, for CCTV edu-

F_ antlanal and broadcast television, for video tape recording, anti for monltorlng
and hfformatlon dlsplay.

M
Behavlornl_cioncos

A Experimental Psychology: Studios of basic human capabtiitles, including
signal detection, pattern recognition, attention, memory, decision nmklag, x'o-
action thne, and speech. Human factors engineering, survey techniques, social

psychology,

Control Systems: Development of analytic models of human behavior in

I_ relation to computers ,'rod machiaes. Studios of control theory and Information
_, theory andthoir application to analysis, opl/mtzatIos, and evalualionof systems.

A Psyehaacoustlas: Stsdles of human sensory capabilities for tim detectionand classification of acoustic signals. Basic /'esearch on the relative contribu-
tions of spectral composition, intensity, and duration of a signalto the perceived

H nolslncssor to aanoyanso.
Is
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i._ A Educatlonal 'rochaology: Applications of computers In education, Including
research on c]assroom use of computurs and development of computer languages,

:_-- [nstruet[onal systems, and other tools for teaching and learning.

Computer Sclanco

A Artificial Intelligence; Studios of roprosantatian of moaning. Development
of programs to obtain syntactic and somaatic analyses of written text. Mixed

i.] initiative discourse systems. Seasory motor control and Intelligent processing
for robots. Natural language quostioa-answerlng systems for fact retrieval
Acoustic-phonetic and phonological mmlysls of continuous speech;istcgratIoaof

_'_ syntactic and scnmntio knowledge late continuous speech tm_ erstand _gsystn* is
Dlgtta! signal processing systems. Techniques of speocb compression for
efficient transmission of speech signals. Research In automatic and computer-

p_ assisted programmln g. Research and development o f s peclal ieclmlqucs to facIil-
. tats interaction between the scientlst and the computer in A[ rcseureh, Including

the design and implementation of computer display systems and the design, im-
plementation, nmintonanoe, and e:.'tension of the programming languages BCPL

r_ and LISP.

_:_, A Interactive Systems: Operating system research aaddevolopment, lneluding
i: l_ research into time-sharing syateras which arodlstributedacross communication
i t_ ne_vorks, development of sof_varo protocols to enable an operating system to
_ have its purlphornls remote from an accessiblo to a system's computational pro-

cessor via a total-computer connected to a communications not'work. Continued
development and support of the BBN TENEX tlme-sharingsystem, l:_osearch and

development of computer tools to help with office automation problems.

I_ A Trm_sportatlon Systems Research, Development, and Consulting: GeneralI

Le_
• resoanch and development in traffic control and information management prob-

lems of alr, marhm, and surface transportation systems. Simulation studies

"_ and development of shnulators and trahflng systems in those areas.

I"i Computer Systems

A Systems Development: Development of thne-shared and special-purpose
_ computer systems to facilitate data management, information retrieval, real-

tlmo processing, and communication for a vai'lety of applications,

A Compater Networks: Development and operation of networks that permitInteractive eommanloation among dissimilar flme-sh_rod computers. Dosll_m
and implementation of Interface hlossago r_'ocessors that connect computers to
the net_vork and attend to routing, store-and-forward, buffering, ' and error

I _ control.

P
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[._i ' h Medical CompLlter Systems: DcvclopmenL of computer systems for usoln
'pharmacology, the life sciences, and the medical profession. Automation of
ellnlcaI testing procedures, develepmeel of hfformation storage and retrieval

_ systems for medical data bases, design of user tnterfaces for the study of
complex molecular models, and developn|ent of aids to practicing primary
plwsieIana.

A Signal Processing: Design anddsvelnpmenL of botbon-lhm andoff-lise corn-
• purer systems for editing, storage, and retrieval of time-series data from arrays

or ne_vorks of seasors.

Technical Operations
A Systems Analysis Sol'vices: Advanced analysis asd evahmtioa of complex

technical systems relating to aatisuhn_a:e[us warfare ned peripberal areas,. Problem-oriented development and engineering studies conducted by dedicated
proJest _'oups. On-site investigations. Focused research and advanced tech-
nical analysis combined with sngLnceringdosign Lo solve complex tecbnical prob-

lems. Creation of eastoa% technical support teams toprovide oe-sltshardwareand sol,rare StlpDol't,

,: _ Geomsrine Operations

t_I_ A Petroleum Exploration and _roduetion: IIigh-z'es_lutlon profll[ng of oceanbottom and subbottom fozmations using standard and pzoprietary techniqSos and
equipment. Data acquisition, |'eduction,and interpretation.

_. A Civil Engineering Studios: Geop]wsienl surveys for use in dredgingopera-
lions, siting offshore facilities, pipeline routing, and locating sand sac| gravel
deposits. Geoteelmical services, inehlding bottom samples, sballow and deep

coring (to subbottom), acquisition, laboraloryaealysls, and rceom-
tOO0 ft Data

mendations for foundation design.

[_ A Environmental Impact Studios: Shallow bottom surveys to deLermhm pos-
Ld slble environmental hazards relating to drilling, operation of offshore power

planLs, and construction or' oflmr offsbore facilities.

J
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,. RESEARCIi FACILITIES

i_ BBN's laboratory and rcsnnrch facilities provide s wide range of instruments and
equipment for experimentation, testing, and calibration.

'% Instrumentation: This fee 1 tystoc _s and ma otainstransduoors, amplifiers,
sound end vibration sources, recorders, analyzers, sigiml-display devices, and
associated electrosle equipment. Calibration apparatus includes an anechoic
chamber, reverberant rooms, a high-lntensity pistonphone system for microphone

L.._ oallbratians, and calibrators for hydrophones and accelerometcrs. Electrical
and acoustical calibratlons are referenced to tim National Bureau of Standards.

! ! There are also data analysis facilities for obtaining real-time one-third octave
band and narrowband spectrum ana/ysis, correlation, and spectral density.

,% Low-Speed Wind Tunnel: A free-Jet, low-speed, lov,,-turbulence wind tunnel
iJ for studyleg flmv phenomena over various test objects. The tunnel can be

flited with a 25-ft loeg boundary layer chamml. The test section, which may be

an open or closed jet up to 20 ft long, is enclosed within a 4000 eu ft semlrever-berunt sound field which can be converted to a semiaeechoic state. In the opeu-
jet configuration, the 20-hp blower can produce a maximum wind speed of 120 fps
attho 16-ln. square or 18-in. dianmter nozzle exit as well as tn the boundary

layer clmmml. Mcasaremonts are madewith the aid of pressure transducers andhot-wire probes.

[_ A High-Speed Wind Tunnel: A 22,000 cu fl, high-performance, aeroncousticfacility which isone of the quietest and mostversatile of its ldnd. It can4_e used
for aeroaccustic model studies of jots, STOL flap configurations, edge noise, fan,
propeller, and rotor noise. The tunnel hasa volametrlc flow of 140,000 cfin. Its

3.1-ft diameter primary jet has a maxbnnn_ velocity of 300 fps. Its secoadnry
• Jets can produce 6000 cfm at up to 1.0 aim. overpresstLve, and higher pressures

and vohunes are possible, The tunnel, can be operated In either ananeehoic or a

reverberant mode. In addition, it is eqalpped with a quiet device for rotatingpropellers, fans', and rotors. A variety of rpm ranges is available, with power
consumptions up to 40 rpm provided by a hydraulic drive system. A 0-degree-

_ of-freedom force balance is part of the tunnel's standard equipment.
h Underwater Laboratory: This laboratory is designed for underwater noise

control projects and undemvatertransdacer evaluation. Itcontains a calibrated,14 x 22 x 33 ft reverberant water tankwith very low amblenL noise levels designed
for aanarato measurement of uudcrwaLer sound power levels. It is equipped with
hydrophonos, sound projectors, and analyzers, and it has truck access and a

U travelling 2-ton crane. The time-gating teclmiqeo can he used for transducermeasurements.

' I 7
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Physics Lah0ralories: These goltcral-purpese laboratories are used for a
variety of acoustical and ether experiments. Included in tile laboratories are

paired reverberatica rooms feb' transmission-loss tests and a 900 cu ft anechoicehalttber.

a Acoustic/Dynamometer Laboratory: Thislaboralory Is used toconduct noisediagnosis and control cxperhneots ca machinery thaleither generates, converts,
f or transmits power (c. g., diesel engines, hydraulic pumps, or gear tin[Is), Tllo

l'everberast test cell has nonparallel walls and a rotating diffuser for proctso

! _ measurements ofaeeustle power; it css easily be made asechoie, ThelaboratoryIs equipped with it dynamometer capable of absorbing 500 hp at 4000 rpm, engine
parameter instrumentation (e. g., for moniloring oil and water temperature and

-- oil pressure), at)." cooling capabllily, heat exchanger for Water-cooled machinery,
,_ noise and vibration instrumentation, arid mechanical and hydraulic power supplies,

i _ A Somlaneehole Laboralery: This 8000 eu ft laboratory is used fer machinery

! '_ noise meastlrements, modeling of acosstic test facilities and other scale-model
studies, and s vat ely of other acoustical test preen'ares. Associated measuring
eq i)nlent neludes a 1/3-octave band real-timeunaP, zerequipped for sequential

[' _ sampling and/or averaging ef an array of up to IG microphones or other trass-
donors. A data reduction suitcadjaccnl to tile laboratory is equipped for acous-
tical test data analysis, lselcdiltg hnpedanoe tube mcasttvemonts of sound abserp-

] teen, as well as 1/10th and 1.% spoclrnm analysis and statistical dislrlbetionanalysls of sound levels, Associated model shop facilities parmit construction
i_ of acoustical models.

_4

A I'ligh-Velecity Airflow Equipnmnt: Used for experimental studies qf aniseE,,
generated by subsonic a[rflmvover surfaces, this facility consists of as atrel'afl
engine compressor capable of supplying continuous airflows at up to 6000 erie

_ I_ end 15 psi.
i I_.I

;_ h Psycheaeet|stlcs Laboratory: Tile laboratory contains equipment for cen-
!! [_ ductlng experhnents on speech-intelligibility test methods, subjec[.lve effects ef
v

noise, masking of speech, and speech compression. Apparatus [ncludos seuod-
recording and playback equipment, noise generators, audiometers, speech-

F,' compression Instramentation, a large soundproof semldlffese room for testing
subjects, a ltbr:try of tape-recorded speech material, and a PDP-8 computer
for experimental control and data analysts.

_., A Psyehophysics Laboratory: E×perlmonts .are eesducted in this laberateryto study the relationships ef human sensory capsbi].lllos to decision making in
tasks that require the detection or classification ef signals. Thelaboratery een-

"_ tales a PDP-8/L computer, which is used on-line and in real time, that generates
=. audltery, vlsual, and vibratory stimuli; controls the procedure ef an experi-

mental session; and records and analyzes data ondeeision accuracy and latency,

i ,
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L! A Manual-Control Laboratory: The laboratory is eqalpped for exl)crimcnt.s
that study the clmractortsttcs of the human as a controller of dynamin systems.

I_'1 A PDP-10 dlgI.tal computer and an AD/4 hybrid analogcomputer are nsedon-line. to generate input signals, to record, and to analyze data°

h Transducer Laboratory: This facility Is used for the development and

_ precision assembly el miniature Instrument t:cansdueers, including pressaretrnrmducers, microphones, hoat-trm_sfer ganges, and hot-wire probes. Equipment

" _ Includes watchmakers' lathes, electrometers, and other special instruments.
A Mechaaleal Services: Traditional maeliine shop and meehmflcal dra[ttng
fanlllty, including lathe, milling mael_ine, etc, Drawtngs are done toMil-D-1000

'-7 or good commercial practice and flies are maintained. Printed circuit boardI

layout and taping are a normal part of the activity.

A Electronic Fabrication: Equipment m_d work statinns for the efficient fabrt-, i

_._ ' cation of eleetronin apparatus, ineludh_g printed circuit etching and wire-
wrapping.

I
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I COMPUTER FACILITIES
L..i

7
i BBN's digital computer iastallatlor_s provide facilities for on-llne computation

aadproblomsolving, roa[-tifim processes, and information storegnand retrieval.

A PDP-10: Thee-shared computer for up to 6._ sbnultancous users. Three
'- arithmetic processors, 1921<* words of core memory, 1,6M words of high-speed

drum storage, mid a 70M word disk pack file sYstem. The systmn uses
BBN TENEX pagers to run the BBN TENEX operating system, providing 256I<

_ words of virtual lnemory to each user process. System is accessible to the
ARPANET. Peripheral equlpmeot includes magnetic tape transports, DECtapc

,'-7 transports, Calcomp plotter, real-thee analog and digital I/0 capability with
] ! high accurac.l, and high resolution clocking, and 2 hlgh-speedlbm printers° TwoL-

more complete PDP-10 service systems to be installed by FY 75,

• !_ A PDl_-8: 4K words of core memory, disk. Peripheral equipment inehldeshlgh-speed paper-tope I/O, diglt,'d-to-analog and analog-to-digital nonvert-
ere, m_d auditory and visual display capabilities. [1 in Cambridge, 1 In Los

Angeles]
,% PDP-ID: Timo-sharedcomputer forapto 64 simultaneoususers. 24Kwords

of core memory, fast-access 1201<-word drum, and a total of 60 million wordsof hlgh-speed drum stor_.ge (Univac Fastrand i). PeripheraIeqtlipmont includes
two Univac magnetic tape transports. User programs include $TRCOMP,
ISRCOMP, LOGO, and many others.

The Analog-Cgmputer Laboratory has equipment for general purpose analog
• simulation. Hybrid computation capability is achieved by means of a versatile

I_ patching system that connects tlle analog computers to the PDP-10. Equipment
_J" in the laboratory includes tile following:

[_ A Applied Dynamics AD/4 Hybrid Analog Computer: 100-V machine with 56
operatlon_ amplifiers, nonlinear equipment, and general-purpose digital logic,

• capable of hlgl|-speed repetitive operation,

A Associated Equipment: Oscilloscopes, sigaalgencrators, maltlohannel ana-
log tape recorders, X-Y plotters, strip-chart recorder end sousd-lsolated

rooms forpsychological experiments.

w *K = 1024
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING INFORMATION

! t,_,._ Since 1948, Bolt Beraaok and Newman Inc. has successfully completed hundreds
of prime contracts undertaken on a CPFF, CPIF, T&M, or fixed-price basis

i _ forvaz.'iousgovernmontagoncics, tncludlngthe Department of Defcasc (Air Force,. Navy, Army, Off ce of Civ 1 Defense, ARPA, etc. ), NASA, Department of llenlth
Education and Welfare (Including NationalInstitutes of Health, Office of Education,

, ,_ NationalAir Pollution ControlCcntcr), Department of IIoasing andUrbm_Develcp-
i mont, Doparlmcnt of State, Department of Commerce, Department of Traospofl-J
_= ration (Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, Trans-
i portation Systems Center, etc.), and the Envlroemoo_al lh'otection Agency. In
E r-_ addition, BBN has undertaken many major subcontracts for organizations such
' l.J as Aerospace Corporation, Arthur D, Little, Inc., IBM Corporation, Raytheon

Company, TRW Systems, AVCO Corporation, General Electric Cos|pany, Litton

i _ Indasl:rios, and Douglas AircraftCompany. Under contract to several states with_ federal grant fsnds, BBN has studied various matters ranging from compotor

; applications ia education to air and noise pollution.

The eognlzant_ovcrnmcnt auditing agency for BBN Is Lhc Defense Contract Audit
Agency, 424 Trapelo Rosfl, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.

L _ The Cambridge and Washlngtoe offices lmvc top-secret facility clearance. The
_ Los Angeles office has secret facility clearance. Security procedures for each

;" office of the Company are conducted U_rough tim nearest Defense Contract Ad-
! r_ mlnIotl.ation Services reglomfl office.
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BBN Corporate llendquarters Affiliated Companies

00 Moulton Street The DeLos International Group Inc.Cambridge, Massachusetts 021:38 275 Wyman Street
Tel, (617)491-1850 Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

ARCTEC, Incorporated
i BBN Regional Offices 9104 Red Branch Road
_. Cohunbla, MaryL'u_d 21045
;, 1701 N. Ft, Myer Drlve

Arlington, Virginia 22209 ARCTEC C_lada, Ltd.
: (Washington, D.C.) 1000 St. Catherine Street

_ Tel. (703] 524-4870 Montreal 107, Quebec

1740 Ogden Avenue Toleeet Communloatlons Corporation •

Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 1666 I,: St. N.W.,i (Chicago) Washington, D.C. 20006

i Tel. (312)669-6150

21120 Vanowen StreetCmmga Park, California91303
_', (LosAngeles)

+'[;,_ Tel. (213)047-s060

633 Batter.',,Street
Snn Francisco, California 9411.1

ir! Tel. (419)391-7610

., 8802 Daffodil"

_ Houston. Texas 77042
{J . Tel. (713)793-2110
r,,

[_ 239 Wyman Street-o Waltham. Massachusetts 02154
Tel. (317) 890-8440
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